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Dr. Mary Lyons Takes Lead at University of San Diego
ALCALA PARK - She comes to the University of San
Diego from Minnesota's College of St. Benedict where
she was also the president, but coming here is close to
coming home.

Dr. Mary Lyons, who began her tenure as
president of USO in July, is a fifth-generation Californian. Because her father served
in the U.S. Army, she moved around as a
child, but settled in Santa Rosa in time for
high school.
Upon graduating, she joined the Sisters of
St. Joseph of Orange and stayed with them
for five years, leaving before professing final
vows.
Prior to serving at the ·college of Saint
Benedict, Lyons was president of the California Maritime Academy for six years . A

retired captain in the Naval Reserve, she has
been a professor of rhetoric and homiletics
at the Graduate Theological Union in Berkeley. She also taught at the University of California, Berkeley, and San Jose State
University and has been a community college, middle school and elementary school
teacher.
At 55, Lyons should have plenty of time to
make her mark on USO.
She sat down with The Southern Cross just
two weeks after her arrival and said that she

SEE USO PRESIDENT, PAGE 14
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envisioned being so broad but would
be very pleased with, I think.
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
As the head of a Catho lic university,
there's an impera tive that the educaLyons is a retired
tional experiences for studen ts be not
captain in Navy reserve just groun ded in a true humanistic liberal arts tradition, but be one that gives
eviden ce of the Gospel in ways that are
had devoted her first days at the uni- inviting to people of
many differe nt
versity to study, learning all she could faiths but also in ways
that are truly
about the founding and missio n of the explicit.
school on the hill.
Everyw here I turn, there is evidence
that [USO) is about more than simply
Could you say something about providing access to knowl
edge, but it is
your general sense of the role of the also about how that knowl
edge is lived
Catholic university and the position by gradua tes to improv
e the human
of the Catholic university in the com- condition.
munity?

PRESIDENT

(

The founders of both the San Diego
College for wome n and the men's
school, Bishop [Charles F.] Buddy and
Mother [Rosalie] Hill, right from the
very beginning had what I would consider a very catholic view of educa tion,
both with a capital C and a small c.
They were extremely expansive in their
vision for the university. By that I mean
[they had] a strong religious ethos that
embra ced people of many different
faiths
so there was an ecumenical
spirit to that. [They also] had a strong
sense of the role liberal arts in the formation and educa tion of young people;
and also a deep and abidin g sense that
the university was created to not only
serve studen ts but to really be a part of
the larger community.
As I have come to know people on
the campus and have learne d about
progra ms and read the history, what
has been edifying for me is the extent
to which that vision has not only continued but expanded. There is so much
evidence of what I would call the public purpo se of the university being lived
in ways that the found ers may not have

Just hearing your story as a young
woman, you must have experienced
some kind of conversion or attraction
to the Gospel early on in your life.
I would n't give myself so much credit for having the maturity of faith to
really know that. But I have to say, I
think that some people have just kind
of a little bit more of a religious sensibility, which I think I had as a youngster. But what was most attractive to
me, always, were the examples of my
teachers, and by that I mean both the
clergy and vowed religious but also
many of the lay people who really integrated their own faith lives with whatever else they did.
I was always impressed by the fact
that my teachers or my mento rs had a
very natura l way of integrating their
own faith with whatever else they did
or whomever else they were. And as I
grew, and became more mature and
would be exposed to things like the
docum eh ts out of Vatican II that
empha size that we're all by baptis m
called to holiness, that that is our true
vocation - that gave me a language and
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an insight that I might not have had
before. It helped explain to me what I
was witnessing.

sity that we know in the Weste rn
world. I don' t think there's ever been
a time when the univer sity hasn't
been at the center of treme ndous
deba te and dialogue.
To some extent, if Catholic universities were just floating along in a kind of
dream world, I would wonde r if there is
anything really happe ning there. On
one
hand, I think you take the long
0
view and you realize that ye there are
mome nts of difficulty and controversy.
i Especially presid ents get caught in the
crossfire betwe en differe nt factions.
On the other hand, in the American
Churc h, I think what has happe ned is
that the Catholic university, Catholic ·
higher education, has gone throug h a
whole matur ation proces_s. If you look
only at the Catholic universities in this .
country, we're a relatively young group
of universities. Most Catholic colleges
and universities weren 't really found ed
until the early part of this last century.
Many were founded to serve immigrant families.
We've only got a track record [at USD]
of a little over 50 years. We're proud of
the progress that has been made given
the relative youth of Catholic colleges
and universities like this.
We have a long way to go but I'm
really excited. Being young means
you're not morib und.

i

DR MARY LYONS

·

That is a model that one would
expect at a Catholic university. That the
way in which the Catholic character of
the university expresses itself is not
merely in its progra ms but is also in the
way the people of the university conduct themselves.
These have been years of controversy
regarding the Catholic university. You
could draw it back to Ex Corde Ecclesiae, but even before that, the Catholic
university trying to find its role in the
world as an independent institution
and after the Second Vatican Council.
How do you assess where we are in all
of that sorting out?

!

One of the things that's most hopeful for me is to know that this is not a .
What about the criticism that in the
whole lot differe nt than it has always pursuit of prestige, Catho
lic universibeen. Catho lic univer sities have ties have become
less Catholic, or
always been at the center of great con- maybe have becom
e non-Catholic?
trover sy and great debate .
The whole univer sity comes out of
I think if someone were to do the real
the histor y of the Churc h: the univerCONTIN UED ON NEXT PAGE
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that, but I have more homework to do.
One thing I will say, I would love to
learn more about and maybe talk more
about the ways in which the Catholic
character of the university, especially
as it's made manifest through the
social teachings of the Church, [is] palpable in the way in which this university conducts itself.
It is already here: between the Institute for Peace and Justice on the one
hand and all the many programs I see
on campus.
I'd like to think that it's not just that
we have an Institute for Peace and Justice but that it is a university of peace
and justice. [I'd like to think that] people who come here as visitors or stay
with us as students or work here when somebody says, "What difference
does it make that you graduated from a
Catholic university or work at a
Catholic university?" that they would
have an answer and that answer would
Are you starting to form an idea of probably be "because I know now what
directions, things that will be priori- the social teachings of the Church are
and the way in which they can be lived
ties in the coming years?
and learned in this environment."
The Southern Cross
I'm beginning to have some sense of

work, the real research, and would
really take the time to get to know
Catholic colleges and universities in
this country, they would realize that
that assertion that Catholic schools for
the most part are becoming more secular is not true. And I would challenge
those folks who want to make that
claim by trying to get behind what that
concern is and to find out what they
think they understand to be the nature
of a Catholic university. If a person
thinks that a Catholic university is
meant not to just have a rich liturgical
life and a rich sacramental life, but also
to be the Church, they're mistaken.
These institutiqns have to be clearly
denominational but not sectarian in
that sense. And I think there may be
some people who misunderstand what
the nature of a university is let alone
what the nature of the Catholic university ought to be.
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Lyons begins duties as USO president
Friday, July 18, 2003
Mary E. Lyons started her duties this month as president of the University
announced on Friday. Lyons, 55, will be formally inaugurated in Novem
"Becoming part of this extraordinary community is a tremendou s privilege," Lyons said in a prepared
statement
"I look forward to building on the wonderful legacy of my predecessor Alice Hayes."
USO will continue to be a university dedicated to academic excellence and teaching with a focus
on small
dasses and values-centered learning, she said. Priorities will be to provide better educationa
l and research
opportunities across the curriculum and to continue to recruit the best and brightest faculty, Lyons
said.
Goals include developing additional resources to fully utilize new facilities including the Donald
P. Shiley Center
for Science and Technology, the Joan B. Kroc Institutefor Peace and Justice, and to expand
the programs and
facilities of the College of Arts and Sciences and the schools of business administration, education,
law and
nursing.
Lyons previously served as president of the College of Saint Benedict in central Minnesota. USO,
chartered in
1949, is an independen t Catholic institution that enrolls more than 7,000 students.
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***

USD 's new president, Mary
E. Lyons, will give the State of
the University address at a
luncheon Sept. 17 in the Hahn
University
Center.
Registration is at 11 :30 a.m.
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San Diego Voice and Viewpoint

USO Welcomes
New President
MaryLyons

July 24, 2003

P. Shiley Center for Science and
Technology and the Joan B. Kroc
Institute for Peace and Justice, and
to expand the programs and facilities ofour College ofArts and Science and schools ofBusinessAdministration, Education, Law and
Nursing."
AnativeCalifornian, Lyons, 55,
said she is delighted to be back in
her home state. "California is a
place with such vitality and diversity. I am energized by the challenges ahead. I look forward to
helping expand educational opportunities for students from all backgrounds, cultures and religions."
''With her experience in Catholic higher education, we are confident that Dr. Lyons will lead USD
to even greater success as a nationally ranked institution ofhigher
learning," said Liam McGee, chair
ofUSD's Board ofTrustees.

While Lyons already has asurned
month as president oft h e U n i v e r - her new duties, a fonnal
auguration will be held in NosityofSanDiego. "Becoming part
vember during USD's Founders
of thisextraordinary community is
Week.
a tremendous privilege," said
Lyons who was formerly president
Prior to serving at the College
ofthe College ofSaint Benedict in
ofSaint Benedict, Lyons was presicentral Minnesota. "I look fordent of the California Maritime
ward to building on the wonderful
Academy for six years. A retired
legacy of my predecessor Alice
captain in the Naval Reserve, she
Hayes."
.
.
has been a professor of rhetonc
Lyons said, ''USD will continue
and homiletics at the Graduate
to be a university dedicated to acaTheological Union in Berkeley,
demic excellence and teaching with
California She also taught at.the,
a focus on small classes and valUniversity ofCalifornia, Berkeley.
and San Jose State University and
ues-centered learning. Our priorihas been a community college,
ties will be to provide even better
middle school and elementary
educational and research opporschool teacher.
tunities across the curriculum and
The University of San Diego is
to continue to recruit the best and
an independent Catholic institution
brightest faculty.
ofhigher learning overlooking San
"We also want to develop adDiego's Mission Bay. Chartered
ditional resources to fullyutilize our
in 1949, the school enrolls more
new facilities, including the Donald
than 7,000 students and is known
for its commitment to teaching, the
liberal arts, the formation ofvalues
and community service.
Mary E. Lyons took office this
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LocalScene USD .gets Phi Beta Kappa chapter

The University of San Diego has been approve d
-for a chapter of Phi Beta Kappa, the oldest academic honor society in the nation, university officials
announ ced Monday. Phi Beta Kappa offers a variety
of academic, social and commu nity-bas ed programs to support its member s and promot e excellence in liberal arts scholarship across the county.
"Memb ership in Phi Beta Kappa means USO
can now confer the highest academ ic honor possible on its outstan ding liberal arts and sciences
graduates," said USO Preside nt Mary E. Lyons in
a news release.
Phi Beta Kappa officials, who meet every three
years to conside r new membe rs, announ ced
USD's accepta nce Aug. 9 in Seattle. The society,
establis hed in 1776, will now have 270 chapter s
from around the country . USO is one of 18
Catholi c institut ions in the country to have
earned membe rship into the honor society.
Source Code: 200308 11tlf
By Daily Transc ript staff writers
'
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UCSD again ranked
7th-best public school
By Eleanor Yang

·

STAFF WRITER

I

For the fifth year in a row,
the University of California San
Diego has been listed as the
country's seventh-best public
university in the closely
watched and controversial college rankings published by
U.S. News & World Report.
In the ranking of public and
private universities, which was
led by Harvard and Princeton
universities, UCSD fell one slot
this year to 32nd.
The University of Califomia
Berkeley and the University of
Virginia, tied at No. 21, are the
top-rated public schools.
UC campuses in Los Angeles, Davis and Irvine also
made the top 50.
The University of San Die o,
private Catholic school, was
ranked 99th, and San Diego
State University ranked in the
fourth tier (reserved for
schools ranked in alphabetical
order from 191st to 248th).
The 20th anniversary of the
magazine's college rankings
had several listings, including

9

areas of study, affordability, diversity and enrollment of international students .
This year, UCSD's engineering program ranked 25th.
San Diego State's intemational undergradua te bu ine s
program rose to 11th from 15th
two years ago.
SDSU was rated 22nd for the
amount of student indebtedness of its graduates. About
half of its undergradua tes leave
school with debt averaging
$13,000.
San Diego-based Alliant International University was
ranked first in the country for
its international tudent population. About 36 percent of its
students are foreign.
The rankings are derived
from a complicated algorithm
that includes surveys of academic reputation, student retention, faculty resources, acceptance rate, graduation rates
and alumni giving.
For years, U.S. News &
World Report has been scrutinized by critics who say it's
impossible to translate academic quality into numbers.

College rankings

1.

Harvard University

13.

Princeton University

14.

3.
4.

Yale University

5.

Massachusetts Institute
of Technology

Rice University

California Institute
of Technology

17.

Brown University
Emory University

Duke University

18.
19.

University of
Notre Dame
Vanderbilt University

University of
Pennsylvania
Dartmouth College
Washington University
in St. Loui_s
11.

Cornell University
Johns Hopkins
University

16.

Stanford University

9.

University of Chicago

Columbia University
Northwestern University

32.

University of California
San Diego

99.

University of San Diego

Note: Values calculated based on a f ormula that includes graduation and retention rates,
faculty resources and other factors.

SOURCE: U.S. News & World Report

Some educators say students
should note that the rankings
are based on variables and
weighted in a somewhat arbitrary fashion, said Anne Machung, a UC analy t who has
published several reports on
the ranking .
'There are pros and cons to
the rankings, but they need to

ASSOCIATED PRESS

be used carefully and cautiously and with insight," Machung
said.
The rankings are online at
http:/ /www.usnew s.com/usnews and in magazines at newsstands today.
Staff writer Lisa Petrillo and the
Associated Press contributed to -this
report.

DAILY TRANSCRIPT
SAN DIEGO, CA

MONDAY

15,000

AUG 25 2003

Local Scene
Local colleges ranked

Three San Diego County universities were among
those recognized in· U.S. News & Worlds "America's
Best Colleges 2004," published online on Aug. 22.
The University of California, San Diego tied at
1
seventh place in the top 50 public National
Universities-doctoral list. In a separate category,
UCSD tied at 32nd place in the best national universities-dO'ctoral list, out of 248 public and private
national universities, which are defined as those
offering a wide range of undergraduate majors as
well as master's and doctoral degrees.
The p niversity of San Diego tied in 99th place out
of 248 public and private national universities.
San Diego State University's international business program, an undergraduate major, ranked nth
in the list, up from 12th last year.
Previously, U.S. News ranked only the top 50
universities, grouping the remaining ones alpha. betically in three separate tiers. This year, the m·agazine ranked the top 126 universities in the first
two tiers.
SDSU was listed in the fourth tier, which ranked
schools alphabetically in the 191 to 248 category.
Source Code: 20030822tlf
By Daily Transcript staff writers
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THURSDAY
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Campus construction

Alum ni Cent er unde r way at USD
Six-level parking structure also
slated for completion
will host official alumni events
and features a campus "living
A new 28,000-square-foo ( room" ·with a fireplace for small
Spanish
a
alumni center at the University··· gath erings,
Renaissance-style courtyard with
of San Diego, made possible by a
$5 million gift from the family fountain for receptions and a
foundation of USD graduate patio and conference room for
Bert Degheri, is scheduled for formal dinners and meetings. The
completion by the end of the three-story building will house
offices for USD alumni relations,
year.
Wheeler Wimer Blackman is fund raising and communications
the project's architect and and marketing.
"We're very grateful to Bert
Douglas E. Barnhart Inc. is the
Degheri for this wonderful gift,"
contractor.
The Degheri Alumni Center, said Jack Kelly, USD's alumni
relations director. "The facility
main
located near USD's
enttance, will be a campus hospi- will create an exciting new center
tality center and showcase USD's for integrated alumni and
traditions and history. The center student activity in addition to
By

HARMAN

USD News Bureau Director

being a source for pride for the
university."
A dedication for the new facility
will take place early next year.
Also under way at USD is a sixlevel, 783-space parking structure
adjacent to an existing parking lot
on the west end of campus. The
$11 million structure is expected
to be complete when school starts
this fall.
The architect is Innovative
Design Group in association with
Mosher Drew Watson Ferguson.
The contractor is Douglas E.
Barnhart Inc.
To help minimize concerns
about the project's potential
impacts from USD's neighbors, the
structure is being built into a hillside, giving it a smaller profile.
Three stories are being constructed
underground to minimize height
concerns and the structure's foot-

print has been modified to allow
the university to maintain 346
existing surface parking spaces.
Earlier this summer, USD celebrated the dedication of its new
$47 million Donald P. Shiley
and
Science
for
Center
Technology. The 150,000-squarefoot center features state-of-theart equipment and 73 laboratories
and classrooms.
Carrier Johnson was th e
project's architect and Rudolph
and Sletten Inc. was the contractor. Van Atta and Associates was
the landscape architect.
Mary Whelan, USD's director of
University Design, worked to
make sure the center's exterior
and interiors were consistent with
USD's Spanish Renaissance style.
USD's Facilities Management
team coordinated the entire
project.

USD's Degheri Alumni Center, scheduled for completion by the end
of the year, will serve as a campus hospitality center and showcase the
school's traditions and.history. The three-story building will feature a
Spanish Renaissance-style courtyard with a fountain.
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People
KEY HIRES AND PROMOTIONS

EXECUTIVE SPOTLIGHT

DavidS. Casey Jr.
David S. Casey Jr. has been elected
president of the Association of Trial Lawyers of America, an association of 60,000
attorney members. Casey is a senior partner at Casey, Gerry, Reed & Schenk, a
firm spec iali.zing in product liability, seri ous personal injury, wrongfu l death , toxic
tort, environmental, asbestos, and fraud
liti gation. He is also founder and senior
partner of Herman , Mathis, Casey, Kitchens & Gere!. He j ust
completed a oneyear term as
president-elect
of ATLA and is
a me mb er of
ATLA's board of
gove rnors and
Public Education
Committee . Casey
has also served as
president of the
Western Trial
Lawyer Asoc i a tion,
pres ident of
the Consumer
Attorneys of
Californ ia, and president of the San Diego
Trial Lawyers Association. In May, Casey
was honored with the Author E. Hughes
Career Achievement Award from the
versity of San Diego.
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Mercy Hospital Foundation Boardaddssix members
/

.

I

OrgWatch

By Sonya McDowell

Six San Diego community
leaders have joined the Mercy
Hospital Foundation Board.
Mercy Hospital Foundation promotes the philanthropic support
of Scripps Mercy Hospital in
Hillcrest. Founded in 1890 by the
Sisters of Mercy, Scripps Mercy
Hospital is San Diego County's
longest operating and only
Catholic hospital.
Joining the board in 2003 are
Gail Andrade, John Corrente,
Robert Horsman, Maureen King,
William Stanton, M.D., and
Frederick Vandeveer.
Andrade's commitment to
Mercy started from birth - she
was born at the hospital, as was
her son. She is immediate past
president of the Mercy Hospital
Auxiliary, and has been a member

of auxiliary since 1987. She also
volunteers on Mercy's behavioral
health unit and chairedthe Mercy
Ball in 1985. A resident of La
Mesa, Andrade . 1s president of
County Psych1atnc Hospital
Auxiliary. She is a member of the
Special
and Palliative Care
Fund Ra1smg comnuttees of the
Board.
Corrente, a San Diego native, 1s
president of Pacific Southwest
Mortgage, a real estate investment company. The San Diego
resident is a member of the
Mortgage Banker Associations of
America. He is involved with
community organizations including the Scripps Health/Hospita ls
Board of Trustees real estate committee, SDSU Alumni and La
Jolla High School Alumni associations.
Horsman 1s president and CEO
of San Diego National Bank,
which directs approximately. 3
percent of its profit to commumty
and nonprofit projects. The Point
Loma resident serves on the

boards of the San Diego Regional
Chamber of Commerce, Metro
YMCA, . Cahforma
Bankers
Association,
San
Diego
International Sports Council and
Lincoln Club of San Diego
County. He is also the first man to
chair San Diego Operas gala comm1ttee. He is a member of the
Heart. Care Center Campaign
Committee of the Board.
King is the former director of
development at the Mingei
International Museum, where she
is currently vice-chairman of the
board of trustees. She _also has
served as the executive director of
Mothers Embracmg Nuclear
Disarmament and as a consultant
and teacher in the fields of fundraising, volunteerism and nonprofit managemnet. The Pacific
Beach resident is a graduate of th e
Umversity of San Diego, a nd her
communityactivities have eame_d
her the Bishop Charles Francis
Buddy Award and Distinguished
Volunteer award from Umted
Way of San Diego and Junior
League of San Diego. She is a
member of Mercy 1000 and
serves on the Mercy 1000
Committee. She is also a member
of the Heart Care Center
Campaign Committee of the
boar

Stanton is associate medical
director of Scripps Cancer Center
and a member of the cancer
center's board of governors. He is
a medical oncologist who bases
his private practice and serves on
the teaching faculty at Scripps
Mercy Hospital. In his leadership
role in the Scripps Cancer Center,
he is working to integrate cancer
care throughout the five Scripps
hospitals and helping to bring scientific discoveries of the Scripps
Research Institute to the bedside
where patients will be offered the
best opportunities for success.
Stanton also is chief of staff and a
member of the board of directors
of San Diego Hospice and
Palliative Care as well as a clinical
professor of medicine at UCSD
where he completed his residenc;
and fellowship. The Del Mar resident is currently studying the care
of older adults with cancer with
the aim of developing a program
in geriatric oncology.

Office of Corporate Relations

GALA EVENING CELEBRATES TH E GRAND OPENING
OF THE DONAL D P. SHILEY CENTER FOR SCIENCE

AND TECHNO LOGY

The University of San D
o o ened the doors to its new
Center for Science and Technology in a grand way th is
summer. An elegant black-tie gala honored Donald and
Darlene Shiley, as well as the many other donors of the
building, whose generous support heralded a new era for
science at the university. The night concluded with confetti
canons, champagne and even a chocolate fountain for
guests to enjoy.
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Janie Tomkiewicz, Michel Boudrias, Professor of Marine and Environmental Studies and BusinessLink
USD member, Ken Ramirez, Branch Manager for Coca-Cola Bottling Company of San Diego.
·Calilomio Assemblyman Juan Vargas and Dean Patrick Drinon, USD College of Arts and Sciences.
Congresswoman Susan Davis and USD Trustees William Jones, CityLink Investment Corporation
President and CEO and Yolanda Walther-Meade.

UNIVERSl1Y DEVELOPMENTS

The Donald P. Shiley Center fo r Sc ience an d
Technology is the newest building at USD - for the
moment. Later this year, the doors will o pen on the
Degheri Alumn i Center on the
east end of campus. And, as the
fall semester begins, the lives of
USD commuters and visitors will
be made· easier by the 1,050space parking structure on the
west side of campus.

Co nt ractors Awa rd as Sa n Diego Con t racto r
of the Yea r.

Construction of the three-story,
28,000 square foot Degheri
Alumni Center, like the parking
structure, is being supervised by

douglas e. barnhart, inc.

a longtime Businesslink USD
member and two-time recipient
of the Associated General

-
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UNIVERSITY HIGHLIGHTS
COLLEGE OF ARTS &
SCIENCES

The College celebrated the dedication of the new Donald
P. Shile Center for Science and Technol
in June. It
has been gratifying for facu ty to see io-tech's support
of the hands-on laboratory instruction. The College will
host the international meeting of the Center for
Academic Integrity in October. The Center is the premier
organization in supporting academic integrity, academ·
ic honesty, and stronger campus systems to prevent
cheatihg and plagiarism. Students at USO are in the
early stages of building an honor code at USO; the
October event should accelerate planning and con·
tribute to the USO mission as a value-bosed institution.
For more information, please contact the College of Arts
and Sciences at (619) 260-4545

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION-

The School of Education's Dean Paula Cordeiro was hon·
ored by San Diego Magazine as one of the "50 People to
Watch in 2003." Dean Cordeiro has served as President
of the San Diego Council on Literacy, launched a yearly
conference for hundreds of school counselors and created
an innovative program to supply teachers to local charter
schools. She is also responsible for initiating the
Educational Leadership Development Academy and
attracting funding from the Eli Broad Foundation for the
partnership with other colleges that provides training for
school administrators. Dean Cordeiro also launched the
Non-profit Management Masters program last fall which
is taught by both School of Business and School of
Education professors and successful non-profit managers,
and provides scholarships for non-profit managers.
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SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION

Two new graduate degree programs were inaugurated
by the School of Business Administration in late spring.
The MS in Supply Chain Management, administered by
USD's Supply Chain Management Institute, is delivered
as a combination of on-campus residency and distance
learning. The MS in Accountancy and Financial
Management is an evening program featuring five-week
courses enabling students to enroll in the program
throughout the year. The new Leadership Institute for
Entrepreneurs will launch its first day-long conference on
Friday, November 14. For more information, contact the
School of Business at (619) 260-4830.

SCHOOL OF LAW

According to the results of a major new study of law
school quality released this spring, the University of San
Diego School of Law faculty is ranked 22nd in the
nation, which places it among the highest rated law
faculties in the United States. This study was bosed upon
an extensive survey of more than 150 leading law pro·
fessors throughout the country. Also, Trevin Hartwell has
joined the law school as director of development and
alumni relations. Formerly associate director of West
Coast development for the Faculty of Arts and Sciences
at Harvard University, Hartwell brings more than a
decade of academic development experience with him
to USO. Lastly, the law school will celebrate its 50th
anniversary with a kick-off event on Tuesday, September
30. For more details, call (619) 260-7438.

HAHN SCHOOL OF
NUR SING AND
HEALTH SCIENCE

Sally Brosz Hardin, PhD, RN, FAAN has assumed her
position as Deon of the Hohn School of Nursing and
Health Science. Dr. Hardin joins the school with a rich
background that includes research, teaching, and administrative experience . She most recenrly directed the PhD
Nursing Program at the University of Missouri, St. Louis.
In addition to Dr. Hardin, the following new faculty members hove joined the school: Dr. Anita Hunter, PhD, CNS,
CPNP, Associate Professor, MEPN Program Director;
Young-Shin Lee, PhD, RN, Assistant Professor; Cynthia
Connelly, PhD, RN, Associate Professor; and Caroline
Brown, EdD, RN, Associate Professor.
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Physicist, Chemist
Wil l Receive Kyoto
Prizes i.-f

I

n November, the Inam ori Foun dation in Kyoto , Japa n, will awar d this
year' s Kyoto Prize s to one winn er in
each of three categ ories : basic science,
adva nced technology, and arts and
philo sophy. Of the recip ients , two are
engag ed in physi cs-re lated work.
The Kyoto Prize for Basic Science,
given this year in Earth and plane tary sciences, astro nomy , and astro physi cs, will be besto wed on Euge ne
N. Park er. The found ation is hono ring Park er for "esta blish ing a new
persp ectiv e on astro physi cs by elucidatin g the phen omen a of the solar
wind and cosmical magn etohy drody namics." He is the S. Chan drase khar
Disti nguis hed Service Profe ssor Emer itus in the Univ ersity of Chicago's departm ents of physics and of astro nomy
and astro physi cs, and in the unive rsity's Enric o Ferm i Instit ute. He retired in 1995.
This year's Kyoto Prize for Advance d Technology recognizes work in
mate rials sciences and engin eerin g.
The recip ient, Geor ge M. Whit eside s , Mall inckr odt Profe ssor of
Chem istry at Harv ard Univ ersity, is
being hono red for "pion eerin g a technique of organ ic mole cular selfassem bly and its appli catio ns in the
field of nano mate rials science."
The laure ates will each receiv e a
diplo ma, a Kyoto Prize meda l, and a
cash prize of Y50 millio n (appr oximate ly $420 000). They will conve ne
at the Univ ersity of San Diego next
Marc h for the third annu al Kyoto laureate symp osium .
I
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REDEFI N IGN P E
Expanded meani
ng robs women of power

w

By Anne Hende rshott

dorm adviser. Feminist advoca_tes nave
successfully convinced a growmg numhile we mayn everk now
exac t' her of young female college studen ts that
what too p
o e ryan before they have sex with a man,
. hotel room, circumstances sur- must give consen t as explicit as a they
Mirounding allegations of date rape are sadly
ng And a growing numbe r of
familiar to those of us who work on college ran a wome nhave been persuad
ed that
campuses where rape has been redefined. young
On many campuses, allegations of rape
when such stipulations do not formally
can now be made following any unpleasoccur as they rarely do in moments of
ant, awkward or regrettable sexual enpassion then they too have been the
counter and the rapist is any male who
victims of rape.
participates in these encounters. And
This new sexual hysteria has been fueled
while we really do not know what hap- .
by the creation of a date-rape industry repened between Bryant and his accuser, it
plete with "spokespersons" for the "suris important to try to understand the culvivors." A frequent media commentator on
ture that surrou nds the growing numbe r
the Bryant case is Katie Koestner, a popuof acquaintance rape allegations, and even
Iar lecturer on the date-rape college circuit
more important to understand how smart
and self-described "date rape survivor"
and once-strong and independent women
who claims to have visited more than 800
are now redefining themselves as helpcampuses to warn female students of what
less victims, powerless to prevent somelies in wait for them.
one they know from taking advantage of
Weaving advocacy data with graphic dethem.
.
scriptions of her own traumatic experience
Feminists have been successful in .
of being date-raped during her first year at
changing the definition of rape. Feminist
1
William and Mary College, Koestner
legal scholar and anti-pornography activist , claims that in the United States,
1.3 women
Catherine MacKinnon maintains thatone
are raped every minute. In her lectures,
can be "raped" by a paragraph, while her
she tearfully testifies that her "life was forcomrade, Andrea Dworkin claims that
ever changed" during the fall of her fresheven consensual heterosexual sex 1s
man year when, after going out with a male
"rape." Rape had always been used as a
student, "Tickling and teasing transpi red
metaphor, but just as accused male college
into a wrestling match that night that left
students have learned during the past
her on the floor pinned under her "atdecade, Bryant is now learning that the retacker." Koestner admits spending the
definition has come to have decidedly nonnight with her "attacker" in her room after
metaphorical consequences.
this incident, and also acknowledges bringAlthough national data indicate that .
ing the "attacker" back to her room after
more than 75 percen t of what were origilunch the next day where he allegedly
nally embarr assing or regrettable sexual
raped her again.
encounters were not initially defined as
It is likely that Bryant's accuser was
rape by the women involved, women are
warned by campus speakers like Koestner
increasingly encouraged to redefine
- as most first-year female college stuthese encounters as rape after a meeting
dents are warned - that she, too, might be
with an enlightened friend, relative or
-
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the one in tour wno wowa oe raped that semester. It is also likely that her college
pendent women do, that the real problem
memorialized all the female students atwith the expanded definition of rape is that
tacked by men in their annual "TakeBack
it actually ends up removing power from
the Night" march.
women. It creates instead female children
Culturalcritic Camile Paglia has written
unable to stand up for themselves and in
persuasively of the moral panic surroundneed of protection by the kind of men who
ing date rape and describes
it as a "cataattend date-rape lectures or participate in
strophic cosmic event like an asteroid
"TakeBack the Night" marches. They bethreatening the Earth in a '50 science fiegin to view themselves as potential victims
tion film." Paglia believes that the "fantastic
in need of protection by the emerging sex
fetishism of rape by mainstream and anticodes created by campus feminists and colporn feminists has, in the e n d , t r i v i a l i z e d
lege administrators and over-zealous prosrape, impugned womens credibility and
ecutors.
reduced the sympathy we should feel for
It is likely that this will continue as cam- ·
legitimate victims of violent sexual aspuses continue to canonize the "rape sursault" When feminist discourse is unable
vivors" who, instead of delivering a mesto discriminate the drunken fraternity
sage of strength and independence for
brother from the homicidal maniac,
women,
remind them of their fragility and
women are in trouble.
vulnerability.
And as long a rape victims
Paglia knows, as most strong and indeare venerated on college campuses, it
Duringthe early days ot the rape allegashould not surprise anyone that allegations
tion, Robb received all the rewards that acof rape continue to increase-and that the
company such victimhood, as campus femcases often involve confabulation.
inists rallied to her side, held demonstraThe most recent rape fabrication was
tions to warn other students, and dequietly revealed at Iowa State University
manded that prosecutors find the perpetrawhen Katharine Robb, a second-year stutors. Robb briefly became a campus herodent, finally disclosed that the story she
ine, widely praised for her courage in comhad tearfully told her sorority sister-of
ing forward to face the horrible crime. By
being forced into a car at gunpoint by four
the time she admitted to lying about the
black men and raped while in a wooded
rape, the story had spun into a criminal
area-was untrue. Thinking it was a real
case that wasted investigators' time and
rape, the sorority's president reported the
thousands of dollars in taxpayer money,
story to the police without Robb's knowlwhile spreading increased alarm among
edge. By then, Robb later acknowledged,
other female students.
she was "too caught up" in the lie to conIt is difficult to predict where the politics
fess to anyone.
of date rape will lead. That the hysteria may
have moved off-campus into a Colorado
Hendershottis a professor of sociology at the
courtroom promises that the date-rape inUniversity of San Die o and the author of the
dustry will continue to grow.
recently released, "The Politics of Deviance"
(Encounter Books).
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Walk of Fame's
statues will take
history to the streets

I

STAFF WRITER
Stories by Roger M. Showley,

an Diego is entering a new Bronze Age.
As in bronze statues.
From Pete Wilson the mayor to Bum the dog.
Famous figures from San Diego history are heading for the foundry, where sculptors' interpretati ons
go from clay to plastic to wax to bronze.
But who will be immortaliz ed in metal, where will these figures stand and who will pay up to $100,000 for each statue these are among the many questions facing proponents of this

stroll into San Diego's past
Unlike other, older cities, San Diego has commemo rated few
of its local luminaries.
But Steve Williams of Sentre Partners, a downtown real estate
developme nt and manageme nt company, has given new life to
the 5,000-year bronze-figure tradition by starting a nonprofit organization, "Horton Walk - San Diego's Walk of Fame."
The organizatio n's four-memb er board rejected a Hollywoodstyle series of stars in the ground and opted, at least for now, for

life-size images in the round.
"We're trying to get the thing jump-start edand put history back
in the streets of downtown San Diego," said Williams.
In 1998, Sentre Partners footed the $50,000 bill for a statue of
downtown founder Alonzo E. Horton. Standing at the corner of
ThirdAvenue and E Street (Broadway Circle), Horton holds a ·
map of the area he bought for 33 cents an acre in 1867 and proceeded to promote as the center of the city over the next 40 years.
Next month a second figure is due for unveiling- Ernest W. Hahn, developer of Horton Plaza shopping center, the catalyst of
downtown's revitalization.
The statue of Hahn, who died in 1992 at
the age of 73, will depict him in a business
suit, standing on an I-beam holding a hard
hat Sculpted by retired SDSU art professor
Jess Dominguez, it will stand near the entrance to the shopping center's Lyceum Theatre, across Broadway Circle from Horton
(which Dominguez also sculpted).
At this week's 70th birthday party for former Mayor Pete Wilson, supporters plan to
unveil sketches of a Wilson statue that would
be the third on the Walk of Fame. The tentative location would be on the edge of Horton
Plaza park at Third and Broadway.
The Centre City Developmen t Corp., the
City Council's downtown redevelopme nt
arm, has contributed $20,000 each to the
Wilson and Hahn statues, with the balance
coming from family, friends, supporters and
corporate interests.
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Karolyn Dorsee , who is organizing the tribute to Wilson, said donors have been
promis ed that their names will appear on the
monum ent She said plans also are in the
works to renam e a street for Wilson and commemor ate his political career in other ways.
CCDC Presid ent Peter Hall said he hopes
the Walk of Fame will grow to include
dozens of figures over the comin g decade s.
He envisions visitors taking an audio tour of
the Walk of Fame, during which they would
learn who shaped the region.
"We've got to put soul in the city," Hall
said, "and the soul in the city starts in the
public realm, not just in its buildings but how
it works, what it looks like, fun discoveries in
every neighb orhood ."
It isn't only politicians and develo pers who
will show up on downtown corner s. Hall said
he hoped the next statue will repres ent Bum,
a three-l egged St Bernar d. The stowaway
from San Franci sco showe d up in 1886 and
becam e the beloved town dog, whose image
appear ed on every dog license for a time.
Local historians welcome interes t in the
San Diego story but caution promo ters to
walk carefully on the road to celebrating fame.
"We should go very slowly and maybe do
one a year," said University of San Diego history profes sor Iris Engstr and.
John Panter, directo r of the San Diego Historical Society's Resear ch Library, hoped the
Walk of Fame would include a wide diversity
of occupations and backgr ounds.
"There are great stories of people who are
relatively unsung," Panter said, naming as one
example Ah Quin, the honora ry mayor of San
Diego's Chinatown in the late 19th centur y.
Angele s Leira, the city planne r who has
referee d historic preser vation contro versies
for years, said the Walk of Fame could extend into the neighb orhood s and compr ise a
variety of memorials, not just statues.
.
"Mayb e one of the things that needs to be
done before going very much furth er is
some kind of study and analys is of who
these players were so that a listing could be
develo ped," Leira said. 'That way, we avoid
throwi ng up statu on every corner, which
could be a little clutter ed ."
Bruce Coons, executive directo r of Save
Our Herita ge Organisation, said he was concerned with celebr ating people like Pete
Wilson who are still alive and whom history
has yet to fully judge.
"It seems a little too political a the moment," Coons said, "and it'd be easier for
them to make the case when we did have
more distance."
But George Mitrovich, a Walk of Fame
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board memb er who
consid ers Wilson's
legacy as U.S. senato r
and govern or "dubious," said Wilson deserves a statue for his
tenure as mayor
(1971-1983) .
'The statue is about
that," Mitrovich said.
"Not about the things
subseq uently done."
In considering other
famous San Diegans,
Philip Klaube r, 88,
whose family has been
active in local business and philan thropic
work ince the 1870s,
0

agreed that many famous San Diegan s have
had checke red histori es. He cited a one example banker and busine ssman C. Arnho lt
Smith (1899-1996) , a "Mr. San Diego" who
later served eight month s of jail time for embezzlement.
"You have to consid er each case on its
merits and demer its," Klaube r said, "and if
there are more merits than demer its, then include them in."
Local historian' Richard Amero called the
statue approa ch a "meager peek into history ''
and generally lacking artistic worth. Hugh
Davies, dir ctor of the San Diego Museu m of
·Contem porary Art, and Mary Beebe, director of UCSD's Stuart Collection of public art
on the campus, also had reservations.
"All things being equal, a bronze plaque
with a bas relief of their head is probably a
more approp riate way to do it than a three-dimensional statue, " Davies said.
Added Beebe, "It'd be kind of weird to have
a whole lot of bronze men all overdowntoWn."
Domin guez, sculptor of the Horton and
Hahn statues as well as a numbe r of other
figures here and elsewh ere, said he prefers
other forms of sculptu re.
"It's not a new direction in art," he said. "I
know they're not going to end up in the art
books."
He suggested any future Walk of Fam entrees include other representations, symbolic
of a person ' accomplishm ents rather than an
image alone. For example, he said Salk could
be remem bered by a set of broken crutch es.
"If you honor the person 's values, you honor the person ," he said. "Let's do someth ing
to beautify the city and inform the people
who was great."

Jess Dominguez (left) and Joel McVey of Fine Art Foundry discuss the
Hahn statue at
Dominguez's home studio In Spring Valley. Roni Galgano / Union-Tribune
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RABBINIC INSIGHTS

Whose Land?
Rabbi Wayne Dosick

Dateline: Ramallah, the West Bank.
July 13, 2003. "A mob attacked an
eminent Palestinian political scientist
yesterday as he prepared to announce a striking finding from a region-wid e survey of Pa lestinian
rrefugees. Only a small minority would
ercise a "right of retu rn" to Israel as
part of a peace agreement." (San Diego Union Tribune, July 14, 2003, as
reported by James Bennet for the
New York Times News Service.)
The study shows that "Only 10% of
those questioned demanded permanent residence in Israel, a proportion
that decreased if the refugees were
told that they would have to take Israeli citizenship or that their old homes
were gone. More than half- 54%said they would accept compensation
and homes in the West Bank and
Gaza, or in land ceded by Israel. Others said they would elect to stay in
their host country or go to another
country...refugees were less interested in being nationalist standardbearers than in living fuller lives."
For his scientifically conducted
study, the political scientist, Khalil
Shikaki - who holds a doctorate from
Columbia University, and now directs
the Palestinian Center for Policy and
Survey Research - was physically
attacked and pelted with eggs by a
mob of his fellow Palestinians, who
then proceeded to trash his office.
So much for the truth!
The so-called "right of return" is one
of the major · s of diffe en e in e
negotiations that are most recently
known as the "Roadmap to Peace."
Clearly, Israel will never agree to permit more than tour million Palestinians
to "return" to Israel. For, added to the
one million Arab citizens of currentIsrael, these five million Palestinians
would soon numerically overwhelm
the five million Jewish citizens of Israel , effectively turning the Jewish
state into an Arab state.
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Now we know.
The emotional tug of the "right of
return" and the political gain and
power of the "right of return" is very
appealing to the Palestinian leadership and the fundamentalist Arab terrorists who hold out for it in the current
negotiations.
But, the Arab populace itself - the
very people who would be affected by
the "right of return" - do not want it.
They want a way to make a good
living; they want good schools for their
children; they want running water and
working toilets and passable roads;
they want television sets and blue
jeans and Starbucks.
But, they do not want the so-called
"ancestral homeland," where they
"move back" to the exact piece of
property here their grandfathers or
great-grandfathers once lived.
So, let's take the "right of return" off
the table; let's take it out of the negotiations on the Roadmap to Peace.
Let's remind the American president
whose administration is the author
and the advocate for the Roadmap
that just as the United States is not
going to give the "right of return" to
Mexicans who might want to reclaim
a piece of farmland in Texas, Israel is
not going to give the "right of return"
to so-called Palestinians who might
want to reclaim a house in Jerusalem.
And, please. Let's not forget:
Eretz Yisrael is the land that God
prom ised to Abraham more than
3,800 years ago.
Eretz Yisrael is the place where
Abraham bought the burial cave tor
his wife Sarah.
Eretz Yisrael is the place Jacob buried his wife Rachel.
Eretz Yisrael is the place where
Joshua brought the wandering Children of Israel, in order to fulfill the
ancient promise. (By the way, the only
ones with the real claim for a "right of
return" to Israel are the ancient
Canaanites. Bring me an ancient
Canaanite; I'll take him to lunch, and
we'll begin the negotiations.)

I
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Eretz Yisrael is the place where the
bones of Joseph were buried, in land
that his father Jacob had purchased.
Eretz Yisrael is the place of the Jewish Judges, and the Jewish Kings, and
the Jewish Prophets.
Eretz Yisrael is the place where
David established the Jewish kingdom, and the eternal Jewish capital.
Eretz Yisrael is the place of the first
Holy Temple, and the second Holy
Temple, and the remnant of the Holy
Temple for which Jews yearned and
prayed for 1,900 years of exile.
Eretz Yisrael is the Jewish heart,
and the Jewish soul, and the place
where Jews know that heaven and
earth touch.
Eretz Yisrael has been the spiritual
Jewish homeland since the promise
by God 3,800 years ago, and the
physical Jewish homeland since
Joshua fought the battle of Jericho
3,200 years ago.
Jerusalem has been the capital of
Eretz Yisrael since King David, 3,000
years ago.
Christianity came to Israel but 2,000
years ago.
Islam came to Israel but 1,400 years
ago.
Jerusalem is mentioned in the Hebrew Bible more than 700 times.
Jerusalem is never - not once mentioned in the Koran.
Whose land is Israel?
Who has the right of return?
Eretz Yisrael is the Jewish land.
Then. Now. Forever.
Jerusalem is the Jewish holy city.
Then. Now. Forever.
Oh, we will be glad to hare. For,
we understand the importance of Israel, the allure of Israel, to all peoples,
for it is, ultimately, God's land, and we
are all God's child ren.
But, we will not - WE WILL NOT
- be played and swayed by the political current of the moment.
We will not-WE WILL NOT - give
away our land, or the ability to defend
ourselves, or the right to live in security and peace for the political prom-

I

1ses or tne moment.
Make no mistake:- the current
Palestinian prime minister may wear
a suit and tie and control the
government-of-the-moment.
But Vasser Arafat has not gone
away. And he still controls much of
the streets, much of the money, and
much of the terror.
And Vasser Arafat does not want
peace; he does not want a two-state
solution. Arafat wants nothing less
than the total destruction of Israel. And
if he and his friends must, he will let
the current negotiations continue, accept the two-state solution, and then,
be poised to destroy Israel from his
internationally recognized , United
Nations-voting, geopolitical state.
The current American administration
may mean well, and it may talk as if it is
Israel's friend {read: get more Jews to
vote Republican in 2004) but it is naive
and foolish if it thinks that words on a
piece of paper will guarantee long-term
peace and security for Israel.
We have now learned that one of
the basic "non-negotiable" items on
the Palestinian agenda is not of interest to 90% of the Palestinian people.
Before we continue to listen and act
on the demands of the politicians and
government leaders, let's determine
what is really at stake, let's determine
what the PEOPLE really need and
want.
We will most likely find that the vast
majority of Palestinians - who have
been kept in squalid conditions as political pawns and fodder for their own
leadership - want good jobs, good
homes, good opportunity and good
prospects for their children, far more
than they want to stake claim to lands .
and places they have never known or
seen.

"Jerusalem has been the capital of Eretz Visrael since King David 3 000
years ago."
'

Rabbi Wayne Dosick, Ph.D., is the spiritual
guide of The Elijah Minyan, an adjunct
sor atthe niversit of an Die o, and t •
rector of The oul Center for Spiritual
He is the award-winning author of six
acclaimed books, including Golden Rules,
Living Judaism, and Soul Judaism: Dancing with God into a New Era.
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A North American gray wolf peers out of Its enclosure Friday at the California Wolf Center In
Julian. The center Is still recovering from damages and the deaths of four wolves In the
Pines fire a yearago.

Wolf center in Julian
recovering from fire
help wolf center
rebound from last
year's Pines fire
ERIKA AYN FINCH

JULIAN - Watching
the off-white wolves
lolling about in the shade
and viewing the green
grass that blankets the
surrounding hills, one
would never guess that
the Pines fire ravaged the
California Wolf Center a
year ago.
But volunteers remember the fire all too well.
The center lost four
wolves, including a female
Mexican gray wolf prized
for her genetics.
With fewer than 300
Mexican gray wolves left
in the world, the ·female ,
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Pat Valentino, executive director of the Callfomla Wolf Center, talks to a North American gray wolf at the Julian center
on Friday.

named Gila, was expected
to breed for the next three
to four years, producing
pups of a particularly pure
lineage.
"This female stayed in
one area," said Pat
Valentino, executive director. "If she had moved 25
yards up the hill, she

would have been okay."
Volunteer at the 25year-old center still remember with horror and
disbelief the Pines fire,
which charred 61 ,690
acres between July 29 and
Aug. 13 last summer. StartWOLF, A-4

The center, which has pared by a California National
Guard helicopter's rotor blade ticipated in the federal breedyear," Kelly said. "We can't resevering a power line, the ing program for six years, also
place the wolves but we have
recovered. The fire facilitated
blaze burned 37 homes and has plan for expansion. They
are working on opening a new ' theprocess of taking on the
150outbuildings.
facility in orthem California
The memories of wolve
wild wolves and finishing the
killed at the center haunts the by 2005, Kelly said.
enclosures. We have recuper"It will be similar to a zoo
volunteers, but they try to
ated lost funds and we have
concentrate on the future as b.ut in a more natural environseen an increase in membership and donations."
well as on recent positive de- ment," he aid. "Its important to put an education facilivelopments.
Valentino said the center ty in an area where wolves
has received $75,000 in dona- will eventually be back."
At the Julian facility
tions since the fire. Most notably, Valentino said, the Valentino said plans are unWendy P. McCaw Foundation der way to create a simulated
donated $20,000 for repairs to science field tation where
enclosures damaged in the vi itor will be able· to learn
fire. As a result of these re- what it's like to be a scientist
pairs and the completion of a studying wolve in the wild.
As a result of the fire,
third Mexican gray wolf enclosure, the center received two
Valentino said, the center
wild wolves in December
plans to build fire breaks
from the Apache Forest in Arithree to four times wider than
zona.
the originals. He said he
"With the donations, we
would like to stock the center
were able to fix up the econd
with an extra water tank and
Mexican wolf enclosure to
chain saws handy for removhouse the wolves from the
ing brush.
wild," aid Laura Kelly, a vol"We spent a lot of time
unteer from Univ r ity of San
preparing for fire, we had loDiego. "These WO ve s are wild
cal and national animal ·
and can't be near humans. We
groups consulting," Valentino
were able to fix problem areas
said. "We even had fire dens
and add ground cover and
built and that may have been
shrubs to the enclosure."
what saved some of the pups.
Kelly said the wolves were
We were just shocked by this
removed from the wild befire."
cause they were killing liveBoth Valentino and Kelly
stock. She aid that wolves
said the center's staff of 15
need a lot of space and, as a
had a hard time psychologiresult of human encroachcally recuperatin g from the
ment, often wander into areas
fire. A wildlife veterinarian
where they are not welcome.
from Montana has brought in
"They are taken from the
counselors to talk to the staff
wild more often than publiin the aftermath of the disascized," Kelly said. "People ' ter.
don't understand a lot about
" That day of the fire the
wolves - they aren,t like coy- · volunteers put their lives on
otes. They don,t like humans
the line and there were a lot
and they need a lot of open
of psychological issues after
land."
the fire," Valentino said. "This
The center, which was e organization has become a diftablished in 1977, hou e 29
ferent organizationin the past
North American gray wolves
year."
incl uding 10 Mexican gray
Kelly, whose brows were
wolves. As the third largest
singed by the flames as she
participant in the Mexican
fought to save the wolves, said
Wolf Species Survival Plan coshe still thinks about the fire
ordinated by the U.S. Fish and
every day. She said th e anWildlife Service, the center
niversary of the fire two
eeks to help the endangered
weeks ago was difficult.
specie recover and increa e
"It has been a wonderful
in population . The Mexican
wolf lives in the Southwest
and Mexico, Valentino said.
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Pat Valentino, executive director of the California Wolf Center
in Jullan.
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Andrew Firestone (left), star of TV's "The
Bachelor," signs a bottle of wine from his
family's vineyard for a fan Aug. 13 at Vons In
Pacific Beach. Firestone Family Estates has
produced wine and beer In the Santa Ynez
Valley for the past 30 years. Andrew, a
uate of the University of San Diego
neur
great-grandson o re
Firestone, now represents the family wine
business as a sales manager.
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Oller wants office in nation's capitol

By Susan Wood

World News Service

Mar king a serie of pre-p rimary sea on shift s, state Sen.
Rico Olle r anno unce d la s t
week hi s inten tion to trade the
rura l land scap e for the concret e jung le of Wa s hing ton,
D.C.
The San And reas Repu blican has sche dule d a rally and
cam p a ign kick off at Woo dmac k Prod ucts , 1443 0 Whi te
State. Sen. Thom as "Rico"Oller
Rock Road in Ranc ho Cord ova, to offic ially laun ch his candida cy for the 3rd Con gres - in the seat now held by Rep.
Dou g Ose, who ' retir ing . The
siona l Di strict.
" I've been appr oach ed by distr ict cove rs Alpi ne, Ama dor
man y citiz en , bu sine ss own - and Cala vera s coun ties. Rep .
John Doo little repr esen t the
er and Rep ubli can lead er
from aero s the di s trict that Taho e basin in the 4th Distr ict.
The 3rd Di trict seat open have urge d me to run for this
seat, " he said. "Aft er a lot of ing ha also attra cted anot her
thou ght and disc u ions with fami liar Repu blica n to the Calmy wife and family, I'm read y iforn ia polit ical aren a - former tate Atto rney Gen era l
to anno unce my deci ion."
A ss emb ly Lea der Dav e Dan Lun gren . The two- term
Cox . has hi s eye on Oile r ' s 1st top cop for the tate, who has
mos t rece ntly wor ked a s a
Dist rict becau e the Fair Oak
Repu blica n has tapp ed out his Was hing ton , D.C . , lobb yi t,
three term s in the 5th Distr ict.
still has fam il y tie to the
Cox Chie f of Staf f Kev in basin .
Bas ett aid the Univ ersit y
and b a ck San Die o grad uate will soon
be re pre ente d
anno unce hi s cand idac y for the o ne
rch 2 prim ary
state Sena te .
elect ion rolls arou nd .
Olle r, who serv es the disOn the othe r s ide of the
trict enco mpa ssing Sout h Lake ai s le, Carm ich ae l fina ncia l
· Taho e, ha expr e ed inter est cons ultan t Gab e C a tillo and
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Woo dlan d farm er How ard
Beem an have also expr esse d
inter e tin the 3rd Distr ict.
Ca ti llo wan t to take the
di trict back from the Repu blicans and rethi nk the fi cal policy of the fede ral gove rnme nt.
Bee man ha alre a dy been
thiriking abou t chan ge.
. " Whe n you ride on a tractor, you have a lot of time to
think ," he said.
Polit ician s have a tend ency
to evo lve throu gh their care ers,
even chan ging thei r min ds
abou t go vern men t aspir ation s.
Olle r is no exce ptio n . He
e sent ially swit ched plac es
with Asse mbly man Tim Lesl ie,
R-Ta hoe City, a few year s ago.
"If you had gone to Rico 10
year s ago and aske d if he'd
run for tate sena tor or even
have gone into a life of ·poli tics, he wou ld have said: ' No
way, "' Oile r ' s cam paig n man ager Stev e Dav ey said.
Olle r ' curre nt di trict overlap with muc h of the fede ral
eat he's eeki ng to serve .
The fathe r of four child ren
still own a dry wall com pany
that start ed in the back of his
pick up. Now it emp loys 40
peop le.
As a busi ne ss man and
Rep ubli c an, Olle r advo cate s
lowe r ta xe , s ma ller gove rnmen t and a con erva ti v e
appr oach to dom estic polic y.
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Newsmakers
Robyn Kenyonof
Easton was appointed
to the newly created
position of corporate

communications manager at BrannWorldwide, WIiton, a dlrect-

marketing firm. Most
recently, Kenyon was
area communications
director In the WIiton
office of the American
Cancer Society. Prior to that, she was public relations manager at MONEY magazine, New York
City. Before that, she was public relations coordinator at Worth Media, New York City. Kenyon
holds a Bachelor of Arts degree In French and
English from the University of San Diego.

.
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of life' J S'i
LAKESIDE- Briana Barber,
student at the Literacy First
Charte r School, won
Universi of San Die o'
inentary school studen
"Laws of Life" essay contest.
The contest was started in
1987 by the Sir John Templeton
Foundation, and was the second time it was held in San
Diego. Barber and winners in
the middle/junior high and high
school divisions each received
a plaque and $100.
Teachers and students who
would like more infonnation
about participating in next
year's contes t should call
USD 's Center for Charac ter
Education at 260-5980.
'Laws
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Have You Heard ?
·

Katie Walter (PMHS '99) recently
graduated with honors from the
University of Notre Dame. Beginning
this fall, she will be teaching as an
AmeriCorps volunteer at the Promise
Charter School in San Diego and
studying for her Masters in Education
at the University of San Diego . As
part of the San Diego pu 1c sc ool
system, Promise Charter School provides a college prep education to chil- \
dren who generally fall below the feder al poverty level in the Logan
Heights area of San Diego. Classroom
instruction is provided 11 hours per
day, six days per week.

****
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Carrier Johnson was the recipient of a Gold

Nugget Award ("Judges Special Award of
Excellence, "2002) by the PCBC - The Premier
Building Show & BUILDER Magazi ne for the
design of The Joan B. Kroc Institute for Peace and
Justice on the campus o USD. For interior design,
Dupont Antron selected Carrier Johnson a s the
2002 "Hospitality Category W inner" for the
Hil to n, Go sl omp Qu a rte r So n Diego at
Bridgeworks. Ca rrier Johnson is the only interior
des ig n 'firm iri Son Diego to be include d on
Interior Desig n Magazine's "Top 100 Interior
Giants" fo r 2003. The AIA, Son Diego Chapter
honored Carrier Johnson with the 2003, SDG&E
"City of Villages, Energy Efficiency Integration in
Non-Residentia l Design" award for the ColTrons
District 11 Hea dqua rte rs . Th e Asso ciate d
General Contractors of America , Son Diego
Chapter voted Carrier Joh nson a s the "AGC
200 1 Design/ Architectural Firm of the Year."
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Recall ruling creates more confusion
.

By Brian P.
Edward J. Erler
7
and John c. Eastman

·

it comes ·to political chicanery , we have learne d to
expec t the worst from Gray
Davis. The gover nor and his functionar ies have launch ed a flurry of
lawsuits aimed at stoppi ng the recall
election.
.
Most of the attenti on has been fo- .
cused on two cases, the effort to invalidate the petiti onproce ss that placed
the questi on on the ballot and Lt. Gov.
Cruz Busta mante 's machi nation s to ID·
stall himse lf as Davis' succe ssor if the
gover nor is recalled. However, the decision that may have the larges t impac t
on the Oct. 7 recall electio n came and
went with scarce ly a whim per of
protes t from Qte major player s in this
drama .'The silenc e is deafen ing.
The recall ballot will compr ise two
questi ons. The first is wheth er or not to
recall Davis. The secon d consis ts of
choos ing a succe ssor should the governor be recalled. Feder al Disbic t Court
Judge Barry Moskowitz struck down a
partic ular eleme nt of this proce ss on
July 29. Section 11382 of the California
Elections Code states, "No vote cast in
the recall election shall be count ed for
any candid ate unless the voter also
voted for or against the recall of the officer sough t to be recalled."
In declar ing that this sectio n violated
the U.S. Constitution, Mosko witz declared that "sectio n 11382 substantially
burde ns the right of citizens of California to vote on a succe ssor gover nor in
the event of a recall by condit ioning
the counti ng of that vote on wheth er
the voter cast a ballot on the questi on
of recall."
The lawsu it was broug ht by a husband and wife duo of law profes sors. .
Shaun Marti n 1s a profes sor at the
University of San Diego andSa ndy Rierson is at the Thom as Jeffer son Schoo l
of Law. Martin , a forme r law clerk to
Steph en Reinh ardt, who was chairm an
of the California Demo cratic Party before his appoin tment by Presid ent

Carte r to the 9th U.S. Circui t Court of
Appeals, declar ed the ruling a victor y
for the voters of California, wheth er
they decide to vote yes, no or abstai n.
Marti n's self-p roclai medmotivation
was to accom modat e voters "alienated" by the recall process to retain
their vote in choos ing a succes sor. So
far, this seems straig htforw ard. After
all, should n't every vote count?
According to press report s, recall
backe r Phil Paule, direct or of Rescu e
California Recall Gray Davis, hailed
the decisi on as a "victo ry for the
rocess ."
P
But before declar ing this a victor y
for the recall backe rs, we should take
note of what Davis had to say about the
ruling . First, he is the prey -the selfprocla imed "Beng al tiger" -- in the
bigge st political game hunt ID the
state's history. Secon d, he is an adroit
and fierce political comb atant While
he has prove n his incom petenc e as the
Golde n State's chief executive, he is
emine ntly skilled at electio neerin g,
having won five statew ide electio ns..
Contr ary to recall opponents - his
so-called allies - Davis liked the
Moskowitz ruling. According to an Associated Press report , Davis saw the decision "as a positive sign for me. People
can now vote yes or no or skip 1t com·
pletely and go on to the next issue."
This is an odd statem ent on its face.
How does the gover nor benefi t from a
decisi on that allows voters more freedom in choos ing his succes sor? The
answe r is the secon d part of his state- .
ment "yes or no or skip it compl etely. "
We have argue d for some time that it
has been a mistak e to count Davis out
before the battle is over. This recen t
federa l court ruling has the potential to
fice.

.

to

Sectio n 11
oi
tion Code,
which is still intact, states , "If a majority of the votes in a recall propo sal are
"Yes," the officer sough t to be recalle d
shall be remov ed from office upon

qualification of his succes sor." Before
Mosko witz's decision, the only valid
ballots in a recall race would be those
that made a choice in the first "Yes or
No" questi on. There fore, the issue of a
majority in such an electio n is straightforwa rd. However, by allowing ballots
to remai n valid even if a choice was not
made on the origin al "Yes or No" question, Moskowitz has perha ps introduced a third categ ory-"Abstain."
A po8$ible outco me on Oct. 7 could
be a plurality victor y of "Yes"o ver "No"
where by "Yes" votes do not consti tute
a majority of all votes, when the ballots
of those that"Absta ined" are included.
Consi der the following scenario. Recent polling data sugge st that in a
straig ht "Yes or No" questi on, 51 percent of the electo rate would choos e to
recall the gover nor. For the sake of argumen t, let us suppo se that on electio n
night, "Yes" beats "No" by a tally of 51
perce nt to 49 perce nt As to the number of absten tions, estima tes of recen t
recall electio ns in local races peg that
figure somew here betwe en 4 percen t
and 8 perce nt Let's assum e that the
numb er of absten tions on electio n
night will be 6 perce nt Next, let us put
the absten tions in the total pool of
votes and calculate the relative percentag es. The new figure s would be as
follows: Yes (48 percen t); No (46 percent); and Absta in (6 percen t).
All of this to the contra ry, the plain
langua ge of sectio n 11384 clearly indicates that a "majority" refers to a majority of the Yes/N o votes cast on the
"recall proposal." Moskowitz attempt ed to addre ss this questi on in his
ruling , althou gh his answe r left the
door open for an aggres sive Davis to
challe nge the legality and legitimacy of
an outco me simila r to that descri bed
above. One can easily imagi ne a
friendly state court judge holdin g that,
in lighto fMosk owitz 's ruling , a majority of all voters in the recall electio n did
not choos e to recall the govern or.
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Sec reta ry of State Kevin Shelley
has
said tha t his office will not appeal
the
· Moskowitz ruli ng and is inst ruc
ting
voting cler ks in the 58 cou ntie s
to tally
ballots acc ord ing to the federal
cou rt
decision. If an appeal is not mad
e and
this decision stan ds, we cou ld be
in
one wild ride com e Oct obe r. Flo
ridians
may think the y hav e a lock on the
reputation as Am eric a's big ges t poli
tical
bas ket cas e. On e has the sink ing
feel
ing tha t we in the Golden Sta te are abo ut to teac h our ass um ing bro
the
the eas t tha t Californians always r to
lead
thew ay.

for

Janiskee
ls assistant professor of poli
science at Callfornla State Universi tical
ty
Bernardino and a fellow at the Clar San
emont
Institute. Erler Is a professor of poll
tlcal
science at Callfornla State Univers
ity San
Bernardino. Ea stm an
ls a professor of
at Chapman University and director law
Center for,Constltutlonal Jurispru of the
dence at
the Claremont Institute.
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Recall Puts San Diego Registrar

-in Scram

ble Mode

BY RENE' E BEASLEY JONES

Employees in the San Diego Registrar of
Voters ' office are in overtime mode.
They started working evenings and weekends late last month after state officials set
Gov. Gray Davis' recall election for Oct. 7.
The special election will cost San Diego
County a total of $3 million, said county Registrar of Voters Sally McPherson. However,
only $2 million can be considered an additional expenditure, McPherson said, subtracting out regular staffers' salaries.
"Usually, we have months to prepare,"
McPherson said. "This election is 75 days
from the date the lieutenant governor called
the election. Now, we have to recruit 4,000
poll workers and find 1,300 polling places."
Her office is appealing to the public for poll
workers. The job pays $60, $80, or $100, depending on the assignment. The registrar's office needs workers who speak English, Spanish, and Tagalog, which serves the
Filipino population .
McPherson expects to work
right up to the election mustering all the people she needs.
Only three days into the election cycle, 18 potential candidates
filed to run for governor ,
McPherson said. That's a large
number compared to other races .
New voting machines have not
arrived yet, so county voters will
use the same punch-card system,
she said.
She doesn ' t expect any problems with the punch cards similar
to the Florida scenario that stalled the 2000
presidential election.

"I have such faith in the California election
officials," McPherson said. "Our voters and ,
staff are very accustomed to the
system. We used it for 25 years, so
there should be no problem."
The county's sample ballots are
printed in Los Angeles by ES&S .
Even though preparation time is
shorter for this e lection ,
McPherson doesn ' t foresee any
delays. Sample ballots are not as
complex as they would be for a
major election, which has more jurisdictions on the ballot.
Sample ballots will go to the
printer in mid-August. They must
be mailed at least 10 days before an
election. McPherson said San Diego County voters can expect to see their sample
ballots two to three weeks before the election.
The short timeframe should not interfere
with absentee voter applications, which will
be on the back of sample ballots. They will
also show polling places for voters .
The last day to apply for an absentee ballot
by mail is Sept. 30, seven days before the
election. Permanent absentee voters automatically wiU receive a ballot in the mail.
Two local law professors - Shaun Martin
and his wife, Sandy Rierson - filed a lawsuit
questioni ng the constituti onality of Calio
fornia's recall election law . An obsolete statute meant a significant number of votes would
not be counted in _the election, they said.
A federal judge in San Diego ruled in their
..but it is not expected to stall
r at Universit of San
Diego, an
1erson is a professor at Thomas
Jefferson School of Law.
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N.Y. to use DNA p ofiles to indict
•
•
unknown offender 1n
sex crim
es
By William K. Rashbaum

New York Times News Service

NEW YORK-Ci ty officials
said Monday that they planned
to review biological evidence
from h undreds of unsolved sex
crimes, with the goal of indicting the unidentifie d attackers
based on their DNA profiles before the 10-year statute of limitations runs out.
Under the initiative, called
the John Doe Indictmen t Project, prosecutor s, investigato rs
and scientists will seek to tie the
most serious unsolved sex
crimes to specific DNA profiles,
then file charges even before
they have linked a name to the
DNA or have arrested a suspect.
The first 600 cases for which
evidence will be reviewed concern attacks in 1994. If the indictments are completed before the
prosecutio n clock runs out, lawenforceme nt officials said they
believe the person with that
DNA can be arrested and
charged any time in the future.
The project is the first of its
kind anywhere, Mayor Michael
Bloomberg said Monday, although individual "John Doe
indictmen ts" based on DNA
have been filed in New York City
and a few other places. State law
requires that a felony prosecution be brought within 5 years of
those crimes, or within 10 years
if the criminal's identity is unknown. The purpose of the limi-
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tation is to protect e accused
against fading me ories and
lost witnesses .. An · dictment,
even one that iden · es the attacker simply by D A collected
soon after a crime, indefinitel y
preserves the ab ·
to prosecute, officials said.
"For the first ti e, prosecutors, police and s entists will
join forces and us technology
on a citywide scale o employ an
innovative legal s ategy - indicting the DNA p ofiles of unknown sex offend rs," Bloomberg said. "One ve simple goal
is behind this strat gy: stopping
rapists from profi ing from the
statute of limitations ," he said.
"By indicting a apist's DNA
profile even before we know
who he is, we can stop the clock
on the statute of limitations . So
on the day that we find out who
that rapist is, whether it takes
us 10 years, 20 years, 30 years or
more, he will have his day in
court."
John Feinblatt the mayor's
criminal justice coordinato r,
said he could not say how many
indictmen ts would be filed, but
he and other officials emphasized that they would be sought
only if the victim could be found
and would be willing to testify
before a grand jury.
Because of the passage of time
and the intense emotion involved in sex crimes, he acknowledged that there were special difficulties to winning con-

victions. Both time and emotion
can affect memory.
Criminal-defense lawyers and
legal scholars had mixed views
of the project, and some contended that it sought to bypass
the statute oflimitatio ns, a centuries-old tradition rooted in
common law, without providing
an adequate replaceme ntfor the
defenses it provides.
Lawrence Goldman, the past
president of the National Association of Criminal Defense
Lawyers, said with the passage
of time, it becomes harder and
harder to defend against criminal cases.
"It is extremely difficult to defend a crime after many years,"
he said. "I would rather the city
spend its efforts on people who
are sitting in prison and make
sure the DNA matches."
But Yale Kamisar, an expert
in criminal procedure and a law
professor at the University of
Michigan and the University of
San Diego. called the initiative
"a kind of ingenious way" to
deal with the statute of limitations.
Noting that people now treat
sex crimes far more seriously
than they did even 10 years ago,
he said, "So now that people
view it differently, I personally
don't see why anybody has a
right to say, 'Well, my time has
run out and they can't find me.'
This is a pretty good way to respond to that."
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Miranda warnings on

falldocket

Supreme Court to look at rules on interrogations, admissible evidence ·
BY G

1

THE A SOCIATED PRESS

WASHINGTON- ''You have
the right to remain silent" will
be a common utterance around
the Supreme Court this fall.
Justices will hear appeals in
three cases involving the court's
37-year-old mandate that police
officers warn suspects of their
rights before beginning interrogations.
The eventual rulings will tell
police how far they can go to get
answers from suspected crimitals, and let courts know when
they must bar confessions or evidence from a trial.
Officers hoping to enhance
their chances of getting a suspect to divulge key information sometimes put off reading
"Miranda warnings." After they
get a confession, or answers that
will lead to a weapon or other
evidence, officers then run
through the warnings that have
been made famous by TV police
shows.
The Supreme Court will decide if it's smart detective work
or deceitful trickery to delay the
warning. Law enforcement is
paying attention to the cases.
"They want to make the arrest, but they want to make it
stick, too," said Bill Johnson, executive director of the National
Association of Police Organi-

zations. "They don't want to be
embarrassed by the prosecutor,
or the judge."
Interrogations are restricted
under the court's 1966 ruling in
Miranda v. Arizona, which requires officers to warn the people they arrest and question of
their rights to remain silent and
see a lawyer.
The court reaffirmed Miranda in 2000, but then gave police a victory this summer with
a ruling that officers cannot be
sued for violating the standard
as long as the confession is not
used in a prosecution.
The issue of interrogations is
also getting some legislative attention. Last month, Illinois became the first state with a law
requiring police to tape interrogations and confessions of murder suspects, intended to ensure
those in custody are not tortured
or coerced.
The forthcoming Supreme
Court cases give people a
glimpse of what interrogations
can be like:
Officers armed with an arrest
warrant say they just want to
chat with a suspected drug dealer before taking him to jail. Officers who arrest a murder suspect at 3 a.m. leave her alone in
the interrogation room to "give
her a little time to think about
the situation." A man suspected

of calling and hanging up on his
ex-girlfriend breaks down in
tears when confronted by a policeman, then leads officers to
a gun he has illegally.
In two of the cases, from Nebraska and Missouri, questionings were started before the suspects were read their rights. In
the third case, from Colorado,
the suspect interrupted the Miranda warning and told the officer he already knew his rights.
The Supreme Court will decide if the two-step in terrogation process is improper when
done deliberately by officers to
try to get a confession. A 1985
court ruling dealt with the same
subject, but the double questioning was not deliberate. Both
people questioned twice were
convicted.
The court will also consider
if evidence obtained from people not read their rights can be
used against them.
Critics say people may not realize that information divulged
before they are read their rights
cannot be used at trial and they
then repeat incriminating statements later in formal interviews.
Yale Kamisar, a Miranda expert who teaches law at the University of Michigan and the Universi of San Diego, said polic
officers are eing trained to get
around Miranda and the court
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should stop it.
"This is really making a joke
out of the whole thing. Even the
Supreme Court justices who are
not terribly enthusiastic about
Miranda have to realize you either keep Miranda on the books
or you don't," he said.
Even with Miranda warnings,
an estimated 80 percent of suspects still talk to police, Karnisar said.
"When you rea d s omeone
their rights, it goes in one ear
and out the other," Johnson said.
"The words have los t their
meaning b ecause they 've become so common."
Susan Klein, a University of
Texas professor, said there's a
good chance the court will side
with the government in all three
cases. The Fifth Amendment
right against self-incrimination
is not a cherished right in this
age of terror fighting, she said.
"It's not something the justices would bend over backward
to protect," Klein said. "This is
a good time to chip away at Miranda."
But Eugene Milhizer, a former
Army judge dvocate and professor at A · Maria School of
an, expects narm the court.
e th at the court
o o something revolutionary with Miranda," he said.
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Supreme Court Takes Broad Look
At Miranda Rights
AUG 25 2003
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40 YEARS LATER, FOUR APPEALS
WILL BE HEARD BY JUSTICES
By Gina Holland

WASHINGTON - ''You have the
right to remain silent" will be a
common utterance around the
Supreme Court this fall
Justices will hear appeals in
three cases involving the court's
37-year-old mandate that police
officers warn suspects of their
rights before beginning interrogations.
The eventual rulings will tell
police how far they can go to get
answers from suspected criminals, and let courts know when
they must bar confessions or evidence from a trial.
Officers hoping to enhance
their chances of getting a suspect
to divulge key information sometimes put off reading "Miranda
warnings." After they get a confession, or answers that will lead
to a weapon or other evidence,
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a Miranda expert w ho teaches law
at t he University of Michigan and t e
iversi of San Die o, says
t hat police officers are being trained to get around Miranda and
t hat t he Supreme Court should stop it.
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High court to revisit
Miranda
I

Police tactics,
confessions
at heart of appeal

BY GINA HOLLAND

THE ASSOC IA TED PRESS

{

w ASHINGTON • "You have the right
to remain silent" will be a common utterance around the Supreme Court
this fall.
Justices will hear appeals in three
cases involving the court's 37-year-old
mandate that police officers warn suspects of their rights before beginning
interrogations.
The eventual rulings will tell police
how far they can go to get answers
from suspected .criminals, and let
courts know when they must bar confessions or evidence from a trial.
Officers hoping to enhance their
chances of getting
a suspect to divulge
key information sometimes put off

reading "Miranda warnings ." After
they get a confession, or answers that
will lead to a weapon or other evidence, officers then run through the
warnings that have been made famous
by TVcop shows.
The Supreme Court will decide
whether it's smart detective work or
deceitful trickery to delay the warning.
Critics say people may not realize
that information divulged before they
are read their rights cannot be used at
trial and they then repeat incriminating statements later in formal interviews.
Yale Kamisar, a Miranda expert
who teaches law at the University of
Michigan and the Unive rsi of San
Diego, said police officers are emg
trained to get around Miranda and the
court should stoo it.
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"This is really making a joke out of by a policewoman, then leads officers
the whole thing. Even the Supremf. to a gun he has illegally.
In two of the cases, from Nebraska
Court justices who are not terribly enthusiastic about Miranda have to real- and Missouri, questionings were startI ed before the suspects were read their
ize you either keep Miranda on the . nghts. In the third case, from Colorado, the suspect interrupted the Miranbooks or you don't," he said.
Law enforcement is paying atten- da warning and told the officer he already knew his rights.
tion to the cases.
"They want to make the arrest, but
they wa nt to make it stick too," said
.Bill Johnson, executive director of the
National Association of Police Organizations. "They don't want to be embarrassed by the prosecutor, or the
judge."
Interrogations are restricted under
the court's 1966 ruling in Miranda vs.
Arizona, which requires officers to
warn the people they arrest and question of their rights.to remain silent and
see a lawyer.
The court reaffirmed Miranda in
2000, but then gave police a victory
this summer with a ruling that officers
cannot be sued for violating the standard as long as the confession is not
used in a prosecution.
The issue of interrogations is also
getting some legislative attention. Last
month, Illinois became the first state

with a law requiring police to tape interrogations and confessions of murder suspects, intended to ensure those
in custody are not tortured or coerced.
The upcoming Supreme Cou rt
cases give people a glimpse of what interrogations can be like:
Officers armed with an arrest warrant say they just want to chat with a
suspected drug dealer before taking
him to jail. Officers who arrest a murder suspect at 3 a.m. then leave her
·
·
ion room to
· aboutthe
ted of calling
and hanging up on his ex-girlfriend
breaks down in tears when confronted
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A Merrill Lynch Whiz Kid, and Then a Suspect
By BEN WHITE

Washington Post Staff Writ er

1996 BOSTONUNIVERSITY PHOTO VIA BLOOMBERG NEWS

DANIELL GORDON

NEW YORK, Aug. 13-lt
was the summer of 1998.
The bull market was kicking
into full swing. Wall Street
banks barely gave a second
thought to hiring young
whiz kids straight out of college.
Historically staid brokerage giant Merrill Lynch &
Co. sensed an opportunity to
make big money in the new
Wild West world of deregulated energy trading. But
no one at the firm understood the market. So Merrill
went out and hired people
who said they did.
Among the recruits was a
22-year-old wonder boy
named Daniel L. Gordon. At
an age when many students
are just finishing college,
Gordon already had a master's degree in international
economics from Yale and
had spent a year working at
an energy-trading firm in
Baltimore.
Within two years of joining Merrill, prosecutors allege, Gordon would steal
$43 million. If true, it would
be one of the most audacious
heists in Wall Street history.
Gordon has not been
charged with any wrongdoing. His attorney, Alan Levine, declined to comment on
the allegations and said Gordon would be unavailable for comment. Merrill would not comment
on either the allegations or Gordon's tenure with the firm.
Nonetheless, the allegations
have stunned Wall Street watchers.
Frank Partnoy, a professor at
the University of San Diego law
schoo and an expert in the complex energy-trading and derivatives markets, compared the Gordon allegations to the case of Nick
Leeson, the young trader who
helped bring down Barings Bank
in Britain in 1995 with bad bets on

futures trades. Only in Gordon's
case, he was allegedly taking money for himself, not trying to cover
up losses for his firm.
"Usually in order to pull some. thing like this off, it takes a person
at least 30 years old with a decade
of experience," Partnoy said. "And
,usually the way these things happen is someone gets in a hole, loses money, and lies to cover it up.
. . . If these allegations are true,
[Gordon] is an even more brazen
Nick Leeson."
At first, Gordon seemed like a
gift from heaven for Merrill. A
trading wizard whose boyish
looks made him seem even younger than his 22 years, Gordon
raced through the ranks, quickly
taking over as head of Merrill's
Global Energy Markets (GEM)
business in 1999. He lived in high
style in a multimillion-dollar condo on Manhattan's wealthy and
exclusive Upper East · Side, purchased in part with money lent by
Merrill Lynch Credit Corp., ac. cording to public records.
He came to Merrill with what
appeared to be a strong resume:
an advanced degree from Yale and
a year working at Constellation
Power Source in Baltimore, then a
joint venture between Goldman
Sachs and Baltimore Gas and Electric Co. A Constellation spokesman confirmed that Gordon
worked at Con tellation Power
Source from October 1997
through July 1998 but declined to
comment further.
A source familiar with Gordon
said that he was a mid-level salesman at Constellation and that his
hiring and rapid rise at Merrill
came as something of a shock. "He
rose so quickly to a position of
such incredible responsibility at
Merrill," the source said. "It was
quite a fast step up." Public records indicate that while Gordon
was in Baltimore he may have
lived in a luxurious apartment
complex overlooking the Inner
Harbor.
According to prosecutors, the
events under investigation began
in the summer of 2000.
Merrill had a big long-term contract with the Williams Cos. ener-
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gy firm to purchase powe r. ln August 2000, Gord on told Merrill
execu tives he needed to purch ase
a call option, essentially an insurance contr act, to prote ct Mer rill
in
case Williams could not deliver
the power, prose cutor s say. After
propo sed hedgi ng deal with Aquila Energ y Corp. fell throu gh, prosecuto rs say, Gord on recommended a comp any called Falco n
Energy Holdings SA, a firm _headquart ered in the Caribbean island
of Anguilla.
No one at Merrill had heard of
the company.
.
According to a letter wntte n by
Assistant U.S. Attor ney Jane A
Levine, Gordon told credit- and
risk-management officials at Merrill that Falcon was affiliated with
the French energ y company Elf
Aquitaine. Levine aid that in internal Merrill documents, Gordon
described Falcon as an intern ational energy firm wi th investments in power plant , oil fields
and gas re erves, and as an active
energy trader.
Accor ding to prose cutor s, Falcon was none of those things. Instead , prosecutor s say, it was a
shell company set up by Gordon
with the help of Canad ian bankconsulting firm Newport Pacific
Financial Group . Attorneys for
Newp ort have said they believed
the dealings were with Merrill and
were legiti mate.
Gordo n allegedly told his superiors that Falcon required a "reservation fee" of $43 millio n fo r the
contra ct, which was scheduled to
run from July 1, 2003, throu gh
2012. He produ ced a document on
Aug. 18, 2000, signe d by "R. Gilhotra " on behalf of Falco n. Merrill
took Gordo n at his world that the
contr act was valid and wired to
$43 million to a bank accou nt held
in the name of Newp ort Pacific Financi al Group at AIG Priva te
Bank in Zurich. Prosecutor s allege
that no insurance contr act ever existed and that Gordo n transf erred
the money from Falcon to Ostrich,
anoth er offsho re holding company.
From there, prose cutors say,
Gordo n moved $30 million of the
money to an accou nt he controlled
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in New York and used it to buy a
70 perce nt stake in the Connecticut data-storage firm Daticon Inc.
Gordo n's father is now presid ent
and chief executive of Daticon.
Gordon serve d as non-executive
chairman of the company until last
year. A Daticon spokesman referred a call to a New York public
relati ons agent , who in tum refe rred the call to Gord on's attorney, who declin ed to comment.
Daticon releas ed a statem ent say. ing the Gordon probe has nothi ng
to do with the company, which
provides document managing services for lawye rs.
Late in 2000, Merrill Lynch decided it did not have a future in the
energy-trad ing busine s after all
and began shopping its GEM unit
aroun d. In Janua ry 2001, Hagerstown, Md.-based Allegheny Energy Inc. purchased GEM for $490
million and a 2 perce nt stake m
the business, valued at $115 million. Allegheny hired Gordo n to
lead the unit.
T he deal went sour fast, largely
due to dispu tes over Gordon.In Septe mber 2002, as the energy-tra ding marke t falter ed, Allegheny filed suit against Merrill,
saying the secur ities firm failed to
disclose probl em at the energy
unit and misreprese nted Gordo n's
age, exper ience and qualifications.
Allegheny also allege d that Merrill
"knew or should have known that
Daniel Gordo n controlled or had
intere sts in a series of other companies" and accus ed Merrill of failing to explain that Gordo n was
"very difficult to contr ol or supervise."
In a court filing respo nding to
Allegheny's charges about Gordon, Merrill Lynch said, "If Allegheny truly cared about Mr. Gordon's age or qualifications, they
could have asked to see his driver's license or birth certificate."
In a court filing in June, Allegheny accused Merrill Lynch of
knowing about the illicit natur e of
the Falcon transa ction , calling it
the "most egreg ious example" of
information concealed by Merrill.
Allegheny said Merrill knew that
Falcon was "actually an entity associat ed with. controlled by or

beneficially owned by Gordo n
himself."
Merrill dismissed the contention, saying it did not learn of potential fraud in the Falcon transaction until the fall of 2002. In any
event Merrill said, if the allegations were true then Merrill, not
Allegheny was the victim.
Merrill also noted in its filing
that it had wired a $550,000 "terminat ion fee" for the Falcon contract to Allegheny in the third
quart er of 2002, comp ensat ing Alleghe ny for a contr act, acquired as
part of the energy-trading business, that no longe r serve d any
purpo se. Prose cutor s allege that
the $550,000 paym ent came not
from Falcon but from anoth er account controlled by Gordon.
Gordo n's curre nt where about s
are unknown.
Allegheny fired him on Sept. 5
of last year, saying he had violated intern al corpo rate policies
regar ding conflicts of interest."
According to the letter from Assistant U.S. Attor ney Levine, those
conflicts of intere st included two
fuel-oil contr acts enter ed into by
Allegheny with Easte rn Energy
Group, which corpo rate filings
showed was controlled by Gordon.
In addition, Levine said in her
letter that Gord on caused Allegheny to sign a multi milli on-do llar
lease for a backup facility in Connecticut. After Allegheny announced its intent ion to downsize,
Levin e said in her letter, Gordo n
negot iated a termi nation of the
lease for $2.5 million. The payment was made to a real estate
company allegedly controlled by
Gordo n.
At some point last year, Gordo n
purchased a $3.6 million house in
the quain t Connecticut town of
Old Lyme , hard on the bank sof
the Conn ecticu t River, which he
still owns. According to public records, Gordo n once again borrowed from Merrill Lynch Credi t
Corp. to help pay for the house .
Merrill declined to comm ent on
the loans.
Gordo n appea rs to have made
very few public comm ents on his
own behalf.
He did, however, issue a brief
statement after his dismissal by

AIJegneny last year. "I deeply
regre t and strongly disagree
with
the various statements tha t
hav
been made about me," he said e
,
cording to Knight Ridder ac/Tr
bune Business News. "Th iese
statements are erroneous, hur
and reflect personal attacks as tful
opposed to statements of fact.
deeply appreciate the out pou rin
support tha t I have received. gof

Researcher Richard S. Drezen
contributed to this report.

Merrill lynch, the New York-ba
sed brokerage giant, recruite
d Daniel Gordon
in 1998 when it wanted to exp
and its energy-trading busines
s. Gordon was
22 but had a master's ·degree
from Yale and a year's experie
nce in energy.
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Former Merrill Lynchchief trader under
investigation in $43 million _theft
'

By David Evans

Bloomberg News

/

Daniel Gordon, former chief energy
trader for Merrill Lynch & Co., is being
investigated for embezzling $43 million
· from the world's largest securities firm in
2000 by disguising the theft as an energy
trade, according to a letter written by a
U.S. Justice Department prosecutor and
interviews with Canadian law-enforcement officials.
Merrill Lynch, based in New York,
hasn't disclosed the loss in public filings.
Gordon sent the money in 2000 to a
Caribbean-incorporated .shell company
he controlled, according to the Justice
Department letter. Merrill, the largest securities firm by capital, said in a civilcourt filing on July 14 that it recognized
the possibility of "the alleged fraud."
The embezzlement would be the
largest employee theft from a financial institution in modem times, said John Coffee, Adolf A. Berle professor of law at Columbia Law School in New York, where
he directs the Center on Corporate Governance. Frank Partnoy, a securities-law
professor at the University of San Diego
School of Law, said the case suggests
Merrill's oversight and control of its executives was inadequate.
"We're alleging Dan Gordon defrauded Merrill Lynch of $43 million" and
J
laundered the money with the help of a
Canadian offshore-banking consultant,
said Gregg Lepp, a Canadian prosecutor
in Edmonton, Alberta, in·a Monday telephone interview. Gordon, also under investigation by federal prosecutors in
New York, hasn't been formally charged
with any wrongdoing.
"The usual credit-check and due-diligence procedures in place at Merrill
Lynch were not followed with respect to"
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Gordon's transactions, Assistant U.S. Attorney Jane Levine in New York wrote in
a letter to Canadian law-enforcement officials, citing interviews with witnesses
in Merrill's credit department and written internal communications.

Merrill cooperating
Merrill Lynch was unaware of
the alleged theft until last October, two years after Gordon allegedly took the money, said
Merrill spokesman Bill Halldin.
He said that in all the time GorPotentially wider problem
don was at Merrill, the firm was
Partnoy, the San Diego.law professor unaware of any wrongdoing by
Gordon. "We're cooperating fully
and author of "Infectious ·
with
the appropriate law ·enGreed," said the episode should
forcement officials on this matconcern the company's in- ·
ter," he said.
vestors.
Gordon's energy-trading unit
. "This is highly material inforwas under the supervision of
mation about how Merrill.Lynch
Kelly Martin, senior vice presiis run and how their controls
dent and head of global debt
and credit checks are able.to demarkets at Merrill, Halldin said.
tect theft or fraud," Partnoy said.
Martin resigned last ,December
"It's evidence of a potentially
and is now chief executive of
wider control problem. In my
Elan
Corp., Ireland's largest drug
opinion', because of the nature of
maker.
the transactions, the $43 million
· Martin reported to Thomas
loss should have -been disDavis, then head of Merrill's inclosed." .
·
vestment banking and capital
Merrill reported $1.02 billion
markets business, Halldin said.
net income in the quarter ended
Davis was fired in September
June 30. "The $43 million is a
for refusing to testify to the Se··
bucket for Merrill,"
U1Curities and Exchange Commis. "That's not the
sion and U.S. Justice Departry concern. It's the
ment
about
·Merrill's
breakdown in controls."
transactions with Enron .Coro.
Gordon, now chairman of
in 1999, Halldin said.
Daticon Inc., a legal-documentstorage company in Norwich,
'Constantly improving'
Conn., didn't return three
Asked what Merrill Chairphone messages to Daticon and
man and Chief Executive Stanhis mobile phone requesting an
ley O'Neal has done to tighten
interview.
·
internal controls, Halldin said,
· Gordon's attorney, Alan
"We're continually improving
Levine, managing partner of
our internal controls and compliKronish Lieb Weiner &Hellman
ance procedures."
LLP in New York, declined to
The , bre<tl<down · in internal
comment. Levine also didn't recontrols is the third incident respond to two faxes detailing the
ported in the past year in which
allegations against Gordon. ·
Merrill has failed to adequately

supervise its employees. .
. Merrill agreed to pay $80 million in March to settle SEC
charges that it helped Enron
Corp..commit accounting fraud.
In April, Merrill agreed to pay
$200 million to settle accusations by state and federal regulators that the firm allowed conflicts of interest. by its research
analysts. ·
Merrill neither admitted nor
denied wrongdoing in either
case.
Sold to Allegheny ·
Merrill sold its energy-trading unit to Allegheny Energy
Inc., a Maryland-based utility, in
January 2001, and Gordon be.came Allegheny's chief energy
trader. The utility fired Gordon
in September for·violating company conflict-of-interest rules,
spokeswoman Cynthia Shoop
said. She declined ·to say what
the conflicts were.
Merrill's decision to sell the
unit was made by Merrill's thenChief Executive David Komansky, saying the division wasn't
part of Merrill's core ·business,
Halldin said.
·
Two months ago, in a lawsuit that began last year in federal court in New York City, Allegheny accused Merrill of
concealing knowledge ·of Gordon's wrongdoing at the time of ·
the sale. Merrill denied the ac- ·
cusation. "The only party that
suffered damages was Merrill
Lynch," Merrill wrote in a July
14 legal r.esponse filed in U.S
District Court in New York
City.
Gordon's age

Another issue in dispute is
Gordon's age. Allegheny said in
court documents that "Gordon
was several years youriger than
had been represented to Allegheny." Assistant U.S. Attorney Levine wrote iri her letter
dated Nov. 21, 2002, that Gordon was 26.
The allegations against Gor.

.

don are contained in a 76-page
sworn statement filed by Sgt.
Joseph Mamela of the Royal
Canadian Mounted Police in the
Provincial Court of Alberta in .
Edmonton, and in a 12-page let.ter written to Alberta's attorney
general .by Assistant U.S. Attor- ·,
ney Levine.
.
Mamela filed the ·statement
with the Alberta court in December to establish probable
cause to obtain a search warrant.
The court granted the warrant
to search Newport Pacific Financial Group SA, an Edmonton
company ·Gordon had hired to
establish .two offshore compa. .nies, according to Canadian
prosecutor Lepp.
Levine's letter, sent from the
U.S. Attorney's. New York office
and titled "Requestfor Assistance in . the Investigation of
Daniel L. Gordon," sought help
in tracking Gordon's use cf offshore bank accounts.
Shell comp..-y

"This office has developed
evidence that Daniel L. Gordon
was involved in the ·embezzlement and laundering of approximately $43 million," Levine
wrote. She wrote that Gordon
directed Merrill to send the
$43 ·million to Falcon Energy .
Holdings SA, a shell company ·
incorporated in Anguilla , a
Caribbean island, as payment
for a "fraudulent contract."
· Merrill wired the money to
Fakon on . or about Aug. 30,
2000, "to a bank account held
in the name of Newport Pacific
Financial Group at AIG Private
Bank Ltd. in Zurich, Switzerland, for further credit to Falcon," she wrote.
.
. Levine declined to comment, . citing Justice Department policy.
Merrill had accepted Gordon's word that Falcon was "an
international energy firm with
investments in power plants,
oilfields and gas • reserves,"
Levine wrote.
· ·
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Ex-MerrillLynch exec investigated
By David Evan

ton , Alberta, in a telephone Maryland-based utility, in Januinterview. Gordon, also under ary 2001 , and Gordon became
Daniel Gordon, former chief investigation by federal prose- Allegheny's chief energy trader.
energy trader for Merrill Lynch cutors in New York, hasn' t been The utility fired Gordon in Sep&Co., is beinginvesti~atedinthe formally charged with any tember for violating company
embezzling of $43 nullion from wrongdoing.
conflict-of-interest rules ,
theworld'slargest securitiesfirm
"The usual credit-check and spokeswoman Cynthia Shoop
in 2000 by disguising the theft as due-diligence procedures in said. She declined to say what the
an energy trade, according to a place at Merrill Lynch were not conflicts were.
letter written by a U.S. Justice followed with respect to" GorMerrill's decision to sell the
Department prosecutor and don ' s transactions, Assistant unit was made by Merrill's theninterviews with Canadian law- U.S. Attorney Jane Levine in Chief Executive David Komanenforcement officials.
New York wrote in a letter to sky, saying the division wasn' t
Merrill Lynch, based in New Canadian law-enforcement offi- part of Merrill's core business,
York, hasn't disclosed the loss cials, citing interviews with wit- Halldin said.
in public filings. Gordon sent nesses in Merrill ' s credit
Two months ago, in a lawsuit
the money in 2000 to a department and written internal ·that began last year in federal
Caribbean-incorporated shell communications.
court in New York City, Alleghecompany he controlled, accordGordon, now chairman of ny accused Merrill of concealing
ing to the Justice Department Daticon Inc., a legal-document- knowledge of Gordon's wrongletter. Merrill, the largest secu- storage company in Norwich doingatthetimeofthesale. Merrities firm by capital, said in a didn 't return three phone mes- rill denied the accusation. ''The
civil-court filing on July 14 that sages to Daticon and his mobile only party that suffered damages
it recognized the possibility of phone, requesting an interview.
wa s Merrill Lynch," Merrill
"the alleged fraud ."
Gordon ' s attorney, Alan wrote in a July 14 legalresponse
The embezzlement would be Levine, managing partner of filed in U.SDistrictCourtinNew
the largest employee theft from a Kronish Lieb Weiner & Hell- York City.
financial institution in modem man LLP in New York ,
Another issue in dispute is
times, said John Coffee, Adolf declined to comment. Levine Gordon's age. Allegheny said in
Berle professoroflaw at Colum- al so didn ' t re spond to two court documents that "Gordon
bia Law School in New York, faxes detailing the allegations was several years younger than
where he directs the Center on against Gordon.
had been represented toAllegheCorporate Governance. Frank
Merrill Lynch was unaware of ny." Assistant U.S. Attorney
Partnoy, a securities-law profesft until last Octo- Levine wrote in her letter dated
sor at the University of San Diego
s after Gordon Nov. 21 , 2002, that Gordon was
S boo! of Law,_said the case sugthe money, said 26.
gests Merrill ' s oversight and
em spo esman Bill Halldin.
The allegations against Gorcontrol of its executives was He said that in all the time Gor- don are contained in a 76-page
inadequate.
don was at Merrill, the firm was sworn statement filed by
"We 're alleging Dan Gordon unaware of any wrongdoing by Sergeant Joseph Mamela of the
defrauded Merrill Lynch of $43 -Gordon. "We ' re cooperating Royal Canadian Mounted Police
million" and laundered the fully with the appropriate law in the Provincial Court of Albermoney with the help of a Cana- enforcement officials on this ta in Edmonton, and in a 12-page
dian offshore-banking consul- matter," he said.
letter written to Alberta's attortant , said Gregg Lepp , a
Merrill sold its energy-trading ney general by Assistant U.S.
Canadian prosecutor in Edmon- unit to Allegheny Energy Inc., a Attorney Levine.
Bloomberg News
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By Bloomberg News

Daniel Gordon, the former chief
energy trader for Merrill Lynch, is
being investigated on suspicion of
embezzling $43 million from Merrill
in 2000 by disguising the theft as an
energy trade, according to a letter
written by a federal prosecutor in
New_York and interviews with Canadian law enforcement officials.
The letter said Mr. Gordon sent the

money to a sheU company he controUed in the Caribbean.
Mr. Gordon has not been charged
with any wrongdoing .
" The usual credit check and due
diligence procedures in place at Merrill Lynch were not foUowed with
respect to" Mr. Gordon's transactions, Jane Levine, an assistant United States attorney in Manhattan ,
wrote in the letter to Canadian offi-

Ener

professor
at the University of San
iego, said the case suggested t at
It'soversig ht and control of its
cials. A Canadian prosecutor Gregg executives were inadequate.
Lepp, said by phone from Edmonton,
Gord
on 1 no respon to
phone messages
requesting an interAlberta, " We' re alleging Dan Gor- view. His lawyer, Alan Levine,
dedon defrauded Merrill Lynch of $43 clined to comment.
million" and laundered the money
A Merrill Lynch spokesman , Bill
with help from a Canadian _offshore- HaUdin, said that in the time Mr.
banking consultant.
Gordon was at Merrill, the firm was
Merrill Lynch said in a civil court unaware of any wrongdoing by him.
filing on July 14 that it recognized the " We' re coop·e rating fuUy with the
possibility of " the alleged fraud. "
appropriate I
enforcemen t offiFrank Partn6y, a securities law cials on this matter," he said.
I
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Former Merrill Lynch trader
under fraud investigation

Daniel Gordon, former chief
energy trader for Merrill Lynch &
Co., is being investigated for embezzling $43 million from the
world's largest securities firm in
2000 by disguising the theft as
an energy trade, according to a
letter writtenby a U.S. Justice
Department prosecutor and
interviews with Canadian law
enforcement officials.
Merrill Lynch, based in New
York, hasn't disclosed the loss in
public filings. Gordon sent the
money in 2000 to a Caribbeanincorporated shell company he
controlled, according to the Justice Department letter. Merrill,
the largest securities firm by
capital, said in a civil-court filing
on July 14 that it recognized the
possibility of "the alleged fraud."
The embezzlement would be
the largest employee theft from
a financial institution in modem
times, said John Coffee, Adolf A.
Berle professor of law at Columbia Law School in New York,
where he directs the Center on
Corporate Governance. Frank
Partnoy, a securities law professor at the JUniversity of San Di
go School of Law said the case
suggests Merrill's oversight and
control of its executives was inadequate.
"We're alleging Dan Gordon
defrauded Merrill Lynch of$43 .
million" and laundered the
money with the help of a Canadian offshore-banking consultant, said Gregg Lepp, a Canadian prosecutor in Edmonton,
Alberta, in a telephone interview. Gordon, also under investigation by federal prosecutors
in New York, hasn't been formally charged with any wrongdoing.
- From wire reports
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Probe Eyes Ex-Merrill
Lynch Exec
By David Evans
BLOOMBERG NEWS

Daniel Gordon, former chief energy trader for Merrill Lynch & Co., is
being investigated for allegedly embezzling $43 million from the world's
largest securities firm in 2000 by disguising the theft as an energy trade,
according to a letter written by a
U.S . Justice Department prosecutor
and interviews with Canadian
Jaw-enforcement officials.
Merrill Lynch, based in Manhattan,
hasn't disclosed the loss in public filings. Gordon sent the money in 2000 to
a Caribbean-incorporated shell company he controlled, according to the Justice Department letter Merrill Lynch
- the largest securities firm by capital
- said in a civil-court filing on July 14
that it recognized the possibility of
"the alleged fraud ."
The embezzlement would be the largest employee theft from a financial institution, said John Coffee, professor oflaw
at Columbia Law School, where he directs the Center on Corporate Governance. Frank Partnoy, a securities-law
professor at the University of San Diego
School of Law, said the case suggests
Merrill Lyne s oversight and control of
its executives was inadequate.
"We're alleging Dan Gordon defrauded Merrill Lynch of $43 million" and
laundered the money with the help of a
Canadian offshore-banking consultant, said Gregg Lepp, a Canadian prosecutor in Edmonton , Alberta, in a
telephone interview.
Gordon, also under investigation by
federal pro ecutors in New York,
hasn't been formally charged with any
wrongdoing.

"The usual credit-check and due-diligence procedures in place at Merrill
Lynch were not followed with respect
to" Gordon's transaction s Assistant
U.S. Attorney Jane Levine in Manhattan wrote in a letter to Canadian
Jaw-enforcement officials, citing interviews with witnesses in Merrill
Lynch's credit department and written
internal communications.
Gordon, now chairman of Daticon
Inc. , a legal-document-storage company in Norwich, Conn., didn t return
three phone messages . to Daticon and
his mobile phone requestmg an interview. Gordon's attorney, Alan Levme,
managing partner of Kronish Lieb
Weiner & Hellman Lip in Manhattan,
declined to comment.
Merrill Lynch was unaware of the
theft until last October, two years
after Gordon allegedly took the money,
said Merrill Lynch spokesman Bill
Halldin. He said th at in all the time
Gordon was at Merrill Lynch, the firm
was unaware of any wrongdoing by
Gordon. "We're cooperating fully with
the appropriate law enforcement
officials on this matter," he said.
The breakdown in internal controls
is the third incident in the past year in
which Merrill Lynch has failed to •
adequately supervise its employees.
Merrill Lynch agreed to pay $80
million in March to settle SEC charges that it helped Enron Corp. commit accounting fraud. In April, Merrill Lynch agreed to pay $200 million to settle accusations by state
and federal regulators that the firm
allowed conflicts of interest by its
research analysts. Merrill Lynch
neither admitted nor denied wrongdoing in either case.
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First Whi z Kid, Now Cen ter Of $43.Million Stor m
How Young Trader Wowed Merrill, Made Rapid Rise, Then Wound Up Target In Theft Probe
I I

By BEN WHITE

(

/

spent a year working at an energyWASHINGTON POST
. trading firm in Baltimore.
Within two years of joining Merrill,
NEW YORK - It was the summer of prosecutors allege, Gordon stole $43
1998. The bull-market was kicking into
million. If true, it would be one of the
full swing. Wall Street banks barely
most audacious heists
gave a second thought to hiring young
in Wall Street history.
whiz kids straight out of college.
Gordon has not been
The historically staid brokerage gicharged with any
ant Merrill Lynch & Co. sensed an opwrongdoing. His atportunity .to make big money in the
torney, Alan Levine,
new Wild West world of deregulated
declined to comment
energy trading, but no one at the firm
on the allegations and
understood the market So Merrill
said Gordon was not
GORDON
went out and hired people who said
available for comthey did.
ment Merrill would not comment on
Among the recruits was Daniel L.
either the allegations or Gordon's tenGordon, a 22-year-old wonder boy, who
ure with the firm.
already had a master's degree in interThe allegations have stunned Wall
national economics from Yale and had
Street watchers.

Frank Partnoy a professor at the
University of San Die o School of Law
and an expert in the complex energytrading and derivatives markets, compared the Gordon allegations to the
case of Nick Leeson, the young trader
who helped bring down Barings Bank
in Britain in 1995 with bad bets on futures trades. Only in Gordon's case, he
was allegedly taking money for him·
self, not trying to cover up losses for his .
firm.
"Usually in order to pull something
like this off, it takes a person at least 30
years old with a decade of experience,"
Partnoy said. "And usually the way
these things happen is someone gets in a
hole, loses money and lies to cover it up.
... Iftheseallega tionsaretrue, [Gordon]
is an even more brazen Nick Leeson."

At first, Gordon seemed like a gift
from heaven for Merrill. A trading
wizard whose boyish looks made him
seem younger than his 22 years, Gordon raced through the ranks, taking
over as head of Merrill's Global Energy Markets business in 1999, the following year. He lived in high style in a
multimillion -dollar condo on Manhattan's wealthy and exclusive Upper
East Side, purchased in part with
money lent by Merrill Lynch Credit
Corp., according to public records.
He came to Merrill with what appeared to be strong credentials: an advanced degree from Yale and a year
working · at Constellatio n Power
Source in Baltimore, then a joint venPLEASE SEE TARGET,
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ture between Goldman Sachs anu

Baltimore Gas and Electric Co. A
Constellation spokesman confirmed that Gordon worked at
Constellation Power Source from
October 1997 through July 1998
but declined to comment further.
A source familiar with Gordon
said he was a mid-level salesman
at Constellation and that his hiring and rapid rise at Merrill came
as something of a shock. "He rose
so quickly to a position ofsuch incredible responsibility at Merrill," the source said. "It was quite
a fast step up." According to prosecutors, the events under investigation began in the summer
of2000.
Merrill had a big long-term
contract with the Williams Cos.
energy firm to purchase power.
In August 2000, Gordon told Merrill executives he needed to purchase a call option, essentially an
insurance contract, to protect
Merrill in case Williams could
not deliver the power, prosecutors say. After a proposed hedging deal with Aquila Energy
Corp. fell through, prosecutors
say, Gordon recommended a company called Falcon Energy Holdings SA, a firm with headquarters
in the Caribbean island of Anguilla No one at Merrill had heard of
the company.
According to a letter written by
Assistant U.S. Attorney Jane A
Levine, Gordon told credit- and
risk-management officials at
Merrill that Falcon was affiliated
with the French energy company
Elf Aquitaine. Levine said that in
internal Merrill documents, Gordon described Falcon as an international energy firm with investments in power plants, oil
fields and gas reserves, and as an
active energy trader.
According to prosecutors, Falcon was none of those things. Instead, prosecutors say, it was a
shell company set up by Gordon
with the help of Canadian bankconsulting firm Newport Pacific
Financial Group. Attorneys for
Newport have said they believed
the dealings were with Merrill
and were legitimate.
Gordon allegedly told his superiors that Falcon required a
"reservation fee" of $43 million
for the contract, which was scheduled to run from July 1, 2003,

2012. He produced a docthrough
· ed by "R.
ument Aug.18, 2000, sign Fal n
Gilhotra" on behalf of . co .
Merrill took Gordon at his word
that the contract was valid an
the $43.million to a bank account held in the name of New::,_
port Pacific Financial Group at
AIG Private Bank in Zurich.
Prosecutors allege thatno insurance contract ever existed and
that Gordon transferred the
money from Falcon to Ostrich,
another offshore -holding company.
From there, prosecutors say,
Gordon moved $30 million of the
money to an account he controlled in New York and used it to
buy a 70 percent stake in the Connecticut data-storage firm Daticon Inc. Gordon's father is now
president and chief executive of
Daticon. Gordon served as nonexecutive chairman of the company until last year. A Daticon
spokesman referred a call to a
New York public relations agent,
who in turn referred the call to
Gordon's attorney, who declined
to comment Daticon released a
statement saying the Gordon investigation has nothing to do
with the company, which provides document managing
services for lawyers.
Late in 2000, Merrill Lynch decided it did not have a future in
the energy-trading business after
all and began shopping its GEM
unit around. In January 2001, Hagerstown, Md.-based Allegheny
Energy Inc. purchased GEM for
$490 million and a 2 percent stake
in the business, valued at $115
million. Allegheny hired Gordon
to lead the unit.
The deal went sour quickly
due largely to disputes over Gordon.
In September 2002, as the energy-trading market faltered, Allegheny filed suit against Merrill,
saying the securities firm failed
to disclose problems at the energy
unit and misrepresented Gordon's age, experience and qualifications. Allegheny also alleged
that Merrill "knew or should
have known that Daniel Gordon
controlled or had interests in a series of other companies" and accused Merrill of failing to explain
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that Gordon was "very difficult to
control or super vise."
In a court filing responding to
Allegheny's charges about Gordon, Merri ll Lynch said, "If Allegheny truly cared about Mr.
Gordon's age or qualifications,
they could have asked to see his
drive r's license or birth certificate."
In a court filing in June, Allegheny accused Merri ll Lynch of
knowing about the illicit natur e
of the Falcon transa ction, calling
it the "most egregious example"
of information concealed by Merrill. Allegheny said Merrill knew
Falcon was "actually an entity associated with, controlled by or
beneficially owned by Gordon
himself."
Merrill dismissed the contention, sayin g it did not learn of potentia l fraud in the Falcon transaction until the fall of 2002. In any
event, Merrill said, if the allegations were true then Merrill, not
Allegheny, was the victim.
Merrill also noted in its filing
that it had wired a $550,000 "terminat ion fee" for the Falcon contract to Allegheny in the third
quart er of 2002, compensating Allegheny for a contract, acqui red
as part of the energy-trading
business, that no longer served
any purpose. Prosecutors allege
that the $550,000 paym ent came
not from Falcon but from anoth er
account controlled by Gordon.
Gordon's curren twher eabou ts
are unknown.
Allegheny fired him Sept. 5,
2002, saying he had "violated internal corporate policies regarding conflicts of interest." According to the letter from Assis tant
U.S. Attorney Levine, those conflicts of intere st included two fueloil contracts entere d into by Allegheny with Easte rn Energ y
Group, which corporate filings
showed was controlled by Gordon.
In addition, Levine said in her
letter that Gordon caused Allegheny to sign a multimilliondollar lease for a backu p facility
in Connecticut. After Allegheny
announced its intent ion to downsize, Levine said in her letter,
Gordon negotiated a termi nation

of the lease for $2.5 million. The ,
paym ent was made to areal estate
company allegedly controlled by
Gordon.
At some point last year, Gordon purch ased a $3.6 million
house in the Conn ecticu t own of
Old Lyme, which he still owns.
According to public records, Gordon again borrowed from Merrill
Lynch Credit Corp. to help pay for
the house. Merri ll declined to
comment on the loans.
Gordon appea rs to have made
very few public comments on his
own behalf.
He did, however, issue a brief
statem ent after his dismissal by
Allegheny last year.
"I deeply regre t and strongly
disagr ee with the variou s statements that have been made about
me," he said, according to Knight
Ridder/ Tribu ne Business News.
"These statem ents are erroneous,
hurtfu l and reflect perso nal attacks as opposed to statem ents of
fact. I deeply appreciate the outpouri ng of suppo rt that I have received."

j
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Bill

<g

cting Small Bus ines ses Gets Amended
Pro te
By Unda Rapattonl

S

Daily Journal Staff Writer

ACRAMENTO - The state Assembly approved late amendments Thursday to a bill to protect small businesse s
seeking reforms to the state's unfair-competition law, making the measure and a
related bill likely to pass the Legislature

this year.

"I think I like some of these amendments," Assembly man Tom Hannan, RHuntington Beach, said on the Assembly
floor before the amendm ents were
approved.
However , Harman failed in a bid to
delay a vote on the bill by Sen. Martha
Escutia, D-Whittier, until next year to
allow a full hearing on the proposed
changes. Harmon declined comment on
that defeat A second effort to divert the
bill to another committe e hearing also
was squelched .
Harman is among other Republicans
and a few Democr ats who have
opposed SB122, contendin g it does little
to help business es who have been the
target of some lawyers whom the state
attorney general has branded "extortionists."
Owners of small businesse s such as
nail salons, auto repair shops and restaurants have been clamoring for reforms to
Section 17200 of the state Business and
Professio ns Code since last year after
thousand s of them were sued for mostly
trivial violations of state regulations, such
as using a nail brush on more than one
customer.
Three Southern California pa tners
in the Trevor Law Group of Beverly
Hills were accused of filing frivolous
suits under Section 17200 to extort
money from small businesse s, and the
three resigned after they were suspended by the State Bar pending further
investigation.
Lockyer's office has launched investigations against four other law firms.
Opponen ts particularly dislike a provision that would allow a judge to order
a business to disgorge profits gained
from unfair-business practices, contending trial lawyers would be the ones to

profit from it
One of the 36 amendme nts to the bill,
many of them minor, would exempt from
the disgorgem ent clause those businesses who have fewer than 10 workers and
make less than $500,000 a year in gross
receipts.
Escutia also added language to specify that any monies that cannot go to vietims because they cannot not be identified or located would go to a "courtapproved fund appropri ate to the circumstanc es" or to the state. Critics have
complain ed trial lawyers would steer the
money to groups to file more unfaircompetiti on suits.
Other amendme nts to Section 17200
would require court, approval of an. entire
settlemen t, not just attorney fees, and
would require any proposed settlemen t
with a disgorgem ent clause be sent to the
state attorney general to be posted on the
Internet before approved . Another
change would prevent double recovery
against a defendan t sued by more than
one plaintiff by allowing judges to offset
any claims for recovery by any claims
already paid.
The amended bill also would clarify
that disgorge ment is limited to profits
made in the four years before the statute
of limitations runs. It would require the
State Bar be provided copies of all Unfair
Competition Law filings and subject any
attorneys violating the law to discipline .

A

ssemblym an Robert Pacheco, R-Walnut, said he believes changes to
SB122 are substanti al enough to win a
few more votes from reluctant lawmakers.
"I think they may have moved a few
people," Pacheco said. 'They would have
had a big problem if it was not amended.
It relieves concerns of some members , so
some may vote for it who might not otherwise."
Assembl yman Tony Stricklan d, RMoorpar k, complain ed during a debate
on the amendm ents that they were
"being sneaked through without due
deliberation."
Assemblywoman Ellen Corbett, D-San

Leandro, chairwom an of the Assembly
Judiciary Committee who carried the bill
for Escutia on the floor, said, 'There's
nothing that's been done underhan ded
here."
Corbett said the amended bill, which
would be printed and available Friday,
can be scrutinize d over the weekend ,
before it comes up for a vote next week
by the Assembly.
orbett is the
C
AB95, which is awaiting a vote in the
Senate. Her bill would require private
author of a related bill,

parties filing suits under Section 17200 to
serve a notice on the defendant of his or
her legal rights.
It also would urge him or her tQ consult a lawyer and provide resources for
more information about the nature of the
suit
For either bill to take effect, both must
be approved by the Legislature.
Lou Correa. D-Santa Ana, whose own
measure proposing reforms to Section
17200 was shot down in Corbett's committee, urged lawmakers to vote for the
amendments.
Correa said that the bill was "a very
critical measure for the state of California"
Despite the amendme nts, Pacheco
said he was concerne d that the disgorgeme nt provision would attract
unscrupu lous lawyers. and he said that
it would apply to all but the smallest
businesse s.
Bruce Brusavic h, president of Consumer Attorney s of California , which
has sponsored the two bills, said he met
with some of the most prominent critics,
including Bob Fellmeth. a professor of
law at the Universit yof San Diego. Some
of Fellmeth's suggestions, including the
required Internet posting, were included
in the amendments. Brusavich said.
Brusavi ch said he believes the
amendme nts have satisfied enough lawmakers to win approval of the bills. He
said there were no plans to amend Corbett's AB95.
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Media groups on hold awaiting
outcome of FCC rule change review
own in a particular market, but
raise the limit on the number of TV
SAN DIEGO - Limits on the stations a company could own in
number of radio or TV stations one the market.
can own in the San Diego market
The U.S. Court of Appeals, 3rd
won't change anytime soon because Circuit, in Philadelphia, issued the
of a federal court's Sept. 3 order to order because of potential wideblock the Federal Communications spread and irreversible harms
Commission's new media-owner- alleged by Prometheus Radio
Project, an activist organization,
ship rules.
Opponents of the mles called represented by Washington, D.C.restrictions on radio station owners based Media Access-Project.
"Given .the, magnitude of ,this .
tighter and limits on TV stationand ,
newspaper chain owners looser.
matter and the public's interest in
The mles, approved by the FCC reaching the proper resolution, a
on June 2, were set to go into law stay is warranted pending thorough
Sept. 4 . Under the new rules, a and efficient judicial review," the
company could own TV stations federal court stated in a document.
This review process could last
that could reach up to 45 percent of
the national television-watching more than a year at the very least,
audience, at least a IO-percent according to Andrew Serwin, an
who
increase over lhe current limit. In attorney with Foley & Lardner,
1996, Congress approved increas- specializes in both media and cing the limit from 25 percent to 35 commercc law.
percent, a decision a court struck
"The interesting thing is the
court took the extraordina1y step of
down in 2002.
The new rules also would tighten suspending the effect of the rule,"he
existing rules for the number of said. 'There will be no change, it
radio stations a company could will be status quo. And that is very
unusual."
That could mean there will be
fewer large acquisitions of broadcasting stations in San Diego if it
puts a company over the limit
spelled out in the new rules, he said.
Clear Channel Communications
Inc., a San Antonio-based
company, owns seven radio stations
in San Diego.
"The whole radio industry was
very critical of the new rules,"said
Andy Levin, senior vice president of
By LAURA MALLGREN
The Daily Transcript

governmental relations for Clear
Channel Communications. "New
rules did loosen rules on television
and newspapers. On the radio side,
the FCC became more restrictive."
Under the old mles, still in effect,
the company could have owned
eight radio stations in San Diego,
the maximum number any
company can own in any market,
he said.
·•The ··FCC was• rash. in forming
new rules,for. radio station ownership, he said. 'They threw out the
baby with the bath water;• Levin
said.
There are about 28 radio stations
licensed by the FCC in San Diego,
the seventh largest radio station
market, according to Arbitron, a
media research company.
There arc six TV stations licensed
by the FCC in San Diego, the 26th
largest television market in the
country, according to media
research company Nielsen.
Fox Entertainment Group Inc.,
Fox Television Stations Inc.,
National Broadcasting Company
Inc., Telemundo Communications
Inc. and Viacom Inc. were among
companies supporting the new
rules. Critics of media consolidation contend diverse viewpoints are
lost in the process.
The federal court's stay was seen
as a positive step, according to two
local law professors.
"I do think had the stay not been
granted you would have seen signifSee FCC rule on 6A

FCC rule -

Continued from Page 2A .

icant impacts on smaller broadcasting companies who would be
squeezed out by larger media companies;• said Andrea L. Johnson, a
professor at California Western
School of Law, who thinks there
needs to be more regulation of the
industry, not less. "There needs to
be checks and balances. Media
companies are motivated by profits,
so the public tmst is oftentimes secondary to the profit motivation. I
believe the two goals can be inconsistent."
The debate over the FCC rules
has been taken up by Congress. The
House voted against the new FCC
rules earlier this summer and the
Senate is expected to vote on the
issue soon, Johnson said.
"Those companies that were contemplating expanding probably put
their plans on hold when Congress
reacted and they're waiting to see
how this thing fleshes out,"she said.
University of San Diego School of
Law professor Bob Fellmeth said he
secs mcdiaconsolidalion as a threat
lo Democracy.
"The rule relaxes the limi ts on
cross-media ownership and lhal's
lhc las t thing in the world lhal we
need," he said.
The most impmtant area for dispersion of market power and diversity is the media;• according to
Fellmeth.
"The real danger is not Orwell of
'1984,' it's Huxley's 'Brave New
World,'"he said. "Because in 'Brave
New World' you didn't have Big
Brother watching over you in a
tyrannical fashion , because in
'Brave New World' all you knew
was what you were told."
laura.mallgren@sddt.com
Source Code: 20030904tbe
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Wedding

Amy Au and Jason Booth

A sweet way to bestow
a special ring
sTAFFWRITER

.-

"Thatwasn'tourfirstdate,
asks Jason from
it?" Amy
their Fashion Valley apartment
Jason looks confused.
"I think that qualifies," he
answers.
Whatever their first date
was, at McGregor's or
watching an "Indiana Jones"
video at his house a few days
later, one thing is for sure.
There was definitely a
connection.
"I think we're both the type
of people who are driven." says
Jason who nixed law school

Jason Booth had no idea he
was going to ask the most
important question of his life
that day.
He didn't realize it at LAX, as
he waited five hours for his
girlfriend,Amy Au, to return
from her trip to Hong Kong. It
didn't cross his mind as they
drove on the quiet freeway to
dinner that Christmas
afternoon.
But as they were having
dinner with Jason's family, a
feeling just overwhelmed him
and is working at Gateway
and he asked her:
while he's applying to medical
"Hey, you want to marry
school. "We don't really have a
me?"
lot of the same interests, but
Jason, 30, had known Amy,
that makes our relationship
25, for little more than a year.
more interesting."
He noticed her recruiting
He likes action movies,
students to join Phi Alpha
meal
Delta, a professional fraternity,
at the University of San Diego
a or
Law School.
Law school being such an
chicken piccata.
intimate environment, the two
The couple got engaged in
eventually became friends.
2000, but they only just got
They'd stop and chat between
married last weekend at the
classes. They'd grab a bite in
Four Points Sheraton Hotel in a
the cafeteria Sometimes,
celebration that combined his
they'd wind up going to the
American and her Chinese
same bars.
One night, Jason asked Amy traditions.
The bridewore a white dress
to go shoot pool at McGregor's.
but later
to. the ceremony
Bv themselves
..

she
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cnangectmtoatraditionalred
dress for the reception. She
also arranged for a
performance by the San Diego
Lucky Lion Dancers. Jason
created a photo montage that
was screened at the reception.
· "Weddings are big, huge
parties for the Chinese," Amy
says. "It's a time to celebrate.·
They are always the first on the
dance floor and the last to leave
the party."
The couple didn't mean to
make their families wait three
years for a wedding, but they
were busy with school and
work. Amy had to take the bar
exam and Jason was busy with
his career.
Finally, Amy decided if this
wedding was going to happen,
she'd have to quit her job with
the DA's department of child
support services, where she
was clocking in 60 hours a
week.
After all, this was a wedding
to the man who gave her an
engagement ring in a
handmade box made out of
Godiva chocolate.
A few weeks after he
proposed, Jason bought sheets
of chocolate and fashioned
them together to make a box.
He placed Amy's engagement
ring inside and sealed it shut

"Thechoco late had
solidified," remember s Amy.
"So I wasn't quite sure what to
do, so I was picking away at it
with a knife. I thought the
people at Godiva made it I
couldn't believe he made it
himself, it was so
Passages runs weekly in Currents. If
you have a significant, life-changing
event you'd like to share, e-mail
Nina Garin at
nina.garln@uniontrlb.com

school but their similarities end there. These opposites attracted enough to get
Jason Booth and Amy Au met at
/ nion-Tribune
ceremony that blended their American and Chinese traditions. Howard Lipin U

'
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Los Angeles, CA
ALLEN MATKINS NAMES 5 NEW
PARTNERS
Allen Matkins Leck Gamble & Mallory
LLP, has elected five attorneys to partner in four of its offices statewide.
The new partners, effective July 2003,
are Deborah L. Babb in Los Angeles;
Jan S. Driscoll and Allen B. Walburn in San Diego; Sandra A.
Jacobson in Orange County, CA; and
Todd E. Whitman in Century City,
CA. The new partners represent a
wide array of burgeoning, core practice areas, including land use, environmental & natural resources, litigation,
real estate,. tax and water rights &
resources.
The elevation of these five attorneys
brings the total number of partners to
102 firmwide with more than 210
attorneys overall. Allen Matkins is consistently ranked among the top 20
largest law firms in four of California's
most important legal markets: Los
Angeles, Orange County, San Diego
and San Francisco.
With clients ranging from large institutional investors to small companies,
Babb concentrates her practice on
commercial real estate transactions ,
with an emphasis on leasing. She has
extensive experience in representing
landlords and tenants in all types of
lease transactions, and she regularly
provides advice to her landlord clients
on property management issues.
Babb earned her J.D. from the
University of Southern California Law
School and her B.A. from Smith
College.
Driscoll practices environmental, land
use and water rights law. In these
spheres, she has extensive expen-.
ence representing publicly and privately held companies and government entities in a broad range of matters, including permitting, environmental review, negotiations with regulatory
agencies and litigation. Driscoll
received her J.D. from the University
of San Diego School of Law and her
B.A. from The George Washington
University.
Walburn focuses his practice on a
broad range of taxation matters,
including stock-based compensation
.
.
. .
.
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and corporate and partnership taxation. He has extensive experience
structuring a wide variety of corporate
and partnership transactions involving
formation of entities, mergers and
acquisitions, and other related matters. Also a certified public accountant,
Walburn earned both his L.L.M .,
summa cum laude, in taxation and his
J.D., magna cum laude, from the
University of San Diego School of
Law, and his B.S., cum laude, from
San Diego State University.
Jacobsbn practices real estate law,
representing both institutional clients
and small developers. Her practice
involves acquisitions, sales and leasing of commercial and industrial properties. Jacobson has extensive experience in · the development of retail
shopping centers and has represented anchor tenants and developers in
complex lease, CC&R and development agreement negotiations . She
earned her J.D. from Loyola Law
School and her B.A. from the
University of California, Los Angeles.
With an emphasis in partnership and
large-scale
contract disputes,
Whitman focuses his practice on commercial litigation. He has extensive
experience representing numero,us
partners in breach of fiduciary duty
lawsuits and commercial landlords in
a broad range of real estate disputes.
Whitman earned his J.D. from the
University of Southern California Law
School and his B.B.A.,with distinction,
from the University of Michigan, Ann
Arbor.
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KEY HIRES AND PRO MOT ION S
GOVERNMENT AND NONPROFIT

Colette Carson Royston, founding member of The San Diego Wome n's Foundation,
has been named incoming board chair of The
San Diego Foundation, and Mary Walshok
will continue to serve as immediate past chair.
There are also new members of the Foundation's board of governors: Dennis V. Arriola,
vice president of investor relations for Sempra
Energy; Jerry Katzin, community leader ;
Carisa M. Wisniewski, partner at Deloitte &
Touche; and John D. Wylie, president of
Nicholas/Applegate Mutual Funds and chief
investment offrcer of Invest orServices Group .
Six San Diegans have joined the Mercy Hospital Foundation board: Gail Andrade, John
Corrente, Robert Horsman, Maureen King,
William Stanton, and Frederick Vandeveer.
San Diego resident Cynthia Roark has been
elected to serve as chairman of the national
board of directors for Mothers Against Drunk
Driving. Roark began serving with MADD in
1984. Mayor. Dick Murphy has appointed
Lance Abbott, Wendy Gillespie, and Jeffrey Lowe, and reappointed Mike Choi,
Jacqueline Corey, Joseph Darby, Anthony
Linda Bejarano Stepp to the
Samson,
International Affairs Board . Abbott is vice
president of finance at Grupo Batiz. Gillespie
is a principal at Frontier Trading, Inc. Lowe is
co-owner and foundi:ng partner of Quality Plus
Automotive Parts, . Inc. Choi serves on the
mayor 's Asian Pacifi c Island er Advisory
Board. Corey is active with the Sister Cities
International Corp. Darby is a law professor
at the p niversity of San Diego. Samson is a
San Diego County deputy district attorney .
Stepp has been involved in international business since 1974.

and
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Paul Schimley recently
became a partner at Pasadenabased law finn of Richardson

and Harman LLP.

The Altadena resident's
responsibilities will include
overseeing its employment litigation department.
During his legal career,
Schimley has handled more
than 200 employment-related
disputes before such government regulatory bodies as the
California Department of Fair
Employment and Housing and
the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission.
He was admitted to practice
in California in 1981.
He has handled cases such as
wrongful termination, discrimination and harassment claims,
as well as claims and litigation
stemming from wage disputes,
whistle-blowing issues and
downsizing issues.
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Prior to
joining
Richardson
and Harman,
Schimley was
a partner at
the lawf inn
of Wolfe and
Wym an. He
founded its
SCHIMLEY
Pasadena
office and was chairman of its
employment practices group.
He is also a former partner of
Anderson, McPharlin and Connors, where he helped found
and chaired its employment
practices group.
Schimley, who is licensed to
practice before all California
state courts and various federal
courts, is a member of the labor
and employment sections of
both the California State Bar
and the Los Angeles County Bar
Association.
He earned his bachelor's
degree magna cum laude in
political science from Niagra
Uruvers1ty. He received his
juris doctor degree from University of San Die o.
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Sullivan, Wertz, McDade
names Hissong COO

Law Briefs

By Laura Mallgren

Judy A. Hissong , CLM, has
joined Sullivan, Wertz, McDade &
Wallace APC, as chief operatin g
officer.
Hissong was previously adminis trative manage r at Solomon.

Grindle, Silverman & Spinella APC.

She is currentl y serving as president-ele ct of the San Diego chapter
of the Associa tion of Legal
Admini strators . Source Code:

20030812tja

• • •

·The San Diego office of Baker &
McKenzie announc ed on Aug. 11
that Colin H. Murray has been
elected partner.
Murray is a member of the
Litigation Practice Group, focusing
on complex commercial litigation
securities and white-collar criminal
defense, intellectual property and
employm ent disputes.
Murray served as a deputy district
attorney in San Diego from 1993 to

2000. Source Code: 20030812tjb

• • •

announc ed that Yvonne L. Nichols
has joined the firm as an associate.
She will join the firm's Tax
Plannin g & Advocacy and Estate
Plannin g & Probate practice s.
Nichols, who has extensive tax
experience, recently worked with a
Big Four account ing firm. Source

Code:20030812tjd

• • •

Juanita Brooks, an intellectual
property litigator and principal with
Fish & Richardson PC, has been
named one of California's top
female litigators by the Los Angeles
Daily Journal. She received the
same honor in 2002.
Brooks, who has been practicing
law for more than 25 years, has
develop ed significa nt national
recognition for her complex intellectual property and antitrus t litigation skills for clients such as
Microsoft (Nasdaq : MSFT) and
Intel (Nasdaq: INTC). She was lead
defense counsel in charge of the scientific issues in the national FenPhen litigatio n and successfully
defende d automa ker John Z.
DeLorea n against charges of RICO
violatio ns, mail fraud and tax
evasion. Source Code: 20030812tje

• • •

The San Diego office of Best Best
Sheppard, Mullin, Richter &
& Krieger LLP has added a new
Hampton LLP announc ed on Aug.
associate, Tyree K. Dorward .
5 that Robert S. Gerber was
Doward, whose clients include
appoint ed as member of the
water and school districts, practices
Judicial Nomine es Evaluat ion
in the areas of educatio n law and
Commission by the State Bar of
water law. Doward is a 2000 gradunors.He
ate of the University of San Diego
I private
School of w an o
an under
I, which
graduate degree in environm ental
covers San Diego County.
policy, analysis and planning from
The JNE Commission is the State
the University of California, Davis,
Bar agency that evaluates all candiin 1997. He was previously with
dates who are under consider ation
Bowie, Arneson, Wiles & Giannone for a judicial appoint ment by the
of Newpor t Beach. Source Code:
governor. Gerber's two-year term is
20030812tjc
effective Feb. 1, 2004. Source Code:

• • •

Duckor Spradling & Metzger

200308 12tjf

laura.mallgren@sddt.com
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ON THE MOV E

Personnel moves in
•

I

n Diego County

Elsa Castillohas b en 6amed project coordinator
at Asset Marketing Systems. She joined the firm
in 2002 as human resources representative.
San Diego National Bank has hired Virginia
Craig
as vice president and branch manager of the
Carlsbad location.
TyreeK.Dorwar
has
d been hired as an associate
for Best Best & Krieger LLP whose clients
include water and school districts. Dorward was
previously with Bowie, Arneson, Wiles & Giannone of Newport Beach. He gradua
University of San Diego School of Law
an undergraduate degree in environme
cy, analysis and planning from UC Davis.

Send Items for this column to: Dar1ene M. Alllaln, On the
Move, The San Diego Union-Tribune, P.O. Box 120191,
San Diego, CA 92112-0191, or e-mail them to
dar1ene.alilain@uniontrib.com.
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$105 Million Pala·Resort
Is
Set
to
Open
ori
August 19
·

Janet Beronio Returns to
San Diego as New GM at
Harrah's Rincon Casino

The Pala Band of Mission Indians opens
its 507-room resort hotel and spa on its inland
North County reservation Aug. 19.
The.$105 million project augments the $115
million Pala Casino, which opened in April
2001.
The tribe says the resort project will bring
300 new jobs to the area. As yet, not all
positions have been filled .
Pala' s 10-story hotel will offer 82 suites,
whose amenities include oversized Jacuzzi
tubs.
The spa is 10,000 square feet, incorporating a fitn ess center, a salon, and 14 treat-

ment rooms, plus treats like outdoor rain showers and Swiss
power showers.
Two restaurants wi!J open Aug.
19, bringing the number of eateries at Pala to eight.
Pala, on Highway 76, has 2,000
slot machines. With the expansion, it is adding 18 table games
to the 57 it already has .

INDIAN
GAMING

The GM's Job: Janet Beronio
is settling in this summer as senior vice president and general
manager of Harrah's Rincon
Brad
Casino & Resort - another inGraves
land North County venue.
Beronio arrived in June from
Harrah's Phoenix Ak-Chin hotel and ca-

sino . That was Harrah's first
foray into Indian gaming .
Beronio opened the casino and
served as its general manager for
nine years. She led the development of the Arizona resort's hotel two years ago .
Beronio received her juris
doctorate from the University of
San Die o . Early in her career
she was a deputy attorney general for Nevada . She joined
Harrah 's in 1984 as associate
general counsel.

EIS Sought: The Ewiiaapaayp
Tribe has asked the Bureau of Indian Affairs to complete an environmental impact statement for its proposed

casino near Interstate 8 in Alpine.
The study will be more exhausti ve than the
environmental assessment recently completed
for the tribe. Community and county leaders
reportedly asked for a more detailed analysis
of the project.
Ewiiaapaayp leaders said the extra scrutiny
'
toward the Alpine

ost the tribe between
$500,000 and $2 million, said Will Micklin ,
executive director for the tribe.
If built as proposed, the project would replace an Indian health clinic with a 237,000square-foot casino complex. The tribe plans
to build a replacement clini c in Alpine.
Send Indian gaming news to Brad Graves
via fax at (858) 571-3628 or via e-mail at
bgraves@sdbj.com.
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SheppardMullin names Biel special counsel
Law Briefs
By Laura Mallgren
Sheppard, Mullin, Richter &
Hampton LLP announced Aug. 14

that W. Scott Biel has joined the
firm as special counsel in the Real
Estate, Land Use, Natural
Resources and Environmental
Practice Group in Del Mar Heights..
As an experienced real estate
lawyer, Biel has specific expertise in
assisting clients with the financing
of office research and manufacturing facilities and campus development
for
electronics
and
biotechnology companies including
financing, purchase and sales
agreements, design, engineering
and construction contracts, insurance matters and entitlements.
Biel received his law degree from
the University of Pennsylvania Law
School in 1992. He is a member of
the American Bar Association, Real

Property Section, the State Bar of
California and is the director of the
U.S. Institute of Amateur Athletics.
Source Code: 20030819tja
• • •
Jan S. Driscoll and Allen B.
Walburn are among the new part-

Law in 1995 and 1994, respectively.
He earned his B.S. cum laude in
1982 from San Diego State
University.
Source
Code:
20030819t;jb
• • •
Andrew Serwin of Foley &
nces at Allen Motkins Leek Gamble Lardner has been selected to serve.
& Mallory LLP, a business and real
on the State Bar of California's
estate law firm, officials announced
Committee on Administration of
June 24.
Justice beginning Sept. 7.
Driscoll, 57, practices environThe committee, which serves an
mental, land use and water rights advisory role, studies and reports
law. She received her J.D. from the recommendations · on proposed
University of San Diego School of changes in civil procedure, court
Law in 1975 and her B.A. from The rules and administration, rules of
George Washington University in evidence and other matters having
1968.
an impact on the administration of
Walburn, 42, focuses his practice justice in the civil courts.
on a broad range of taxation
Serwin also currently serves on
matters including stock-based the State Bar's Cyberspace Law
compensation and corporate and Committee and chairs the San
partnership taxation. Walburn, also Diego County Bar Association's
a certified public accountant, Web site subcommittee. Source
earned both his L.L.M., summa Code: 20030819tjc
cum laude, in taxation and his J.D.,
• • •
magna cum laude, from the
San Diego
University of San Diego School
g. 13 that

Christine E. Baur and Charles L.
Rees have joined the firm as associ-·
ates.
Baur is a member of the financial
restructuring, credi tor ' rights and
bankruptcy practice group, where
she concentrates her practice on
representing creditor , debtors,
trustees and committees in Chapter
11 bankruptcy proceedings. Prior to
joining Baker & McKenzie, Baur
was an associate with the San Diego
office of Luce, Forward Hamilton &
Scripps LLP.
Rees is a member of the litigation
practice group, where he focuses
his practice on commercial litigation and white-collar criminal
defense. Prior to joining Baker &
McKenzie, Re worked as an as istant U.S. attorney fo r the U.S.
Attorney's Office in the Southern
District of Califo rnia, where he
tried cases in di trict court and
argued before the 9th Circuit Comt
of Appeals. Source
Code:
20030819tjd
laura.mallgren @sddt.com
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Susan Roney

Managing partner,

Nixon Peabody LLP
Work address: 1600

Main Place Tower,
Buffalo, N.Y. 14202
Phone: 853-81 oo
E-mail: sroney@
nixonpeabody.com
Age:45
Birthplace: Buffalo
Residence: Buffalo

College:BA ,

at Buffalo;
University

J.D., University of San
Di o
Spouse: Steven
Children: Victoria, 8;
Stephanie, 6

Joined currrent
organization: 1990
Favorite restaurant:
Too many to list
Best thing about livIng In WNY: Quality
of life
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O_N_T_R_E_M_O_V_E_ __
Personnelmoves in San Diego County

..
Sally B. Hardin
h as joined
the niversity of San
Piego as dean of the Hahn Sc ool of Nursing
mRtnealth Science.
Cardiff Software named Crtlllda Groseto director of marketing communications.
The University of San Diego School of Law
has added TrevinHartwellas director of development and alumni relations. He formerly was the
associate director of West Coast development for
the Faculty of Arts and Sciences at Harvard
University.
Jam
Keithly
e shas joined Anchor Environmental
as environmental scientist
Send items for this column to: Darlene M. Alilain, On the
Move, The San Diego Union-Tribune, P.O. Box 120191,
San Diego, CA 92112-0191, or e-mail them to
darlene.alilain@uniontrib.com.
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ect manager. Penney has more than 30
years' experience in the constructio n
industry.

T.
aggie
Watkins has

been named president of Meritas. a
group of more than
I 65 full-service law
firm s with more

•••

Maggie Watkins
than 4.900 attorneys
located in 50-plus
countries. Meritas ' local member firm is

Sullivan, Hill, Lewin, Rez & Engel

wi th offices in both San Diego and Las
Vegas . Watkins. 47. wi ll ass ume her presidency Aug. 11 . Most recently. she has
been director of market ing for Luce,

Forward, Hamilton & Scripps. a

national law firn1 based in San Diego.
She has served in marketing and sales
positions for Ernst & Young. as chair and
vice chair o f the National Legal
Marketing Association and is chair of the
association's 2004 annual conference.

•••

Mark W. Danis has been appointed
one of Morrison & Foerster's three

managi ng partners of operations for the
national law firm. Danis has been with
the firm since 1990. and is also currentl y
managing partner of the San Diego offi ce.

•••

Jerry Dressel, president of Dressel
Financial Services. is the new president
of the SDSU Alumni Association board
for 2003-04 . Also on the board are Bruce
Ives. president and CEO of Cuyamaca
Bank. president-elect; Matt Dathe, pres-

ident of Encompas Printing and Graphics,
immed iate past president ; and v.p.s
Chuck Luby. General Atomics communications manager; Eric Reifschneider,
president of Calital ; Margo Kasch ,
instructor with Design institute of San
Diego; Erica Opstad . g. m. at U.S. Bank;
and Glen Vieria. consultanl.

***

Joyce Black has been selected as
chapter president of the National
Association of Women Business
Owners, San Diego. Black founded her
graphic design firm . J. Bird Design. in
1996.

•••

Joanne Reel has been elected presi of Balboa Park 's House of
Hospitality Association. Reel succeeds

dent

Kath y Millisor. director of community
and member serv ices for the San Diego
Convention & Visitors Bureau. Reel is
retired from SDG&E.

•••

John R. Penney has joined the
Pacific Building Group as senior proj -

Lawrence J. Kaplan, a partner at
San Diego-based law firm Solomon
Ward Seidenwurm & Smith, is one of

30 people nationwide to be selec ted by
the IRS as a qualified neutral for tax payers who elect to enter binding arbitration .

•••

,. Sally Hardin has joined the
Universit of San Die o as the dean of

the Hahn School of Nursing and Health
Science. Hardin was the former director
of the Ph.D. nursing program at the
University of Missouri . St . Louis.

***

Roel Construction has promoted
Pete Sara to senior v.p. in it s Automotive
Group. and Gaurav Shah to project

manager. Sara has 20 years of experience
in construction . Shah joined the company
in 1998.

•••

Walter Altmann has been hired as

on-staff naval architect and designer by
Knight & Carver YachtCenter, a boatbuilding and repair company on the bay
founded in I 971. Altmann 's I 5 years of
ex perience in the yac hting industry
include new product design for Hatteras
Yachts in North Carolina. Born in the
Dutch East Indies, one of nine children,
Altmann moved to San Diego when he
was 14, and now lives in Clairemonl.

***

Joseph Wu has joined
Mullin, Richter & Hampton as partner

in the business practice group in San
Diego. Wu 's specialty is resolving business disputes between companies across
the Pacific Rim .

•••

Burnham Real Estate Services has
named Lynn LaChapelle to head its new
spec ialty group, Burnham Capital
Group .
Investment
Markets
LaChapelle has been with Burnham for
13 years .

•••

B. Craig Horwat has joined
Architects Delawie Wilkes Rodrigues
Barker as an architect . Horwat has

more than seven years of experience in
the field , previously working for
Zagrodnik & Thomas Architects. Kate
Kress has been hired as a designer/job
captain . Kress previo usly wo rked for an
lrvine Firm.

'
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Distress Signal

. c-

As a healthcare provider, I was distressed to see "A Memoir of Madness"
given such prominence in your magazine. Mr. Murray's article was one person's perception of events. Please know
that there are numerous legal and regulatory organizations that shape the policies and procedures of hospitals. There
is also a Patient Advocates Offi
the University of San Diego a
to address patient grievances in
time at the time of concern .
My fear is that this article will lead
some to make erroneous assumptions
about healthcare providers and healthcare organizations that, for the most
part, are dedicated to quality and compassion ate treatme nt of those with
mental illness. Such assumptions may
inhibit those in need from seeking
treatment. Mental illness affects approximately one in five. Wouldn 't it be
sad if this article prevented someone
in need from seeking treatment?
NAME WITHHELD

La Jolla
I
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'New prepaid-tuition plan starts
LOOKING AHEAD:

Private
colleges and universities
are now included in the
money-saving system.
BY KATIE ORLOFF
THE PRESS -ENTE RPRI SE

The University of Redlands is
one of 220 private colleges and
universities nationally offering
families a new way to plan
ahead for the rising costs of tuition.
The Independent 529 plan allows a parent or grandparent to
prepay tuition at today's rates
for children to use when they
reach co1Jege age, said Phillip
Doolittle, senior vice president
at the University of Redlands.
"It makes private education
more accessible and more affordable for families ," Doolittle
said by phone. The plan was unveiled Wednesday.
For example, a grandparent
may receive a tuition certificate
after paying $20,000 for one year
of college tuition at current
rates. When that grandchild is a
co1Jege. freshman he or she can
use the certificate for the then
fu11 cost of that year's tuition.
Meanwhile, the plan's managers take the original $20,000 and

74

invest it. The family's one year
oftmt10n holds 1t value regardless of how tho e inve tment
turn out, Doolittle aid.
"It' like a pending c rtificate
at the mall .. . except it's good
for a guarantee of a percentage
of tuition," aid Douglas M.
Brown, president and chief executive of the Tuition Plan Consortium of Albuquerque, N.M. ,
which operates the plan. The
consortium is a nonprofit organization run by repre entative
from variou univer ities.
Southern California chool s
participating in the plan include
California Lutheran University,
Occidental College, Pepperdine
University, Pomona Coll
Universit of San Diego
Whittier Coiiege.
Nationally, the program includes Harvard, Yale, Princeton and the University of Chicago.
Most states offer ection 529
education savings plans, named
for the IRS tax code that define
them. But this is the first tailored for private colleges and
univer ities.
"It's a good way for families to
save for education," Doolittle
said. "For us in th e private ector where the perception is that
we are expensive, thi is a good

way to offer families a discount.
The funds are transferable to
other family members. They
can al o be rolled over into a
state 529 plan if the student
choose to go to a public college
or cashed out if he or she decides not to attend college at all.
The consortium received approximately 8,000 hits Wednesday on www.indep endent529plan.org Doolittle said.
Participating schools plan to
market the venture in various
ways, such as putting ads in
alumni magazines. University
of Redlands will send mailers to
all of its alumni.
. Hurley, president
executive of savinge.com and an expert on
the Section 529 programs, said
the new plan should be attractive to parents who want their
children to go to a private college and are worrying about the
steep rise in tuition.
"You pay now, o you don't
have to worry about those increases, which have been sub-.
stantial," Hurley said.
Reach Katie Orloff at (909) 806-3054 or
korloff@pe.com
The Associated Press cantributed to this
report.

SIST ER ACT

Siblings nail down manicure business
By Michael D. Hernandez
El Paso Times

Sibling rivalry has never been an issue
for the five sisters who own Nail Creations, a family-operated riail and hair salon on the West Side.
"People do ask us how we get along so
well, and we just · do," said Carmen
McBain, one of the sisters. "And the thing
is, we wouldn't even have the time to argue or fight because we're' so busy with our
customers."
What began as a risky, post-beauty-school
venture in 1989 for McBain and sisters Edie
Medina and Norma Pedroza has flo urished
into a steady, eight-woman, full-service operation that boasts a loyal clientele.
An allegiant Lynn Kobren has been heading to the shop for about five years to enjoy relaxing manicures because she feels
that the environment at Nail Creations is
like stepping into the home of a warm confid ante.
"They're the best here," Kobren said.
"When I come here, it's .not to just someone. They are my friends, and when something happens to me, I usually can't wait to
tell (them)."
Three more sisters - Imelda Brock,
Mary Correa and Pat Mendoza - eventually joined in the business, along with a
second generation - daughter and niece
Jenelle Pedroza - whom the family be-

Success tip
Some ent repreneurial advice from Norma Pedroza and
Carmen McBain of Nail Creations:
People are either attracted
or displeased by the atmosphere you create .at your
place of business. If you
make it inviting, they'll stop
by just to talk.
More words of wisdom 4F
lieves will sustain the salon's success.
From retailer Wal-Mart and beer giant
Coors to smaller mom-and-pop operations, family-owned businesses have a
long history as the country's economic
lifeblood.
Findings by the l..!n1versity of San
Diego's International Ins ,itute for FamilyOwned Business show t at 80 percent·or
more of all businesses in the United States
are family-owned or fami -controlled, accounting for 175 of the Fo une 500 largest
businesses in the country.
Plea

see Sister 4F

Six of the family members involved in

Nail Creations are , bottom from left,
Carmen McBain, Edie Medina and Pat
Mendoza , and, top from left, Imelda
Brock, Jenelle Pedroza and Norma .Pedroza .
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Ye t the ins titu te als
o
tha t fewer tha n 30 pe rce fou nd
family -owne d bu sin ess nt of all
es
the transfer to the second survive
tion and few er than 10 generasurvive to a third genera per cent
tio n.
Bu t the local
that gradu ated
from El Paso High is
optimistic
abo ut the future despit
e
they belong to a fick knowing
le
which casts off as many indust ry,
salons as
it attrac ts.
"T he re see m to be a lot
that don't survive in of places
El
No rma Pedroza said. "B Paso,"
lucky enough to not ut we're
lack custom ers . It's ne ve r
too
slo w
around her e, and wh en
it does get
that way, we see it as
a blessing,
as a tim e wh en we get
to rest ou r
han ds. "
As television sho ws
and
zin es pro mo te be tte maga throu gh facials, manic r liv ing
ures and
massage therapy, going
to the spa
or salon has be com
mo re acceptable, eve n for me
n, Im elda
Brock said.
"I think mo re men are wil
ling to
come in for that," she
said. "My
hu sba nd bri ng s a lot
frie nds in, and they see of ne w
m to like

clan

CONTINUED FROM
1F
More en trepreneurial advice fro m Norma
Pedroza and Carmen
McBa in of Nail Creati ons:
Always try out ne w
products to see
wh eth er you enjoy
t hem before offering
the m to your clients.
In an equal pa rtnership, if just on e
of person disag rees
wi th a new idea, re-

spect th at person's
opinions and move
on to the ne xt idea.
Never assume anyth ing . Always listen
to yo ur clients and
ask the m wh at they
wa nt .
If you have a business with different
partners, split up the
duties and find out
who does what best.

it."

Still, pa mp eri ng on ese
mains an exercise domi lf rewomen, wh o typically nat ed by
crowd the
salon before special
occasions
such as Christmas, Mo
ther's Day
and Valentine's Day.
"T ha t's made us realize
really need more space, that we
Pedroza said, adding tha" No rm a
t
ters have briefl y thoug the sisht
moving to an oth er loc ati abo ut
on. "But
we're going to stick aro
un d becau se we 've ma d e
so
many
friend s he re. Th is pla
ce is lik e
ou r ho me away from ho
me."

Michae l D. Hernandez
may be reached at
rnhernandez@elpa
sot1rnes.com
Rudy Gut ierrez / El
Pas

o Times
Jenelle Pedroza styled
Terry Samaniego's hair
Creati on s. In the backg
Th ursday at Na il
round, Pe

ed to an other custome
r.
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droza's aunt, Im elda Bro
ck, tend -

Edie Medina, right, gives a manicure to longt
ime client Laurie
Miller at Nail Creations, 5813 N. Mesa. In
1989 , Medina and

Photos by Rudy Gutierrez / El Paso Times

sisters Carmen McBain and Norma Pedro
za started the nail
business.

-

AIR LINE PILOT
HERNDON, VA
78,354
10-TIMES/YEAR

AUGUST 2003

Association recommends applications be made no later than late
January or early February.
Scholarship application forms
· and additional informaton about
the program may be obtained from
Jan Redden, ALPA Scholarship
Monitor, Air Line PilotsAssociatior
1625 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 2003 or e-mail .
GovBod@alpa.org.

ALPA Announces 2003
Scholarship Winners
Lt f

Corylie Suarez, d ughter of longterm disabled Capt. Rafael Suarez
(US Airways), has been selected as
the 2003-2004 winner of ALPA's 4year college scholarship award.
ALPA presents annually a $3,000
scholarship to an eligible high
school graduate or college student
who is selected by the ALPA review
committee. The annual grant may
be renewed if the student maintains
a B average.
An additional $2,000 is authorized annually by the Executive
Council for scholarship funding,
which may be used to augment
current awards or be used for
special 1-year awards.
For 2003-2004, ALPA awarded
special 1-year $1,000 awards to Sean
Poindexter, son of deceased FedEx
member Mark Poindexter, and to
Alison Jones, daughter of deceased
Alaska Airlines member David
Jones. Additional funds received as
donations to the ALPAScholarship
Fund were added to the awards,
making their total award amount
for this year $1,068.
Students receiving renewals of
initial 4-year grants were Katrina
Maria Kuntz (2000 recipient),
daughter of retired First Officer J.
Gary Kuntz (Continental); Leslie
Azurdia (2001 recipient}, daughter
of retired First Officer Maurice
Azurdia (TWA); and Taylor Jillian
Altman (2002 recipient),daughter
of deceased First Officer Ronald
Altman (TWA).
Eligible applicants for the scholarship program must be the depender
of a medically retired, long-term disabled, or deceased ALPA member.
Interested students may apply for
the scholarships at any time, but the
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I
ALPA's 1999 college scholarship recipient Scott Golich, here with his
father, S/O J. X. Golich (FedEx), and
mother, Vicki Golich, graduated
from the University of San Diego
this year, was commissioned an ensign in the U.S. Navy, and will begi
flight training in Pensacola, Fla.

St. Louis Catholic
High School grads
attending many colleges

St. Loui s Catholi c High
Scho ol s tudent s con sistently
receive acceptances to co lleges
and univers iti es throughout th e
Unit ed Sta tes.
Eac h yea r,
approxim ately 9 7 percent o f th e
se ni or class enro ll in a fo ur- yea r
in stitution with the other perce ntage a tte ndin g co mmunit y
co ll eges, tec hni ca l schoo ls or
entering th e military. Over the
pass fe w years some of th e in stituti ons offering enrollment to
St. Louis Catholic High students are: American Uni versity,
Art Institute of Hou ston ,
Auburn Univ ersity, Baylor
University, Berklee Sch ool of
Mu s ic , Birmingh am Southern
Coll ege ,
Boston
College,
Boston Uni versity, Centenary
Coll ege, Christian Brothers
University
and
Davidson
College.
Al so , Dillard , University
Duke University, Elon College,
Florida A & M Univers ity,
Franciscan
University of
Steubenville,
Fordham
University, Furman University,
Hampton University, Harding
Uni versity, Harvard University,
Haverford College, Kansas
State University, Lon Morri s
University,
Louisiana Scholars College,
Louisiana Tech University,
Loyola Marymount University,
Loyola University
New
Orleans, Mary Washington and
McGill University-Canada,
Also ,
Mc Neese
State
University, Miami UniversityOhio,
Millsaps
College,
University of Notre Dame,
Oklahoma State University,
Pomona
College,
Purdu e

University
Rh odes Co ll ege ,
Rice University, Santa C lara
Uni versity, Savannah Schoo l of
Art and Des ign, So uth easte rn
Loui s ia na Sta te Uni ve rs it y,
South ern Methodi st Uni versity,
Southe rn Uni ver s ity, Sprin g
Hill Co ll ege, St. Edwards
Uni ve rs it y a nd St. John s
Co ll ege,
A lso, St. Jose ph Semina ry,
Texas A & M Co ll ege Stati on,
Texas A & M Ga lves ton, Texas
C hri sti a n Uni vers it y, Tul a ne
Uni versi ty,
Tu skegee
Unive rs ity,
Uni ve rs ity
of
Ca liforni a,
Santa
Ba rb ara,
Uni ve rsity
of
C hic ago ,
University of Dall as, Uni versi ty
of Hawaii , Loui s ian a Sta te
Univers ity,
Unive rs ity
of
Louisiana-Lafayette, University
of
Louisiana-Monroe,
Unive rs ity
of Miss issippi ,
University
of
Mi ssouriColumbia, University of New
Mexico , Univers ity of N ew
Orleans, University of North
Carolina at Chapel
Hill ,
University
of
Richmond ,
University of
Rochester,
Universit
of San Die
University
of
Sout
California and University of
Thomas Houston.
Also, University of St.
Thomas
St.Paul
Minn .,
University of Texas, University
of
the
South-Sewanee,
University
of
Virgini a,
Vanderbilt
University,
Washington
and
Lee ,
Washington University - St.
Louis, United States Military
Academy at
West Point,
Wofferd , Xavier University and
Yale University.

SOUTHWEST CATHOLIC
LAKE CHARLES, LA
MONTHLY

AUGUST 2003
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JOSEPH MICHAEL
Feb. 13, 1954 to July 2, 2003
Beloved son,
.brother, uncle
and
friend
passed away
July 2, 2003.
He had just
complete d
the
final
hike of this
life's journey in the
surreal setting of Wood's Lake, Calif. He
found comfort, peace and harmony surrounded by the awesome beauty of nature. Joe was
a '72 graduate of Saint Paul
High School, and '78 graduat
of University of San Diego. ·
unique talents and versatilit
lead him in many directions,
such as coaching football at
USD, restaurant management
and Attractions Host at Disneyland/Anaheim where his love of
children and wonderful sense of
humor blossomed. In 2001 he relocated to Reno, Nev. and was
employed by the Reno/Tahoe
AirPOrt and later by the Federal TSA. His second family at
TSA will remember Joe's kind
and gentle manner, sense of humor, wonderful smile and
hearty laugh, along with his
hugs and positive attitude.
They claim that he brought a
bit of Disneyland to the airPOrt
with his comic relief.
He joins his mother, Jean
Therese (deceased 1989), and
leaves his father Wendell •Joe•,
brother's Chuck and Dave, sister Donna, niece Kendra Amidon, and nephew's Eric and
Bryan Johnston. A Memorial
was held July 8, 2003 at Reno/Tahoe International AirPOrt
with the help of Joe's co-workers, management of the TSA
and AirPOrt Authority. The
family extends its' gratitude
for their generous SUPPOrt, assistance and beautiful tributes
to Joe.
Joe touched the hearts of his
family, co-workers and longtime friends. We have been
blessed by his brief presence in
our lives. •We'll see you on the
other side of the trail, Joe• and
release you as one of heavens
newest comedians! A memorial
area is being planned at Rancho San Rafael Park
tum. Donations can be sent to
May Arboretum, 1502 Washington Street, Reno, Nev, 89503, C/o
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Consortium's Goal is Getting Students

Back to School
Prospecti e Students
Can Compare, Contrast
Are.a _Schools' Programs
BY DAN

L LEVINSON

Each day in San Diego County, thousands
of executives, managers, and assistants contemplate the idea of going back to school.
Whether it is to complete undergraduate studies, pursue an advanced degree, or attain specialized certifications, the inherent rewards
of higher education - both financial and
intellectual
fill the minds of professionals
across almost every industry sector.
Companies are also increasingly recognizing the investment potential of supporting the
educational advancements of their employees, often through tuition reimbursement programs and flexible schedules to help make the
decision easier.
For many, going back to school will be a·
significant economic burden, not to mention a
drain on whatever free time is currently available. How does one easily find a program that
fits both schedule and fiscal limitations? A
newly launched consortium of San Diego-area
educational institutions hopes to make your
pursuit of lifelong learning goals a lot easier.
According to Alex Yates, president of the
San Diego Education Consortium and community relations manager at Webster University's
San Diego campus, "Investing one's reputation,
time, and money in an institution should be a
little more involved than simply hearing a commercial, seeing an ad, or driving by a school's
building. Unfortunately, without an unbiased
resource for information, this is how many are
forced to make such a critical decision."

• Developing A
One Stop S,ource

Providing San Diegans with that vital

knowledgebase is precisely what the nonprofit-designated SDEC set out to do earlier
this year. Comprising volunteer representa- 1
tives from many of the accredited colleges in
San Diego, the consortium is working toward
establishing a comprehensive source for local
education opportunities.
"It's like an 'Auto Park' for San Diego
schools," said Bob Hertel, undergraduate program manager for Chapman University College. "When consumers know of all the
choices available, they feel more comfortable
knowing they're choosing the best fit for their
needs . The consortium brings all the schools
together for the educational consumer to make
the most logical choice." Hertel, who also
heads a local CEU (Continued Education Unit)
program in leadership called the San Diego
Leadership Initiative, is a regular advisor to
the consortium.
' The SDEC Web site (www.sandiegocolleges.org) not only includes a list of accred1 ited educational institutions in the greater San
I Diego area for you to begin your search for
the right school, but also provides a section
that instructs you on how to organize an education fair, which, according to Yates, is the
most personalized and effective way to find
the right school and program.
Education fairs can comprise select colleges or included representatives form all area
schools, depending on your company's specific needs . These events can be extremely
helpful in answering many of the questions
and concerns that often create entry barriers
for the education seeker.
"The fairs allow groups of people to have
access to school representatives who can best
help to determine if their programs are a good
fit for their needs," Yates said. Holding such
"ed-fairs" at larger corporations as well as
1business parks - where several companies
, participate - often builds interest in employ-
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ees who previously hadn ' t considered continuing their education.
Though still in its infancy, the consortium
is hoping to build an online resource that will
become the default reference for exploring
educational opportunities in virtually every
field of study. Over the next few months the
site's additional offerings will include educational related articles and news, educational
job postings, a calendar of education fairs,
lectures and related events , and a search tool
to help applicants find the information pertinent to their needs. Yates hopes the SDEC
site and the education fairs it promotes will
quickly become known as the easiest ways to
find the right schools and programs for San
Diegans.

• Programs Come
In All Shapes, Sizes

San Diego County has almost every kind of
continuing education opportunity available more than most residents think. Traditional
universities such as University of California,
San Diego; San Diego State University,,Uni versity of San Diego, and Universit y of
Redlands offer a wi e spectrum of studies for
undergraduate, graduate, and doctoral degrees.
Public two-year colleges such as Palomar,
Grossmont, and San Diego City College offer
a variety of associate' s degree and continued
learning programs.
There are several executive and online
MBA programs offered at the local campuses of National University and the University of Phoenix. Local campuses of larger
private universities, such as Azusa Pacific
Webster, and Chapman offer specialize d
bachelor' s and master's degrees, focusing
on the adult learner. And for those 30 and
40-somet hing "career-s witchers, " several
schools offer accredited creative and culinary arts degree programs, including The
Art Institute of California - San Diego and
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Platt College. Career advancem ent certificate and CEU programs in leadership and
education are also available at most of the
SDEC member schools.
The·SDEC gives the smaller "satellite" institutions such as Azusa Pacific Universit y's
San Diego Regional Center, the visibility to
be found by students in search of their specialized "degree completion" undergraduate
programs and graduate studies in education
and theology .
1
"Although Azusa is known well within sections of the Christian communit y, our nondenominational open policies and specialized
programs often find a match with those who
previousl y didn ' t know about us ," says
Karinna Topete, marketing educational recruiter for Azusa in San Diego. "Attending a
consortium ed-fair gives people the ability to
find schools where their unique life experiences can aid them to fulfill their lifetime
educati on
r education is not a decihtly - but one ultimately
can make. Much like you probably
wouldn't make a high value purchase such
as a new automobi le without doing your research and test-drivin g the models you like,
you should also investigat e all of your educational options and talk with the representatives of those schools before making this
life-alteri ng choice. If the SDEC is to be
successfu l, San Diegans need to take full
advantage of its offering•. So, go on, contact the consortiu m, schedule an ed-fair, and
take a test drive of your education al opportunities today .
Levinson is president of The Art Institute of
California - San Diego and a volunteer member of the San Diego Education Consortium.
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Souther n Cross

ARAB

CHRISTIANS DISCUSS
ROADMAP TO PEACE AT USD
By Vincent Gragnani

"Even though they're a tiny minorSAN DIEGO - The Holy Land has
ity, they're a bridge," he said. "Chrisbecome synonymous with conflict.
different
bring
can
tians
With Christian emigration from the
perspectiv es on political and reliregion on the rise, fewer and fewer
Christians are witnessing the conflict
can make a
directly. This mon th the University of
e Middle East,
San Diego was the site of an extended
identity,
primary
religion is a person's
reflection of the ever-changing situaa strange notion for Westerners. And
tion from Christians who work in the
whereas Jews and Muslims have supregion or have recently visited.
port from their fellow believers
The Knights and Ladies of the Holy
around the world, many Christians are
Sepulcher organized the symposium,
caught in the conflict without support
"The Christian Road Map to Peace,"
and solidarity from Christians worldheld at the Joan B. Kroc Institute for
he said.
wide,
Peace and Justice.
Next on the speaker's lineup was
Speakers called on the more than
Rola Karam, a native of Nazareth who
100 Knights and Ladies in attendance
shared her lifelong struggle to answer
to be well-informed, educate others,
the question, "Who am I?" She
pray for peace, contact elected officials, and support humanitarian and
describes herself as a "Palestinian
social programs .
Roman Catholic Christian Arab with
Leading the speakers was Msgr. lsraeli and American citizenship."
Robert Stem, general secretary of the
"Reading the Bible is like going back
Catholic Near East Welfare Associa- home," she said. "I can picture the
tion, a New York-base d Vatican agency places as I read the Bible. Reading the
that supports the people and churches Bible makes me homesick."
of the Middle East.
But in her textbooks, Karem never
Msgr. Stem gave a timeline of key read about Palestine or Palestinians,
historic moments in the last half cen- and this inspired her to become an
tury that have led up to the present sit- educator after earning her master's
uation.
degree in International Affairs from
Today, mutual demonizing between George Washington University.
warring factions, cultural misunder"I am constantly addressin g the
standings, an ethic of retaliation and question, 'How can you be Christian
revenge, power struggles on both and Arab?"' she said. "A lot of educatsides and the dominance of extremists ing needs to be done."
are preventing a lasting peace, he said.
Msgr. William Shomaly, general
In an interview after the event, administrator of the Latin Patriarchate
Msgr. Stem said that the fewer Chris- of Jerusalem, spoke about the current
tians there are in the Holy Land, the condition s in the Holy Land and
more polarized the situation becomes. issues that are preventing peace (see

.
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accompanying story).
Msgr. Dennis Mikulanis, vicar for
ecumeni cal and interreligious affairs
in the Diocese of San Diego, moderated a question -and-ans wer session
with the speakers - who also included Corrine Withlatc h, executiv e
director of Churche s for Middle East
Peace, and Denise Scalzo, vice president of the Franciscan Foundat ion
for the Holy Land.
After the event, Msgr. Mikulanis
said the day made San Diegans aware
of the living presence of Christians in
the Holy Land and our need to support that presence.
"We need firsthand testimony of
people like this," he said.
For more firsthand information, visit:
Catholic Near East Welfare Association:
www.cn ewa.org; Franciscan Foundation
fo r the Holy Land: www.ffhl .org;
Churches f or Middle East Peace:
www.cmep.org
The South ern Cross
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COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES
Ranked by fall 2002 total enrollment

Total fall

School
Address
Rank
(last year) Web site

1

(1)

2

(2)

3

(4)

4

(3)

5

(5)

6

(6)

7

(8)

8

(7)

9

(NR)

10
(10)

11
(9)

12
(11)

13
(13)

14
(12)

Diego StateUniversity
San Diego 92182
5500 Campanile Drive
www.sdsu.edu
,
Palomar College
1140 W. Mission Road San Marcos 92069
www.palomar.edu
Diego
San
Universityof California,
9500 GIiman DriveLaJolla92093

www.ucsd.edu
Su Diego MesaCollege

7250 Mesa CollegeDrive San Diego 92111
www.sandiegomesacollege.net
rn
College
Southweste
900 OlayLakes Road Chula Vista 91910
www .swc.cc.ca.us

GrossmontCommunity College
8800 Grossmont College Drive ElCajon 92020
www .grossmont.edu

-

University

11255 N. Torrey PinesRoad LaJolla 92037
www.nu.edu
San Diego City College
1313 12th Ave. San Diego 92101
www.sdcity.edu
liallllDIII College for Health Sciences
2423 Hoover Ave. National City91950

www.cchs.edu

San Diego Miramar College
10440 Black MountainRoad San Diego 92126
www.miramar.sdccd.net

MiraCosta College
Drive Oceanside 92056
One Barnard

enrollment: • Full-time
• Part-time
•2002
• Percent
•2001
•% change California
Telephone
resident
(Ion)
Fu
24,997
33,391
(619) 594-5200
18,394
33,285
97
.3
(760) 744-1150
(760) 744-8123

(858) 53,M831
(858) 534-5629
(619) 388-2682
(619) 421-6700
(619) 482-6413
(619) 644-7000
(619) 644 -7922
(858) 642-8100
(619) 388-3400
(619) 388-3453
(619) 477-4800
(619) 388-7800
(619) 388-7902
(760) 757-2121
(760) 795-6609

www.miracosta.edu
(619) 660-4000
Cuyamaca College
900 Rancho San Diego Parkway ElCajon 92019 (619) 660-4399
www.cuyamaca.net
(760) 750-4000
SanMarcos
University,
California State
(760) 750-4030
333 S. Twin Oaks ValleyRoad
San Marcos 92096
www.csusm.eckl

of San Diego

5998 Alcala Park San Diego 92108
www.sandiego.edu

(619) 260

4600

28,915
29,715
(3)
23,548
21 ,568
9
21 ,482
23,716
(9)
19,175
19,538
(2)
18,241
16,911

5

17,865
17,0483
5
15,120
16,021
(6)
11 ,628
10,444
11
10,899
9,885
10
10,176

9,909

Total

Students:

7,240
21,675
91
23,548

0

97
na
na
90
6,211
12,964

Faculty:
as of
3/1/03
1,947

1,133
1,092
732

925

98

7;009
11,232
93
na

na

989

1,900

2002-2003
tuition:•
• Resident
• Nonresident
• Graduate
$1,572
$8,460
$1,732
$459
$4,839
NA
$3,950
$16,430
$5,014
$315
$1 ,880
NA
$362

$4,712
NA
$288
$3,672
NA
$7,080
$7,080
$7,960
$288
$3,408
NA

operating
budget
2002-2003
• Restricted
• Unrestricted
$Mllllons

$22
$92.9
$678
$1 ,095

Publlc community college

Computer services,h-1h sciences,
criminal justice, child development

$12.4
$45.6
na

$125
$32
$27

270

$4.3
$17

3,003

425

$290
$1,718
NA
$298
$3,514

7

7,678
6,496
18

4,903
2,775
91

432

7,126

6,004
1,122

678

Two-year public community Vocational, transfer programs, sciences,
technology, arts
college
WASC, ADA, BRN,NLN
Afull spectrumof l1l$rS (except
Four-yearpublicuniversity
business and physical education)
WASC, ACSCU

$9.2
$66.3

1,654

NA

MaJor disciplines
of study

Fine arts and sciences

wnd
$5.5

363

• Type of
Institution
• Accredited by**

Public community college
WASC

Ill
Ill

3
7,964
7,423

AUG 4 2003

$19.5
$41

24

7,173
96
1,960
6,004
98
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• President
• Director of
admissions

na

584

9,245
96

JOURNAL

1897

Ill

2,419
12,700
95
79
11,547
18

NA

SAN DIEGO BUSINESS

$5.1

$53

WASC

1946

Robert Dynes
MaeBrown

1960

Constance Carroll
Ivonne Alvarez

1964

Norma
Georgia Copeland

1961

Two-year public community Generaleducatlon,occupatlonal,transfer Or. Ted Martinez Jr.
Brad Tiffany
programs
college
1
WASC
Jerry Lee
nonprofit Business, computer science, information
Four-year private,
PatriciaPotter
technology, liberalstudies, teacher
university

1961

Terrance Burgess
Lou Humphries

1914

WASC, CCNE, IACBE. CCTC .

education

Two-year public community
college
WASC
Privatecollege
ACTTS

Liberal arts, transfer studies, business
studies, child development, nursing
education

Two-year nonprofit, public
community college
WASC
Publiccommunitycollege
WASC, ACCJC .

Liberal arts, business, lire protection
technology, administration of justice,
psychology

General education, transfer programs,
vocational

na
na
NA
$1,940
$9,413
$2,102

$4.4
$20
$71

Two-year public community
college
WASC
arts university
Public, liberal
WASC

$21 ,988
$21 ,988
$14,000$18,650

NA
$187

Four-year private university
WASC

na

Dr. Sherrill Amador
Hennan Lee

1971

1978

Patricia Keir
Dana Andras

1969

Dr. Tim Dong
AliciaTerry

1934

Dr. Geraldine Perri

1978

Or. Alice Hayes
Stephen Pultz

1949

Or. Beth Appenzeller

Arts, sciences, business administration

education

Arts and sciences, business, nursing,
education, law, doctoral Intensive

I

15
(14)

16
(15)

17
(16)

18
(17)

19
(18)

20
(19)

21
(21)

22
(20)

23
(NR)

24

I
I

University of Phoenix
3890 Murphy Canyon Road, #100
SanDiego 92123

(800) 473-4346
(858) 573-0032

5,521
4,840
8

5,521

Chapman University
7460 Mission Valley Road San Diego 92108
www.chapman.edu
PointLoma NazareneUniversity
3900 Lomaland DriveSan Diego 92106

(619) 296-8690
(619) 296-8696

4,600
4,200
10
2,644
2,576
3
1,752
1,600
10
1,132
1,125
.6

wnd
wnd

1,346
591

385

1,132
0
100

(858) 458-9310
(858) 458-0914

1,000
990
1

(619) 239-0391
(619) 525-7092

1,000
760
32
926
885
35
801
597
34
700
700
0

WWW phoenix.edu

www. ptloma.edu

Alliant International University
10455 Pornerado Road San Diego 921 31

www. .aJUant.edu

IColemanCollege

7380 Parkway Drive La Mesa 91942

www.coleman.edu

Webster University
6480 Weathers Place, #104
San Diego 92121
www.webster.edu
ICaliforniaWestern
School of Law
225 Cedar St.San Diego 92101

www.cwsl.edu

ITT TechnicalInstitute
9680 Granite Ridge Drive San Diego 92123

www.ltt-tech.edu
The Art Institute
of California-Sa
Diego
n
7650 MissionValleyRoad SanDiego 92108

www.alcasd.ll1klslbas.edu
Universityof Redlands

(22)

9040 Friars Road, #31 o, San Diego 92108
www .redlands.edu

25

Thomas Jefferson School of Law
2121 San Diego Ave. San Diego 92110

(25)

www.tjsi.edu

(619) 849-2200
(619) 849-2601
(858) 635-4370
(858) 635-4355
(619) 465-3990
(619) 463-0162

(858) 571-8500
(858) 571-1277
(619) 598-1399
(619) 291-3206
(619) 284-9292
(619) 284-9042
(619) 297-9700
(619) 294-4713

691
612
·13

NA

95
2,470
174

626

wnd
wnd
wnd

268

NA
NA

Private, professional college Undergraduate and graduate programs In
NCA-CIHE
business, nursing, counseling
technology, education

wnd
wnd

wnd
wnd

Private, liberal arts university
WASC

NA

Four-yearprivate, liberalarts

$10,800
$15,760
$15,762

na

$58

university

Education, psychology, computer
science, human resources,
organizational leadership
Liberal studies, communicatiostudies,
n
psychology accountacy/business/

WASC
econonics, nursing
Four-year private, liberal arts
International business, psychology,
university
business administration, marital and
WASC
family therapy
Private nonprofit, career college Computer informationscience, computer
ACICS
business administration, computer
network technology, computer graphic
design
Private nonprofit, business
MBA, international business, finance,
college
human resources; health sciences, IT
NCACS
management, organizational security

$20,520
$14,340

NA
NA

123

$13,900
$13,900
$15,000

$10

200
800
100

45

$4,215
$4,215
$5,325

wnd
wnd

857
143

108

wnd
wnd

Private nonprofit, three-year Criminallaw, Internationallaw, family
law school
law, labor law, creativeproblem solving

834
92
100
729
72

35

$24,850
$24,850
NA

na
na

Private two-year, proprietary
college
ACICS
Private college
ACCSCT

na

1,

$9,180
$9,180
$10,665

varies

63

54

85 .

700
0
100

50

496
195
42

53

na

na
na
NA
$16,464
$16,464

wnd
wnd

NA
NA

NA
NA

NA

$10,860$11,500
$23,450
$23,450
NA

*Unlessotherwise noted, tuitionreflects a full-time program for the 2002-03 school year. For community colleges, a lull-time
program consists ol 12 units per semester.
**The institutions on The List are accredited by various organizations, Including Accrediting Commission for Independent Colleges
and Schools (ACICS); Accrediting Commission for Trade and Technical Schools otthe Career College Association (ACTTS-CCA);
American Bar Association (ABA); American Dental Association (ADA); American Psychological Association (APA); Association
of
American Law Schools (AALS); American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business (AACSB); Accreditation Board for
Engineering and Technology Inc. (ABET); American Association for Marriage and Family Therapy (AMFTA); Board of Registered
Nursing (BRN); Committee of Bar Examiners (CBE); Community College League of California (CCLC); Commission for Teacher
Credentialing (CTC); Department of Education (DOE); Llalson Commission for Medical Education (LCME); National League
of
Nursing (NLN); North Central Association of Colleges and Schools (NCA); Transnational Association of Christian Schools(TACS)
;
and Western Association of Schools and Colleges (WASC).
·
t This Is a partial listing.
1 lndlvlduaJ
Is a chancellor.
2 lndlviduaJ is an Interim
president.
3 Last year's
figure ol 11 ,177 was Incorrect.

ABA

Electronics, drafting, Information
technology

Dr. LauraPalmer

1989

James Doti
Michael Peny

1970

Dr. Bob Brower

1973

Dr. Judith Albino
Susan Topham

1952

Dr. Coleman Furr
Darlene Ankton

1963

Dr. Kim Varey
Stephanie Becerra

1980

Bruce Wiliams

Scott Shoemaker

Steven Smith
Traci Howard

1924

John Byers
Sheryl Schulgen

1981

Applied arts, culinary arts, graphic
DanielLevinson
design, advertising, Web design, media
Sandy Park
arts
Nonproftt liberal arts university
Business management, Information
Dr. James Appleton
WASC
systems MBA, M.S. In interactive
Constance Rothmund
telecommunications

NA
NA

Private
law school
ABA, WASC, CSE

Legal studies

Kenneth
Vandevelde
JenniferKeller

1981
1979

1969

wnd Would not disclose
na Not available
.
NA Not applicable
(NR) Not ranked
.
Notes:Colleges and universities on The List are accredited and offer degree programs. Kelsey.Jenney College, No. 23 last year, did not
return a survey this year. Christian Heritage College, No. 24 last year, Azusa Pacific University, Newschool of Architecture
and Design,
KeUer Graduate School of Management, and The California School of International Management returned surveys but did not
qualify for
The List.

Source: The institutions

It is not the intent of this Ust to endorse the participants nor to imply an institution's size or numerical
rank indicates its quality.

Researched by Sally Ardizzone
Originallypublished March 10, 2003
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MBA SCHOOLS

SAN DIEGO BUSINESS
JOURNAL
SAN DIEGO J CA
WEEKLY
14,000
Rank
(last
year)

School
Address
Web site

(1)

2

(2)

3

(3)

4

(4)

(5)

6

(6)

7

(7)

8

(8)

9

(9)

10
(10)

Telephone
Fax
(858) 642-8000
(619) 563-7299

Ranked by spring 2003 total enrollment of MBA students
Total sprlng
enrollment:

• 2003
• 2002

• % char,ge

(loss)
840
921
(9)

5998 Alcala Park
San Diego 92110
http://business.sandiego.edu
Alliant International University
10455 Pomerado Road
San Diego 92131
www.alliant.edu
Webster University
6480 Weathers Place, #104
San Diego 92121
www.webster.edu/ca
Keller Graduate School of DeVry University
2655 Camino del Rio N., #201
San Diego 921 08
www.keller.edu
California StateUniversity, San Marcos
333 S. Twin Oaks Valley Road
San Marcos 92096
www.csusm.edu/mba
Point Loma Nazarene University
3900 Lomaland Drive
San Diego 92106
www.pnoma.edu/mba

'

Number of
students:
• Full-time
• Part-time
479
361

Number olfaculty
as of 5/31/03:
• Full-time
• Part-time
• Total

....
•

tuition:
• Resident
• Nonresident
$885 1
$885 1

35
463
49B

• Type of
Institution
• Accredited by*
Private, four-year,
nonprofit
IACBE

Major dlsclpllnes
of study
Management, a-business,
health care
International business,
management, human resources
management
Accounting, information systems,
finance, marketing, management,
international business,
entrepreneurship

• MBA school director
• Director of admissions
Or. Shahram Azordegan
Nancy Rohland

Year
established
1971

Or. Kenneth Marino
Or. Kenneth Marino

1959

I

99
41
140

$2,176
$9,226 3

Public, four-year
AACSB

621
673
(8)

621
0

11
86
97

$10,430
$10,430

Private, four-year
NCA

Business, global management,
technology man.1gement, health care
management

Dr. Michael Reilly
Devin Dodson

1990

451
400
13

4.51
0

21
46
67

$10,186
$10,186

Private, nonprofit
WASC

Business administration
management, :;cience inlormalion
tec.mology

Jerry Groshek
Kimmi Grulke

1979

118
131

35
5
40

$18,650
$18,650

Private, four-year,
nonprofit
AACSB

Information technology, finance,
supply chin management,
International business, real estate

Dirk Yandell'
Stephen Pultz

1972

I

Dr.MinkStavenga
Susan Topham

1952

I

792'
752
5

(800) 473-4346
(858) 576-0032
(619) 284-9292
(619) 284-9042

',

..

,,

I

(858) 271-4300
(858) 635-4739

177
176
1

161
16

15
35
50

$14 ,550
$14,550

Private, four-year,
nonprofit
WASC

Strategic management, international
business, information technology,
finance , marketing , business
administration

(858) 458-9310
(858) 458-0914

168
152
11

0
168

0
45
45

$5,475
$5,475

Private, four-year,
nonprofit
NCA

International business, finance,
human resources, health care
management, organizational security

Dr. Kim Varey
Stephanie Becerra

1980

(619) 683-2446
(619) 683-2448

11 2
97

82
30

0
17
17

$9,060
$9,060

Private, two-year
NCA

Project management, finance,
information ;ystems , human
resources

Thomas Horstmann
Wendi Wilson

1998

(760) 750-4267
(760) 750-4263

104
103
1

58
46

10
5
15

$2,102
$7,187

Public, four-year
WASC

General :nanagement

Dr. Beverlee Anderson
Dr. Beverlee Anderson

1995

(619) 849-2200
(619) 849-71 89

30
15
100

0
30

8
1
9

$10,000
$10,000

Private, four-year,
nonprofit
ACBSP

General MBA curriculum

Dr. Bruce A. Schooling
Scott Shoemaker

1975

15

*The instiMions on The List are accredited by various organizations, including the American Assembly of Collegiate
Schools of Business (AACSB) , International Assembly of Collegiate Business Education (IACBE) , North Central
Association of Colleges and Schools (NCA), and Western Association of Schoolo and Colleges (WASC).
wnd Would not disclose
na Not available
NA Not applicable
(NR) Not ranked
•Cost per class.

co

2002-03

382
352

(619) 594-8073
(619) 594-1863

Universityof San Diego

5

I

AUG 4 2003

National University
rrey Pines Road
11255 N. To
La JoHa 92037
www.nu.edu
San Diego State University
5500 Campanile Drive
San Diego 92182
www.sdsu.edu/mba
University of Phoenix
3890 Murphy Canyon Road , # 100
San Diego 92123
www.phoenix.edu
·.
University of Redlands
9040 Friars Road, #31 O
San Diego 92108
www.redlands.edu

1

L

I

I

I
I

2Includes 58 executive MBA students.
' Executive MBA program is $32,880 for two years.
'Interim director.
Notes: Spring enrollment figures are for San Diego County rnly. Full-time and part-time status varies between different MBA schools.
Source : The schools
It is not the intent of this Ust to endorse the participants no' to imply a school's size or numerical rank indicates its quality.
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Torero is a man for all seasons
By Richard J . Marcu s

SPECIA L TO THE UNI ON-TRI B UNE

USD senior Gavin Ng is a paradox in football
pads.
Is he a football player who plays baseball or a
baseball player who plays football?
Is he a kick return specialist or a defensive
back?
Is he a native Hawaiian whose playing style is
cahn and hang-loose or is he a transplanted
Californian who has a measured intensity on the
field?
Turns out the 5-foot-9, 160-pound Ng is all of
the above.
One thing is for certain: Toreros coach Kevin McGarry is
happy to have the chameleon
from Mililani, Hawaii, on his
side.
"Gavin is a hyper kid. He's
got a lot of energy and movement," McGarry said. "He is
Gavin Ng
like a hummingbird.''
From the get-go, Ng made an
impression on McGarry. In his first touch of the
ball as a sophomore, he returned a kickoff 98
yards. for a touchd.own against Azusa Pacific,
tying the Pioneer Football League record.
'That return was a huge turning point that
game," McGarry said. l'I expect that he will be an
exciting return guy this year and make some big
plays."
. Not limiting his penchant for drama to •football, Ng turned in a spectacular diving catch for
the Toreros baseball team in the first round of
the NCAARegionals in 2002. Ng made the snag
in left field with two outs and two on in the eighth
inning to preserve a 2-1 win . . . State to proptl USD into
"When the ballwas hit
this is it, our season is
I
I

88

coach Rich Hill said. "I lost sight of the ball
because of the angle, but the players who saw it
said that it was the best catch they have ever
seen."
Said Ng: "I just ran and ran and dived and
happened to catch the ball."
Ng acknowledges that he likes baseball slightly better than football. But it's football season,
and he is focusing on USD's opener a week from
tonigh t against Azusa Pacific .
Ng averaged 22.1 yards per kickoff return and
9.1 per punt return last season and will continue
the return duties this season.
In his other role, Ng is the starting right
comer back and the veteran in the secondary.
Although he gives up a lot in height, he makes
up for it with his 4.5 40-yardspeed.
"Gavin has one of the fastest breaks I've seen
at this level," Toreros free safety Bryan· Newbrough said. "He's really small, but he can stick
pretty good. He is a hard hitter."
Perhaps most importantly, Ng is focusing this
camp on continuing to improve his cover technique.
"I hope to not get beat this year so McGarry
won't yell at me," Ng said. "I only had two
interceptions last year because I dropped a lot of
balls. I'm hoping to get more interceptions this
year."
According to McGarry, Ng is steadily improving his cover ability.
"He's making some more plays in this camp
and is more of a factor," McGarry said. "We
really need Gavin to shoulder some of the load
(in the secondary) and be a dominant player."
Throu gh it all, Ng is still a Hawaiian in style
and spirit. He is one of six players from tl1e Aloha
State and one in a long line of Hawaiians who
ve suited up for the Torero s.
'Sometimes I wonder if Coach McGarry is
ing out to Hawaii to recruit or for a vacation,"
gjokes .
'

Revamped Toreros
should be explosive

f

-.
-

0
0

By Richard J. Marcus
the type of guy to brush it off," .
senior tight end Jeff Incerty
SPECIAL TO THE UNION-T RIBUNE

USD senior quarterback Eric
Rasmussen doesn't hesitate,
even for a second.
When told football coach
Kevin McGarryhad mentioned
that the keys to drive the 2003
Toreros squad would be his,
Rasmussen responded as one
might expect of a three-year
starter.
"Let's drive it as fast as we
can,'' Rasmussen said. 'This is
a great offense. There really is
no way to stop
it"
Rasmussen
is referring to
the newly installed West
Coast offense
implemente d
by first-year offensive coordi- Eric
nator
Tim Rasmussen
Drevno. The
new look will be unveiled during USD's opener, Sept. 6
against Azusa Paci.fie at Torero
Stadium.
Not that Rasmussen, a 6foot-3, 220-pound Sacramento
native, needed more incentive
to throw the ball. Last season
Rasmussen led Division I-Min
passing efficiency with a 164.2
rating. He completed 170-of-279
attempts for 2,470 yards and 25
touchdowns with just one interception. This fall, he is poised
to add to his seven USD career
passing records.
Now that the fate of the team
has been placed largely upon
him and the expectations to top
last season are looming, the
pressure is on.
"If Eric feels pressure, I can't
tell,'' said sophomore receiver.
Adam Hannula. ''He is as cool
as they come."
Perhaps it's in Rasmussen's
genes. His father, Terry, played
quarterback at Chico State
from 1972-74. Or maybe Rasmussen doesn't feel the heat
because of his affable personality.
"I can see how ·there is a lot
of pressure on Eric, but he is

said. "Eric is really modest"
Last year, during a 5-5season in which USD finished second in the Pioneer Football
League North with a 3-1 record,
Rasmussen was forced to evacuate the pocket frequently because of an inconsistent offensive line.
"Eric had happy feet early in
the season last year. We want
him to hang in there a little bit
longer," said McGarry
No arguments from Rasmussen.
"I think I will have more time
in the pocket because right
now this is by far the best offensive line we have had since I've
been here,'' said Rasmussen. "I
want to stay in the pocket and
go through my progression of
reads."
There will, however, be
times when Rasmussen will put
his wheels to good use.
"We are going to ask Eric to
sprint out and bootleg because
it puts pressure on the defense,'' McGarry ·said. "We
don't want to pull the reins in
on hin1 too much."
Because of the loss of standout receiver Mike Gasperson to
a knee injury, Rasmussen will
be spreading the ball around to
a stable of receivers and tight
ends: Hannula, Incerty, Brent
Labarrere, Nick Garton, Kyle
O'Connor and Dustin Owen.
The running game will be by
committee.
McGarry said that after Rasmussen's freshman year there
was serious consideration given to repositioning him at free
safety because of his size,
speed (4.8 in the 40) and a glut
at the quarterback position:
Rasmussen, however, had a
good spring practice after his
first year on the team and his
competition thinned out
Ultimately,
Rasmussen
stayed at quarterback.
"I guarantee you I would
have been a pretty bad safety,"
Rasmussen said. "I would have
told coach, 'I need to play quarterback.'"
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Defense is key for USD
By Richard J. Marcus

SPECIAL TO THE UNION·T IBUNE

When USD football coach
Kevin McGarry heads out to
Manchester Athletic Field tonight at 7:30 for the Toreros'
first practice of the season, the
question that looms is a familiar one.
Can the experienced, talented and deep offense carry the
team, or will the less-experienced, less-talented and relatively thin defense be exploited enough for a Toreros
downfall?
USD (5-5 overall last year,
3-1 in Pioneer Football League
North Division, finishing second among five teams) will
find out some answers on
Sept 6 when it hosts Azusa
Pacific at Torero Stadium. The
Toreros were soundly beaten
in their opener at Azusa last
season, 41-25.
"I'm hoping that our defense won't be our weak link
this year," McGarry said. "Our
secondary is my biggest concern. We were not really good
or experienced in the secondary last year. But I think that
will be better there this year."
USD will have 18 days of

90

practice through Aug. 30 to
work on what McGarry calls
his 4-2 nickel defense that
uses five defensive backs and
a strong safety. Senior linebacker Andy Guzenski will
lead the defense.
The fate of the team's season could rest largely on the
shoulders of senior quarterback Eric Rasmussen, who
threw for 2,470 yards and 25
touchdowns with one interception. He completed l 70-of-279
passes.
"I think that we have the top
quarterback in the league, and
some would argue the top QB
in Division I-AA," McGarry
said of Rasmussen, a 2002 second-team All-PFL selection.
Another factor in USD's favor is its schedule. While the
Toreros have some tough nonconference foes (Holy Cross,
Azusa), USD plays seven of its
10 games at home.
"We schedule up more than
anybody in our conference,"
McGarry said.
There are some notable
changes in the football program. Former athletic director
Tom Iannacone, at the USD
helm for 15 years, recently retired. ·Iannacone was a major

advocate for the football program.

"The architect of this pro-

gram and major voice for what

we are doing is gone," McGarry said. "Tom understood our
issues."
A permanent successor to
Iannacone is likely to be
named in early January.
Another big loss is junior
receiver Michael Gasperson,
who tore his left ACL and injured his femur while jumping
for a ball in the final spring
practice in April. It's not clear
whether Gasperson will make
it back for part of the season.
"Gasperson was a big part
of our offense. He is a big
receiver who did a lot of good
things for us," McGarry said.
"Fortunately, wide receiver is
one of the areas where we
have some depth."
Fmally, as always, there is
Dayton, the perennial PFL
powerhouse that USD will
have to beat to win the North
Division.
"For us, the next step is to
win our division and beat Dayton," McGarry said. "We are
starting to scare them a little
bit We are getting closer to
·
them every year."
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A COACH FOR
ALL AGES
New USD women's

squ ad defe ated the Rage
tion thei r pare nts.
(Ple asan ton)in the finals to
"Wh en som eon e mes ses up,
will age gro up in the Sur f
he doe sn't yell at them while
Cup.
they 're on the field," said Patti
.
Gre enw ood , 31, grew up m
Ryan, who se dau ghte r, Cou rtEas two od, Eng land , abo ut 40
ney, plays on the under-13
miles sou thea st of London. He
By Whitelaw Reid
squ ad. "He waits to tell them
say s his fath er had him kickCOM MUN ITY SPORTS WRITER
wha t they did wro ng whe n
they get to the sideline."
ing a socc er ball arou nd from
da Gre enw ood say s the
Devon De La Rosa, a midthe time he was a toddler.
age s of the play ers he
fielder on the under-13 team,
In 1991, Gre enw ood cam e to
coa che s mak es little difsays she loves playing for
the Uni ted Stat es to play socfere nce in the way he apGre
enw ood , even thou gh he's
cer at Dom inic an College of
proa che s his job.
kno
wn
for mak ing the team do
San Rafael. In 1998, afte r
"Go od play ers hav e a lot of
plen ty of extr a run ning duri ng
coa
chin
g
club
team s in the
sim ilar habits," Gre enw ood
prac tice s.
area for a few yea rs afte r grad said. "It's just a diff eren ce in
"He pus hes us to be our
uati
on,
Gre
enw ood had two as- best ,
the spe ed of play and the techand mak es our prac tice s
sist ant coa chin g offe rs - from
nical ability.
fun," De La Rosa said.
Cal and USD.
"'The read ing of the gam e
Add ed midfielder Alissa
Gre enw ood says the cha nce
and the com mon sen se of the
Sanchez: "He always wan ts us
to
also
do som e coa chin g for
gam e isn' t as esta blis hed at the
to be in shap e."
the Surf , with its repu tatio n,
you nge r age s, but it's still a
Gre enw ood 's mot or is wha t
swa yed him to com e to USD.
goo d stan dard of soccer."
mak es him special, said Sur f
Especially whe n you 're
dire ctor of coa chin g Colin
"I had don e the who le club
coa chin g for the San Die go
Cheste rs.
thin g in Nor ther n California
Surf, one of the cou ntry 's top
"He has a ton of ene rgy and
and it was a goo d level,"
you th soc cer club s.
pret ty muc h brin gs it eve ry
Gre enw ood said, "bu t to be
Last wee ken d, Gre enw ood
hon est, this was a way bett er
day " Che ster s said . "He dewas coa chin g 12-year-old playserv es eve ryth ing he's got
ers in the 23rd ann ual San
level."
He' s wor ked his tail off. If anyhi
Gre enw ood says coa c ng
Die go Sur f Cup tou rna men t
one can mak e a USD-type proIn the fall, Gre enw ood will
the Sur f has help ed prepare
gram succ essf ul, it's go ing
to
him for coll ege coac hing .
coa ch college-age wom en,
take that type of pers on.
whe n he beg ins his first sea"It's mad e me a bett er
Gre enw ood says he exp ects
son as hea d coa ch at USD.
the tale nt pipeline from the
coac
h,"
Gre
enw
ood
said. "It's
If Gre enw ood 's trac k reco rd
Sur f to USD to con tinu e.
bee n a place whe re cou ld try
at the you th level can equ ate to
The re are curr entl y nine playmy
own
idea
s out with my own
the coll ege gam e, USD sho uld
ers on his USD rost er who
team and do my own thin g."
be in goo d shap e. Ove r the last
hav e played for the Surf.
Gre
enw
ood
des cnb es himsix yea rs, Gre enw ood has won
"Ov er the yea rs we've had
self as a play ers' coach. He
num erou s tour nam ents as
lot
of Sur f play ers inte rest ed in
says
he
like s to give his pla ycoa ch of the Sur f while also
USD," Gre enw ood said. "It's a
ers
the
free
dom
to
be
crea tive
serv ing as a USD assi stan t
win-win situation."
and agg ress ive, and not have
Gre enw ood coa che d last
USD assi stan t coa ch Luc as
to
wor
ry
abo
ut
mak
ing misyea r's Sur fund er-1 7 team to a
Cur tolo says Gre enw ood 's
Stat e Cup title. Ear lier this
take s.
. con cern for his play ers' lives
Tha t style has end eare
week, Gre enw oo_d's_under-13
m
outs ide of socc er is wha t sepato his play ers - not to men-

soccer sk ipp er ha s

won at every level

A
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rates him from other coaches.
"Ada's really focused on kids
heading in the right direction
in life and getting a good education," Curtolo said.
Greenwood says one of the
keys to his success is not taking things too seriously, as evidenced by the ugly hat and
socks he wears to his Surf
games for good luck.
''You have to be happy-golucky," Greenwood said, "because at the end of the day it's
still just a game, mate."
No matter how old the players are.
Whitelaw Reid can be reached at
(619) 293-1829 or
whitelaw.reid@uniontrib.com

Ada Greenwood watches his girls under-13 team practice recently In preparation for the Surf
Cup. He will take over as women's head coach at USD this season. Don Kohlbauer/ Union-Tribune
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LOC AL COL LEG ES

USD volleyball team
wins two in Arizona
UNION- TRIBUN E

, USD won twic la: t night at
the Sun D vii Voll yhall Classic in Tempe , Ariz., beating
Utah 30-18, 30-16, 27-30, 27,30,
15-7 a Devon Forste r had 22
kills and 15 digs while
Lindse y Sherbu rne had 61 assists. Agains t h ost Arizona
State ,.USD swept 30-26, 30-15,
37-35. Forste r had 16 kills and
Sherbw11e 44 as ists and 12
digs for the Torero (3-0).

More volleyball

Behind 11 kills and 11 dig
from !Aspen McPar tland and
36 assists by ara Eng trom,
SDSU swept visiting UC Riverside 30-25, 30-17, 30-15. Kara Moria rty and M egan
Schau erman n had 10 kills
apiece for the Azt cs (1-1).

Women's soccer

Junior Alisa Boon scored
three goals in PLNU 's 5-1 victory over host South ern Nazarene. PLNU is 2-0.

Cross country

SDSU placed sixth at the
5K Fullert on Opene r at Carbon Ganyon Regional Park in
Brea. Cal State Fuller ton
won the meet with 90 points;
SDSU tallied 164 at the 14team race . . .. PLNU's women won a three-t eam 2.5-mile
race at the UCSD North Campu Course with 21 points,
nudgin g out UCSD (34) and
Gross mont Colleg e (83).
Crusad ers runner Jasmin e
Marks won in 15:26.3. The
UCSD men beat PLNU 20-43
in the 4-mile race. Ryan Burnett of PLNU won in 22:03.3.
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'. LOC AL COLL EGE S

USD defeats
UCR in soccer

UNION -TRIBUN E

Sy Reeves scored less than four
minutes into the gan1e to give
USD's men's soccer team a lead it
never relinquished en route to a 3-0
victory over visiting UC Riverside
yesterday.
Eric Wunderle and Ryan Guy also scored goals for USD (1-1-1) ,
and Wunderle had an assist. Andrew Ehrich also had an assist for
the Torero s.

Women's soccer

Michelle Rowe had the lone goal
as USO (2-0-1) escaped with a 1-0
win over visiting UNLV. Libby Bassett had two saves for the Toreros.

Women's volleyball

USO fell 25-30, 25-30, 33-35 to
fourth-ranked Stanford in Palo Alto despite Devon Forster 's teamhigh 15 kills. Cassie Wolpem had
10 kills for the Torero s (3-1) ...
San Diego State (4-2) had a rough
day, losing to Miami 21-30, 30-23,
21-30, 23-30, "then to Santa Clara
23-30, 33-31, 30-27,2 5-30,13-15 in a
tournam ent at the University of Arizona in Tucson.
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LOCAL COLLEGES

SDSU men's soccer
rallies for late win

,

Ryan Curtis scored with six seconds left in
regulation to send the game to overtime, and
Colin Jennings sent home the game winner
three minutes into the extra period to give San
Diego State's men's soccer team a 2-1 victor
over visiting Oregon State yesterday.
Kenny Fechner's lob bounced over the head
of the OSU goalkeeper and Curtis was there to
finish for the Aztecs (1-0). Fechner notched his
second assist when he found Jennings on the
left side of the penalty box.

More soccer

Oregon State used a second-half goal by
Brianna Monker to beat host SDSU 1-0 in
women's play. It was the first time in six years
that the Aztecs lost their season opener ... Two
overtimes were not enough to settle the score
between Long Island and USD as the men's
teams tied 1-1 in their season opener. Kevin
Wilson scored for USD in the 69th minute . ..
Freshman Cassie Wolpern had 18 kills in her
first collegiate game as USD downed Ohio 3-1
at the Sun Devil Classic at Arizona State .. .
PLNU (1-0) got a gem of a performance from
Jackie Jewell as the senior forward scored a hat
trick in the Sea Lions' 4-1 victory over ninthranked Oklahoma City in Oklahoma.
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COLLEGE

ALMA - Named Matt Chova
men's
track and field coach.
BAYLOR - Announced t
signation
of Dave Bliss, men's basketball coach,
and Tom Stanton , athletic director.
COLORADO STATE - Named Mark
Driscoll athletic director.
DOMINICAN, N.Y. - Named Phil Fluhr
women's soccer coach and Dale Abelingmen's lacrosse coach.
HIR M - Named Mike Lazusky men's
and women 's track and field coach and
Sean McDonnell women 's golf coach.
MIDDLE TENNE SSEE - Named
Chavonne Hammond-Taylor women's
assistant basketball coach.
SAN DIEGO - Named Will Guarino
men's and women's cross country
coach.
VERMONT - Named Matt Belfield cross
country and track and field coach.
WASHINGTON - Signed Keith Gilbert·
son, lootball coach, to a lour-year con-

tract.

WESTERN KENTUCKY - Named Paul
Sanderford assistant to athletic director
and Andy Allison director of basketball
operations.
WINTHROP - Named Jessica Zinobile
women' s assistant basketball coach.
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ransactions
Friday's Sport Transactions
By The Associated Press
BASE BALL
I J
America n League
OX- Pl aced RII P
RED
BOSTO
Ramiro Mendoza on the 15-day disabled list.
Reca lled LHP Casey Fos um fro m Paw1uckct
of the IL.
HI GO WHITE SOX- Purcha ed the
contract of C Jamie Burke froni Charloll c of
the IL. Opti oned RHP Mall Gint er 10
harlolle.
Eastern League
RVE- dded J.R . House
ALTOO , A
10 the roster. Announced LHP Tom Fordh am
to ashville of the PCL.
d
promote
ha been
Central League
ALEXA DRI A A ES--Traded OF Derry
Hammond and OF Ca rlo dolf t C astal
Bend fo r O Marcus Kn ight and cash. Sold
the cont ract of OF Brian Schm ill to 'orth
Shore of the orthcast League. Acquired the
nghts to I ' F Robert Hewes from Shreveport
igncd RHP Sea n
for a playe r to be named.
Kra mer and I FR an Dambac h.
T I
PRI NG FIELD OZA RK MO
D K - Signed RHP Corey Hennesy .
orthcast League
BA GO R L M BERJAC K - Released
RHP Matt Tindell.
BASKETBALL
ational Basketball As ociation
MIAMI HEAT- Signed F John Wall ace
and C Loren Woods.
FOOTB ALL
National Football League
OTA I KING - Released FB
Ml
Jeremy Allen. Signed TE Matt Huebner.
HO KEY
National Hockey League
B FFALO SAB RES- Re- igned F les
Kotali k and F Curtis Brown to one-year
c ntracts

W J ERS EY DEVILS- Signed D Paul
Marti n.
TAMPA BAY LIGHT, I G- Re- igned D

Janne Laukk ancn to a one-yea r contract.

ECHL
REA Dl 1 G ROYALS- amed Derck
lancey coach.
United Hockey League
RI ERDOGS- amed
RI HMO ' D
ch director of commun ity
Dart
David
relations.
SOCCER
Major League Soccer

LOS A G LES GALA XY- Acquired F
Diego erna from ew England for two
conditio nal draft choices.
A-League
II LWA UKEE WA E-Added D Chris
Morman,MF Pat hite and MF Marce lo
Fonta na fo r the ro ter for the remaind er of the
cason.

COLLE GE
ALM A- amed Matt Chova nec men's
track and field coach.
BAYLOR- Announced the re ignation of
Dave Bliss. men' basketba ll coach. and Tom
tan ton. athleti director.
STAT E- amed Mark
C L RAD
Driscoll ath letic director.
ynth ia
amed
HIOUT
DART
rutchfie ld director of facilities and
operatio n· for athletics. Gordon Morton and
Hea ther Croze assistant sports info rmation
directors. and Mall Dough rt y sport s
information a ·istant.
DO 11 ICA , .Y.- 'amcd Phi l Flu hr
wo men's soccer coach and Dale Abeling
men·s lacro e coach.
FRA KU & MA R HALL- a111ed F.
Carl Schnabe l men· and women's track and
field assi tant cro s country coach.
HIRAM - amcd Mike Lazu ky men' • and
women's tra ck and fi eld coach and ca n
Mc Donnell women's golf c ach.
ESS · - amed
T
MIDDL
women's
Hammo nd-Taylo r
havonn e
assistant basketball coach.
ER WILLI M - amed Jo h Ki ng
R
a sistan t athl etic tra iner and Frederic k
as ista nt
women's
Lashley- Saunders
bas ketba ll coach.
AM FO RD- amed Joey Mull ins as istan t
·port info rm ati on director and Ad am
Prendergast sport informati on intern .
A DI GO- amcd Will ,uarino men's
and women

ross oun tr coach.

VERMO T- amed Matt Belfield cro s
count r and track and field coach.
WA 111 GTO, - Signed Keith Gi lbert on.
football coach. to a fo ur-yea r cont ract.
WESTE R KE, T CKY- Na med Paul
Sanderfo rd assistant 10 athletic director and
Andy All i on director of basketba ll
operation .

WI T I-IR OP- amed Jesica Zinobi le
women· a istant basketball coach .
YAL - Announced the resignati on of Jim
Pyrch. diving coach. amed Ern ie 13crtothy
sport publicit y off in tern.
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NCAA NEWS

INDIANAPOLIS, IN
BI-WEEKLY
30,0 00

JUL 21 2003

N C A A R ec o rd
Hen's and women's cross country Cota retired , as head men's_ and
women s coach at Sa:n Die o after gu1din
the programs for 18 years. Cota was d1e West
Coast Confe rence women's coach of d1e
year this season ... Bill Meiers was hired .as I
'
head men's and women's coach at Arcadi
a
. .. Stevens Institute of Technology added
Kevin McGinn as head men's and women 's
coach to replace Al Alonso. McGinn spent
the past two seasons as an assistant at Columbia .
Rich
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Is cup half full or half

empty?
WUSA title tickets
available; overall
attendance down
Tod Leonard
STAFF WRITER

On a wann summer afternoon four
years ago, 90,000 squealing kids and
their parents packed Pasadena 's Rose
Bowl to witness history.
The U.S. national soccer team defeated China to win the Women's
World Cup, and, given the record
crowd and the millions in the televiion audience, it wa considere d a
watershed moment in the evolution of
women's sports.
Today, on a wann summer afterD's Torero Stadium, some
noon
of those same players from '99, including icon Mia Hamm, will take lhe .field
as the Washington Fr edom plays the
Atlanta Beat in the Women's United
Soccer Association's third Founders
Cup championship game.
And in a San Diego market that is
considere d a model by the league,
there were still about 400 tickets available yesterday in a stadium lhat seats
fewer than 7,000 people.
It begs the question: Wh re the
heck are all those little girls?

The WUSA would desperately like
to know. As the league closes out its
third season and moves headlong toward a fourth, the answers are more
critical than ever.
In the past few weeks, it was been
reported that the owners of three franchi e - New York and Carolina
(AOL Tune-Warner) and Philadelphia
(Comcast Corp.) - are either looking
to cut back on their commitment or
get out altogether.
WUSA CEO and President Lynn
Morgan said this week that from one
to three n w investors could join the
league for the 2004 season and that
while he hopes all the franchise s
would remain in their current cities,
she couldn't guarantee it
This, after a 2003 regular season in
which the top players accepted a 25
percent pay cut, attendance fell 4.2
percent (to an average of 6,667), and
the cable television ratings remained
tiny (about 115,000 viewers per game
on PAXTV) .
The league, which is still backed by
such powerful national sponsors as
Coca-Cola, McDonald's and Johnson
& Johnson, has taken forceful action.
It voted in April to replace its single-entity ownershi p with a modified franchise model in which teams would
account for theirown spending. It also
has hired investment bankers Moag &
Company to seek out new investors
former CBS Sports President Neil
'Pilson to negotiate n_ew1V deals.

The brokering, however, was not
helped when, at regular season's end
some players and managem ent wonWUSA's once-blue sky
"We don't know if, come September, we will be here or not," San Jose
general manager Marlene Bjomsrud
told th e San JoseMercury News.
They will be here, insists Morgan,
who reportedly bristled at the negative
commen ts. But Morgan said the ·
league must continue to analyze ways
to be more attractive while running
more efficiently.
"'The challenges we face in women's
pro leagues are real," Morgan said
in sSan Diego
to coi attendin g meeting
coinci e WI the Founders Cup. "I
think that while we would definitely
say that we've got a solid base of fans
in this country who are supportive of
the WUSA and women's sports the
frustration comes when we can't always get them to cast their vote by
coming out and supporting the teams.
"'That's where you start scratchin g
your head. It's a cultural shift, in order
to get people to understa nd that
they've got to make commitm ents like
that in order for a league like ours to
be around."
It has been professional soccer's
bugaboo for three decades in this
country. While millions of kids play
1
the game, that hasn't converted to
strong ticket sales.
The WUSA had every reason to
hope it would be different Unlike
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American men, the women were the
best in the world in soccer, and they
were tapping into the market of young
girls who were mostly ignored by
sports franchises.
"Women haven't had that (attention) in the past," said Spirit and U.S.
team captain Julie Foudy. "It just
wasn't part of our upbringing; guys
went to sporting events and supported
teams. Now we're saying to these kids,

this is something you_ should be
watching as a player to get better. I
think it will happen."
The WUSA has done admirably well
· on the field. By signing the top players
from national teams around the world,
it has produced mostly attractive, attacking soccer. The parity is so good

that the winner of today's Founders
Cup will be the third different champion, while last year's winner, Carolina,
didn't even make the playoffs.
Off the field, the players have
reached out to their communities. In
San Diego, they've made hundreds of
personal appearances in three years
and they patiently sign autographs at
the first-row railing at USO, long after
·, the games are over.
"This league has athletes who relate
to and interact with the kids," said
Spirit general manager Dave Presher.
"It has athletes who are doing this for
more than just sport. They're not doing it for the paycheck; they're doing it
to be pioneers."
Unfortunately for the WUSA, its
first championship game was played
17 days before the terrorist attacks of
Sept 11, 2001, and it has struggled in
the tough economy ever since. The
league didn't help itself by spending so
wildly in the first year that it blew
through its initial $40 million, which
was supposed to last five years.
"We spent money like. it grew on
·
trees," Foudy said.
Since theri, the WUSA has slashed
spending at all levels to get its finances
under control, and the average player
now earns $37,000 per season.
"We're still learning a lot," Morgan
said, "and getting a lot smarter about
what it takes to make the teams a
long-term success. There's a much
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· clearer picture of what the future will
hold, and we feel good about things."
·. The outlook is not all doom-and· gloom.
According to the league, there are
as many as 18 prospective investors
being considered for ownership, and
Soccer America reported recently an
intriguing range: from a construction
magnate in Philadelphia to the Spanish soccer power FC Barcelona.
Soccer America also reported that
Cary, N.C.-based software company
SAS likely will take over the Carolina
franchise, while four investors are being considered in New York.
Morgan has expressed the desire to
expand into the Midwest and West,
and she covets the new, made-for-soccer Home Depot Center in Carson,
where the Women's World Cup final
will be staged in October.
While she declined to identify specific investors, Morgan said, "These
guys are showing us they believe in
our product for a variety of reasons.
They believe in these women and love
what they represent That's pretty exciting for us. It makes us feel like this
was a good idea at the time (in '99) and
a good idea now."
Here in San Diego, Presher wonders what all the fuss is about The
Spirit is coming off its most successful
· season on the field and at the gate, and
the team has a rock-solid partnership
with its owner, Cox Communications.
"I'm optimistic," Presher said. "It's
unsettling when players take pay cuts,
and you change your league model
and franchises are unsettled. It's human nature to be unsettled.
"But I do believe that with the upcoming World Cup and Olympics, this
league has traction. At the end of the
day, we're going to move forward. It's
just unrealistic to put a rubber stamp
on it and say everything is fine."

Lowering
the goal

Duringthe 2003 regular season, attendance In the WUSA was down 4.2 percent compared
to last year. WUSA attendance compared against last year's final average:
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2003
TEAM

DATES

TOTAL

AVG.

10
6,958
6,324

San
J ose
CyberRays

11

63,109

5,196

11

61,983

S.011

TOTAL

102,264

AVG.

% +/-

9,297

+6a

67,842

6,784

+2.6%

75,685

6,880

·8.1%

58,392

58,832

5,839

-11.0%

5,883

-14.8%

10

67,912

5,667

78,836

7,167

76.244

6.332

·20.9%

11

81,202

8.120

-22.0%

4,249

61,324

6,667 584,377

5,575

·23.8%

6,957

-4.2%

Source: Sports Business Daily
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